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TAMAGAWA MEASURES ON UNIVERSAL TORSORS AND 
POINTS OF BOUNDED HEIGHT 

ON FANO VARIETIES 
by 

Per Salberger 

Abstract. — Let X be a Fano variety over a number field. An Arakelov system of 
v-adic metrics on the anticanonical line bundle on X gives rise to a height function on 
the set of rational points and to a new kind of adelic measures on the universal torsors 
over X. 

The aim of the paper is to relate the asymptotic growth of the number of rational 
points of bounded height on X to volumes of adelic spaces corresponding to the uni
versal torsors over X. 

Introduction 
One important but very difficult problem in diophantine geometry is to count the 

number f(B) of rational points of height at most B o n a projective variety over a 
number field k and to study the asymptotic growth of the counting function when 
B -» oo. If A C Pn is an abelian variety, then it was proved by Neron (cf. [62]) that 
f(B)/(\og B)rkA(k^2 converges to a constant depending on A C Fn and the height 
function. There is a precise adelic conjecture about the rank of A(k)9 but this has 
only been established for classes of elliptic curves E over Q for which E(Q) is of 
rank 0 or 1. 

For Fano varieties there is a (mostly conjectural) theory of counting functions. This 
theory was initiated by Manin who made some striking observations (cf. [23], [3], 
[42], [43]) about the counting functions for special classes of Fano varieties X under 
their anticanonical embeddings. Similar observations for other linear systems were 
made by Batyrev and Manin [3]. The heights involved are the "usual" multiplicative 
heights of Weil depending on the ground field k and the choice of coordinates (see 
[37, p. 50]). There may exist accumulating closed subsets with many rational points 
(e.g. lines on cubic surfaces). Manin therefore counts the number fu(B) of rational 
points of height at most B on sufficiently small Zariski open fe-subsets U of X. He 
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92 PER SALBERGER 

notices that for a number of Fano varieties X there are open £;-subsets U of X such 
that 

(*) fu(B) = C B f l o g B ) * * * * - ^ + o(l)) 

for an anticanonical height function. Very recently Batyrev and Tschinkel [5] have 
found that this cannot be true for all Fano varieties. But there are important classes 
of Fano varieties (cf. [23], [52], [7], [4]) for which asymptotic formulas of the above 
form have been established, and it is interesting to find common features of these re
sults. The motivation for this paper is to obtain a better understanding of the constant 
C in these formulas and to develop a framework which might be useful for the study 
of counting functions of other classes of Fano varieties. 

The first systematic attempt to understand the constant C in the asymptotic for
mulas is due to Peyre [52], who introduced several new ideas. He defined Tamagawa 
numbers for Fano varieties, thereby generalizing the classical Tamagawa numbers 
studied by Weil [67]. To define these, Peyre uses a system of z/-adic "metrics" for 
the places v of k on the analytic anticanonical line bundle over X(kv) satisfying an 
adelic condition. He associates to any such "adelic metric" a height function H on 
X(k) and a measure on the adelic space X(Ak) and suggests that the constant C in 
(*) should be equal to the product of the Tamagawa number r(X) of X(Ak) and an 
invariant a(X) depending only on effective cone in Pic X. 

Peyre assumes that the Picard group of XK for an algebraic closure K of k con
tains a Z-basis which is invariant under the action of the Galois group Gal(K/k). It 
is clear from the work of Batyrev and Tschinkel in [7] and [4] that some restriction 
of this kind is needed. They prove (*) for toric varieties and obtain the constant 

(**) C = a{X)r{X)hL{X) 

where ^(X) is the order of ^ ( G a l ^ / f c ) , Pic XK). 
We shall in the paper "explain" the appearance of h1 (X) in (**) by means of a new 

kind of Tamagawa numbers for universal torsors over X. The main idea is that the 
constant C is related to the volumes of some adelic spaces defined by the universal 
torsors T over X. Universal torsors were introduced by Colliot-Thelene and Sansuc 
[15] as a generalization of the classical descent varieties of elliptic curves studied 
by Fermat, Mordell and Weil. The main applications of this theory so far have been 
in the study of the Hasse principle and weak approximation for various classes of 
rational varieties. 

We shall use universal torsors as a natural tool when counting rational points on 
Fano varieties. One central idea will be to extend the height function on X(k) to 
suitable subquotients of the adelic spaces T(A^) by means of certain adelic split
tings associated to the universal torsors n : T -> X. For toric varieties this reduces 
the original counting problem to an adelic lattice point problem. We obtain thereby 
another proof of the asymptotic formula of Batyrev and Tschinkel [4] for toric vari
eties over Q. 
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We now give a description of the content of the 11 sections of the paper. 
In the first section, we study in detail the analytic manifold structure Xan(fcI/) on 

X(kl/) and metrics (which we will call norms from now on) on analytic line bundles 
on Xan(/cI/). For anticanonical line bundles with a norm we recall the measure con
structed by Peyre and explain its relation to the classical construction of a measure 
from a global differential form. For submersions 

we give a relative version of Peyre's construction and associate a positive linear map 

to norms on relative anticanonical line bundles. 
In section 2, we assume that v is non-archimedean and study norms for the com

pact open subsets Ev{ov) C X^(kv) defined by models Ev of X x kv over the 
valuation ring ov in kv. We relate in (2.14) the volume of E„(ou) with respect to 
the measure determined by the above norm to the density of the reduction of Su{ov) 
modulo finite powers of the maximal ideal mv in ov. As a consequence, we get an 
explicit formula (cf. (2.14)(b)) for the volume of H„(o„) with respect to any measure 
defined by a norm on S^Oj,). This formula holds also when has bad reduction 
and X is non proper. If X is proper, then Ev{ou) = Xan(/.v) and we get a formula 
for the volume of X^{ku). But there are also important applications of this formula 
to universal torsors and other non-proper varieties. 

In section 3, we study invariant norms over local fields on the relative anticanonical 
line bundles for X-torsors n : T -» X under arbitrary algebraic groups G. We then 
concentrate on the norms defined by relative differential forms. If G is a torus T, then 
there is a canonical norm of this kind which we will baptize the order norm. Now 
using this relative norm we obtain for each norm on Xan(fcI/) an "induced" norm on 
%n(kv) which in its turn defines an "induced" measure on 7In(^i/)-

In section 4, we consider varieties X over number fields k and the adelic topo
logical space X(Ak). We have not found any modern rigorous version of Weil's 
account [66] and we therefore explain how to use schemes of finite presentation in 
EGA to develop the foundations for adelic spaces. We then generalize Peyre's notion 
of "adelic metric" and his adelic measures in many ways. We introduce e.g. relative 
adelic norms for smooth morphisms n : Y —>• X over X and positive linear maps 
A : Cc(Y(Ak)) —> Cc(X(Ak)). It is thereby necessary to consider convergence fac
tors which vary among the fibres and to consider fibres over Ak not defined over k 
even if 7r: Y -> X is defined over k. 

In section 5, we restrict to torsors p : T —> X for varieties over number fields and 
study adelic norms and measures for them. When X is smooth and proper with 

ân(&i/) ^ -̂ an(&i/) 

A : CC{Y^{K)) CC(X^M) 

Hlx(X,Ox)=HlI(X,Ox) = 0 
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94 PER SALBERGER 

and with torsion-free Neron-Severi group, then there is a notion of universal torsors 
7r : T —>» X. The ẑ -adic order norms form an adelic norm which in its turn gives rise 
to a positive linear map 

A : Cc(T(Ak)) —> Cc(X(Ak)). 
This map depends on the choice of convergence factors. But one can choose these 

to be inverse to the convergence factors for X(Ak) so that the induced measure on 
Cc(T(Ak)) requires no convergence factors. Using this measure on T(A^), we de
fine Tamagawa numbers for universal torsors. 

In section 6, we recall the Brauer group and torsor obstructions to weak approx
imation of Manin, Colliot-Thelene and Sansuc. By using their theory together with 
results of Ono on the arithmetic of tori, we relate our Tamagawa numbers for univer
sal torsors to the Tamagawa numbers of Peyre. The factor h1 (X) enters naturally. 

In section 7, we modify the original growth conjectures of Manin in order to ex
clude the Fano varieties containing infinitely many weakly accumulating sub varieties. 
This is not so original and closely related to notions of Manin and Peyre (cf. [51]). 
We also generalize and refine Peyre's Tamagawa conjecture for Fano varieties by 
means of our Tamagawa numbers for universal torsors. 

In section 8, we study the geometry of universal torsors n : T -> X over smooth 
complete toric varieties which are trivial over the unit element of the &-torus U in X. 
We identify them with the toric varieties studied by Cox in his article [16] and find 
that they are open subsets of affine spaces. 

In section 9, we consider toric varieties over local fields kv. We give an explicit 
description of the norms for universal torsors obtained by inducing the norms of 
Batyrev-Tschinkel [7] and of the corresponding measures (cf. (9.12)). Another cen
tral idea is the introduction of a canonical toric splitting 

v : X(K) —• T(M/7XMcp 
of the map 

7r„ : T{K)/T{K)CY> —> A1K2T X{k„). 
induced by the principal universal torsor n : T —• X. Here T(fc„)Cp is the maximal 
compact subgroup of the analytic group T(kl/) defined by the Neron-Severi torus. 

In section 10, we consider toric varieties over number fields and the induced adelic 
norm on the universal torsor obtained from the induced z/-adic norms in section 9. 
The product map of all ^ v gives rise to a continuous canonical toric splitting 

i,A:X(Ak)^ T(Ak)/T(Ak)cp 

of the map from T(Ak)/T(Ak)cp to X(Ak) induced by n. By means of we give 
a new torsor theoretic interpretation of the heights of Batyrev-Tschinkel [7] and an 
interpretation of the constant C = a(X)r(X)h1(X). There are several analogies 
with Bloch's use of torsors (cf. [8], [47]) to interpret the Neron-heights and the 
Birch/Swinnerton-Dyer/Tate conjecture for abelian varieties. The universal torsors 
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over toric varieties play the same role as the biextensions do for abelian varieties. 
The constant a(X)r(X)h1 (X) is interpreted by means of the Laurent expansion of 
an adelic integral which is a continuous approximation on the universal torsors of 
the zeta functions for X considered by Manin, Batyrev and Tschinkel. We also indi
cate how these zeta functions can be studied for toric varieties without making use of 
group structure of the torus. 

In section 11, we give a proof of the conjectures of Manin and Peyre for split toric 
Fano varieties over Q (first proved in [4]). Our method is essentially an extension of 
the method developed by Schanuel [56] for projective spaces and by Peyre [52] for 
certain special blow-ups X -» Pn of projective spaces. But we make a more system
atical use of the universal torsors than in [52] and we use geometric invariants of the 
fans in the study of the main terms and the error terms. Our asymptotic formulas are 
slightly more precise than in [52], [7], [4] and of the type 

CBilogBy1 + 0(B(\ogB)r-^2+£), r = rkPicX 

while the formulas in (op. cit.) are of the type CB(log B)r~l(l + o(l)). But the real 
motivation for giving another proof of the theorem of Batyrev and Tschinkel is that 
many of the arguments can be used for other classes of Fano varieties like moduli 
spaces of ordered sets of points on the projective line. 

The use of universal torsors in the study of Manin's conjectures is quite natural. 
We used them to give an upper bound for the counting functions of del Pezzo sur
faces of degree 5 in a talk at Bern at the Borel seminars in the summer semester 1993. 
Some months later the author received a preliminary version of Peyre's important pa
per [52] which has had a strong influence on this paper. There he made implicit 
use of descent varieties for some classes of toric varieties without emphasizing their 
toric structure and without making use of the descent theory of Colliot-Thelene and 
Sansuc. Most of the theory of this paper has been developed in an attempt to use 
universal torsors to count points on toric varieties and to refine Peyre's Tamagawa 
number conjecture for general Fano varieties. It is thus not surprising that Peyre him
self recently considered universal torsors. We understood from his visit at ETH 1996 
that he has also found that the use of universal torsors leads to a term hl(X) in the 
conjectured asymptotic formula by means of adelic zeta-functions on the universal 
torsors. His line of thoughts was somewhat different, however, and did not use the 
induced measures of this paper. We refer to the paper of Peyre [51] in this volume 
for his vision of the role of universal torsors in the theory of counting functions for 
Fano varieties. We have only given some brief comments here about his work since 
we received it when this paper was almost completed. There is some overlapping 
between [51] and sections 5, 6 and 10 of this paper. But there are also many differ
ences. Peyre consider certain equivariant partial compactifications of the universal 
torsors while we systematically avoid compactifications. He does not consider adelic 
splittings of the universal torsors, but uses instead the notion of "system of heights" 
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96 PER SALBERGER 

for arbitrary linear systems. He uses complete intersections as a prototype for Fano 
varieties while we have chosen to dicuss toric varieties in detail. 

We have learned much about the arithmetic of toric varieties from the impressive 
papers of Batyrev and Tschinkel [7] and [4]. Their approach using adelic harmonic 
analysis for Manin's zeta functions is elegant and conceptual, but depends strongly 
on the underlying group action on the toric variety. The advantage with universal 
torsors is that they exist for all Fano varieties. One can e.g. prove the best upper 
bound 0(B(logB)4) for del Pezzo surfaces of degree 5 by means of the descent 
theoretic approach in this paper. 

We have after this paper was completed received the paper [6] of Batyrev and 
Tschinkel. The measure theory of our paper (e.g. (1.22) and (4.25)-(4.28)) has ap
plications to the theory of L-primitive fibrations in [6]. One can also avoid the use 
of compactifications and the reference to Denef's work in (op. cit.) and give more 
intrinsic constructions of the measures involved by means of the results here. 

We would like to thank Batyrev, Manin, Peyre and Tschinkel for discussions on 
counting problems for Fano varieties. 

1. Analytic manifolds over locally compact fields 
Throughout this section k denotes a non-discrete locally compact field of charac

teristic zero. It is well known (cf. [66]) that k is either totally disconnected (in which 
case it is a finite extension of the p-adic number field Qp) or connected (in which 
case it is either R or C). Denote by | | : k —> R the absolute value normalized in the 
following way. If k = K, let \a\ — max (a, —a) and if k = Qp, let \upl\ = p~l for 
units u in Zp. If k is a finite extension of ko = R or ko — Qp, let | | : k —> R be the 
map obtained by composing the norm N : k -» ko with | | : ko —> R . The topology 
of k is induced by the absolute value | | : k —>• R and k is complete with respect to 
| | : k —>> R in all cases. We shall assume that all norms and all seminorms on vector 
spaces over k are compatible with the normalized absolute values | | : k —> R under 
scalar multiplication ([36, p. 33], [38, p. 44]). 

If k is a finite extension of ko = Qp, let o be the maximal Zp-order (cf. [54]) in k. 
Then o is a complete discrete valuation ring. The inverse different oD is defined by 

oD := {a € k : Tr(a0) e Zp for all /? G o}. 
Denote by \i the Haar measure on the additive locally compact group k normalized 

in the following way. If k — K, let /i be the usual Lebesgue measure dx and if 
k — C, let /i = dx be the measure 2dudv for the real (resp. imaginary) part u and 
v. If A: is a finite extension of Qp, choose JJL to be self-dual as in [66, Ch. VII, §2]. 
This means that n(o)n(oD) = 1. Hence /i(o) = 1 if and only if k is a unramified 
over Qp. The Haar measure is sometimes (cf. e.g. [67], [52]) normalized such that 
/i(o) = 1 for all finite extensions of Qp. The normalization chosen here implies that 
we get no discriminant factors for volumes of adelic measures. If if is a number field, 
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and AK the adelic group [66] of K, then JJ,(AK/K) = 1 for the restricted product 
measure of the local measures above (cf. [67, 2.1.3] for more details). Also, we get 
no discriminant factor (cf. (5.21), (6.12)) in our definition of Tamagawa numbers. 
Instead, we get a discriminant factor in the local results in (2.14) and (2.15). 

Most of the theory of analytic manifolds over locally compact fields are obvious 
generalizations of the theory of analytic manifolds over R and C in differential and 
analytic geometry. We first recall some definitions (1.1)-(1.3) from Serre's book [59, 
Part II]. 

Definition 1.1. — Let V C kn be open and let / : V —>• k be a function. Then / is 
said to be analytic in V if for each point P = (ai, a2,.. . , an) G V C kn, we may 
find an open neighbourhood of P 

Np,r = {(xi,X2,... ,xn) G kn : \xi - a,i\ < r, i = 1,. . . , n} C V 
such that / is defined by a convergent power series in k {xi — a i , . . . , xn — an] on 

Definition 1.2. — Let T be a topological space. 
(a) An n-chart (or n-coordinate map) on T is a homeomorphism <f> : U -> V 

between open subsets U C T and V C kn. 
(b) Two n-charts </> : U —> V and (/>' : U' —> V are compatible if the maps 

</>' o 1</>(*7 H U') and 0 o V ( t f H U') are analytic. 
(c) An n-atlas A on T is a family of n-charts <j>j : Uj -> Vj, j G J such that 

T = \JjejUj and such that 0^ and </>j2 are compatible for any ji,J2 ^ J-
(d) Two n-atlases 

A< := {fa :Ui-+Vi, ie / } , ^ := : C/̂- -> yi? j € J} 
are said to be compatible if ^ and ̂  are compatible for any tpi G Ai, <j>j G Aj. 

Compatibility of n-atlases is an equivalence relation (cf. LG 3.2 in op. cit). 
Definition 1.3. — Let T be a topological space. An analytic n-manifold structure 
on T (over k) is an equivalence class of compatible n-atlases on T. 

Note that the analytic manifold structures considered in this paper are such that 
the dimension n is the same at all points of the manifold. 

Let Mi and M2 be two analytic manifolds (over k) of possibly different dimen
sions. A continuous map / : M\ M2 is said to be an analytic morphism if it is 
"locally given by analytic functions" (cf. LG 3.6 in op. cit. for a precise definition). 

Definition 1.4. — An analytic vector bundle of rank r over an n-manifold M con
sists of a family {Ep}peM of r-dimensional vector spaces over k parametrized by 
M, together with an analytic (n + r)-manifold structure on E = Up<zMEp such that: 
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(i) The projection map ix : E -> M taking Ep to P is analytic. 
(ii) For every PQ E M, there is an open neighbourhood U C M of Po and an 

analytic isomorphism <j>u : 7r_1([7) U x kr which restricts to a linear home-
omorphism from Ep to {P} x fcr for each P eU. 

The tangent bundle Tan(M) M and the cotangent bundle Cot(M) M are 
analytic bundles of rank n on an analytic n-manifold M (see [12], [38, Ch. XXII] for 
the global properties and [59, Ch. 3, §8] for the local properties of these bundles). 

Let p : E —» M be a vector bundle and let / : N -» M be an analytic morphism. 
The fibre product 

NxME = {(Q, s) £ N x E : f(Q) = p(s)} 

is an analytic submanifold of N x E (see [59, LG 3.26]) and the projection map 

pN : N xM E —• N 

is a vector bundle of the same rank as p : E —> M. (The trivializations of pjv : NXM 
E N and their transition functions are defined by pulling back the trivializations 
of the bundle on M and their transition functions, cf. e.g. [25, p. 68] for the case 
k = C.) We shall in the sequel write f*E for N x M E and call PN : N xM E -> N 
the pullback bundle of p : E M under / : iV -> M. 

Operations on vector spaces induce operations on vector bundles (cf. e.g. [25, 
pp. 66-67]). There exists thus for each vector bundle p : E -> M a dual vector 
bundle p* : E* —>• M and exterior product bundles AS£J —>• M. The cotangent 
bundle Cot(M) -> M is dual to the tangent bundle Tan(M) -> M. We shall write 
det E for the line bundle ArE when r = rkl£ and call det Cot(M) the canonical 
bundle and det Tan(M) the anticanonical bundle of M. 

If 7Ti : J?i —» M and 7T2 : —> M are two analytic vector bundles, then there 
are analytic bundles Ei © E2 -> M and E\ ® E2 -> M. The analytic manifold 

E1© E2 is equal to the fibre product E\ XM E2 and hence an analytic submanifold 
of Ei x E2 (see [59, LG 3.26]). If g : E\ -> E2 is an analytic map with n± = ir2g 
such that corresponding maps between the fibres gp : E\^ —> E2,p are linear for 
each P G M, then we define vector bundles ker g M (resp. coker # -> M) when 
g is surjective (resp. injective). 

Definition 1.5. — Let p : E -> M be an (analytic) vector bundle over an analytic 
manifold M (over k). A norm (resp. seminorm) on p : —• M is a continuous map 

II ^[0,oo) 

such that the restriction to Ep is a norm (resp. seminorm) on the vector space Ep 
(over k) for each P € M. A normed vector bundle is a vector bundle with a norm. 
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Remarks 1.6 
(a) Silverman [63] and Peyre [52] define a metric 

\\\\:E —> [0,oo) 
on a line bundle p : E -> M to be a collection of vector space norms 

|| \\X:EX—>[0,oo), x € M 
for which the map 

P e t f —+||s(P)||e[0,oo) 
is continuous for any local analytic section 5 : U —> p~x(U) of p : E ^ M. 
It is obvious that a norm on a line bundle p : E -> M is a metric. Conversely, 
each metric || || : E —> [0, oc) is a norm. To see this, one works locally at M 
and reduces to the case E = M x k by means of (1.4)(ii). Then use the fact 

P G M *(P) = (P ,1 )€E 

is an analytic section of pi : E -> M with 
\\(P,a)\\ = \a\\\s(P)\\ 

for all P G M, a G fc. 
(b) Suppose we are given one norm || ||i and one seminorm || ||2 on a line bundle 

p : E -> M over an analytic manifold M. Then there is a unique continuous 
function r : M -> [0, oc) such that 

«Ih = r(p(*))||s||i 
for all s G E. If M is compact and || H2 is a norm then there are positive 
constants C and D such that 

CIMLI < 1MB < z?N | i 

for all s G E. 
Any vector space norm on kr defines a norm on the trivial vector bundle M x kr 

by means of the projection M x kr —>• kr. We now give some further examples of 
norms and seminorms on (analytic) vector bundles. 

Examples 1.7 
(a) Let p : E -> M be a line bundle and let a; be a continuous global section of the 

dual line bundle pv : Ey —>• M. Then a; may be regarded as a continuous map 
E -> M x which restricts to the linear map Ep P x k for each P G M. 
We obtain a seminorm || || : i5 -» [0, oc) by sending 5 G to the absolute 
value of the image of u(s) under the projection M x k -> fc. In particular, any 
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continuous differential form u of maximal degree on M defines a seminorm 
on the anticanonical line bundle det Tan(M). This seminorm is a norm if and 
only if u) vanishes nowhere. 

(b) Let pi : Ei M and p2 : E2 -> M be two line bundles and 

| | | | i :£i—>[0,oo), ||||2:£r2—^[0,oo) 

be seminorms on E\ resp. E2. Then there exists a product seminorm 

|| || :£ i®32—•[() , oo) 

such that 

s1 ® «2)11 = ||*1||l -11*2112 
for two sections si G E\, s2 G #2 withpi(si) = ^2(^2)- This seminorm || || is 
a norm if and only if || ||i and || ||2 are norms. 

(c) Let p : E —> M be a vector bundle and let p^ : AT x m E -» AT be the pullback 
bundle ofp:E-±M under f : N M. Then there is a seminorm 

/*|| | | :JVxM£—>[0,oo) 

on the pullback bundle associated to each seminorm || || on p : E —> M. This 
is obtained by composing the projection map N XM E -> E with || || : E —>• 
[0,00). The seminorm /* || || is a norm if || || is a norm. We shall then call /* || || 
the pullback norm of || ||. 

In the next example we shall need the concept of a lattice in a vector bundle. 

Definition 1.8. — Let o be a complete discrete valuation ring as above with quotient 
field k. Let M be an analytic manifold over k and p : E —>» M be an analytic vector 
bundle of rank r. An analytic lattice of p : E -> M is a submanifold L of E such 
that 

(a) Lp := L fl i£p is an o-lattice in Ep for each P G M. 
(b) For every Po G M, there is an open neighbourhood U C M of Po and an 

analytic isomorphism : L fl p-1(J7) U x or which restricts to an o-
module isomorphism from Lp to {P} x or for each P eU. 

Example 1.9. — Let p : E -> M, L, o, fe be as in (1.8) and let p be a uniformizing 
parameter of o. If P G M and s G Ep, let 

||*|| = inf{|7rm| : 7rms G Lp}. 

Then, 

II || : £ — • [ ( ) , 00) 
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is a norm. (The verification is local on the base so it suffices (see (1.8)(b) to treat the 
trivial case where p is the projection from E = M x kr to M and L = M x or.) 

The following result is a reformulation of a result due to Peyre [52]. 

Theorem 1.10. — Let M be an analytic Hausdorff n-manifold and let || || be a 
seminorm on the anticanonical bundle det Tan(M) of M. Then there is a unique 
positive linear functional A on the vector space CC(M) of real valued continuous 
functions with compact support on M such that for any n-chart 

(j) : U —> V C kn, 
</>(x) = (0i (x),... ,</>n(x)) = (xi,...,xn),x eu CM 

and any f G CC(M) with support in U the following equality holds: 

A/ = 
v 

f((j) 1{xu...,xn)) d 
dxi 

A ••• A d 
dx1 dx\dx2 - - • dxn. 

Moreover, if\\ \\ is a norm and j : M —> K>o is a non-negative function in CC(M), 
then Af — 0 if and only iff = 0. 
Proof — Let (f)a : Ua -> Va C kn, <j>p : Up -> Vp C kn be two charts and suppose 
that cj) e CC(M) have support in Ua fl Ub- Then Peyre (op. cit.) deduces from the 
Jacobian formula for change of variables in a multiple integral ([67, p. 14]) that the 
two integrals over Va and V& coincide so that Af is well defined. His argument uses 
only that || || is a seminorm although it is formulated for a metric (cf. (1.6)(a)). Now 
once the compatibility of integrals under transition of charts has been established, one 
concludes by a standard argument with partitions of unity (see th. 5.1 in [38, Ch. IX] 
and note that no paracompactness assumption is needed). 

To prove the last statement, it suffices by partition of unity to consider the case 
when there is an isomorphism <j> : M —> V onto an open subset V of kn. But then the 
assertion follows from the integral formula above, thereby completing the proof. • 

Since M is locally compact and Hausdorff there exists according to Riesz repre
sentation theorem [38, Ch. IX, §2] a unique positive Borel measure m on M such 
that: 

1.11 (i) If W is open, then 
m(W) = sup Af, 

where / G CC(M) runs over all functions with support in W such that 
0<f(x) < 1 for all a; E M. 

1.11 (ii) IfB is a Borel set, then m(B) = 'mfm(W),W open DM. 
This measure m has the following properties: 

1.11 (iii) If K is compact, then m(K) is finite. 
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1.11 (iv) If B is open or a union of countably many Borel sets of finite measure, 
then m(B) = supm(jfrT), K compact C B. 

1.11 (v) A/ = fM fdm for any / G CC(M). 

Definition 1.12. — We shall call m the positive Borel measure on M determined 
by the seminorm || || : detTan(M) —>> [0, oo) and A : CC(M) —> R the positive 
functional determined by || || : detTan(M) —> [0, oo). 

If || || is a norm, then it follows from (1.11) and the last assertion in (1.10) that 
m(W) > 0 for all non-empty open subsets W of M. 

Example 1.13. — Let || || : detTan(M) —> [0, oo) be a seminorm defined by 
a continuous differential form u on M (see 1.7). Then the measure m is just the 
"usual" positive Borel measure |o;| on M determined by LO (see e.g. [38, Ch. XXIII, 
§3]) for the case k = R and [12, §10] for general locally compact fields k). The 
construction of m in (1.10), (1.11) is thus a generalization of the classical volume 
form construction. 

Definition 1.14. — A positive Borel measure m on a locally compact Hausdorff 
space M will be called a-regular if it satisfies the properties (l.ll)(ii), (l.ll)(iii) and 
(l.ll)(iv) in (1.11). It will be called regular if it satisfies (l.ll)(ii), (l.ll)(iii) and the 
following stronger version of (1.1 l)(iv): 

(*) If W is a Borel set, then m(W) — sup m(K), K compact W. 

The space M is called a-finite with respect to m if M is a union of countably 
many Borel sets B C M o f finite measure m(B). 

Remarks 1.15 
(a) It follows from the definitions that (cf. [38, p. 257]) a a-regular positive Borel 

measure m on M is regular if M is a-finite with respect to m. The a-finiteness 
condition is satisfied (see (l.ll)(iii)) if M is <r-compact (i.e. a union of count
ably many compact subsets). It is sometimes useful for integration with respect 
to product measures. 

(b) The positive Borel measure m determined by a seminorm 

|| || : detTan(M) -> [0,oo) 

on an analytic Hausdorff n-manifold M is cr-regular (by 1.11) and regular if M 
is cr-compact. 

Lemma 1.16. — Let M\ and M2 be two locally compact Hausdorff spaces and let 
mi (resp. rri2) be a a-regular positive Borel measure on Mi (resp. M2). Then there 
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exists a unique a-regular positive Borel measure m on M := M\ x M2 such that 

/ h dm = / h\dm\ \ h2dm,2 
J M JMi JM2 

for any function h G CC(M) which is a product 

h(PuP2) = h1(P1)h2{P2) 

of two functions hi G Cc(Mi), h2 G CC(M2). 
Moreover, ifh(Pi,P2) G CC(M), 

g(P2):= [ h(PliP2)dm1€Cc(M2) 

and 
\ hdm = / gdrri2 — j ( / h(P\,P2)dmi J drri2-

J M JM2 JM2 \J MI J 

Proof. — This follows from [11, Ch. Ill, §5] and Riesz representation theorem. • 

Let Mi and M2 be two analytic manifolds over k. The topological space M := 
Mi x M2 carries a natural analytic manifold structure described in [59, p.LG 3.7]. 
Let pri : M -» M^i — 1,2 be the two projections and let pr* Tan(M^), i = 1,2 be 
the pull back bundles (cf. (1.7(c)) of the tangent bundles on Mi and M2. Then there 
exists a natural identification 

Tan(M) = prî Tan(Mi) © pr*2 Tan(M2) 

of vector bundles over M which induces a canonical isomorphism 

detTan(M) =prj(det Tan(Mi)) ® pr^det Tan(M2)). 

Suppose that we are given seminorms: 

|| ||M. : det Tan(M<) —• [0, oc), i = 1,2. 

Then there are pullback seminorms pr*\\ ||M» on pr*(det Tan(M^)), i = 1,2 (cf. 
(1.7)(c)) which are norms if (and only if) || \\M{ are norms. 

Theorem 1.17. — Let M\ and M2 be two Hausdorjf analytic manifolds over k and 
let M be the product manifold M — M\ x M2. Let 

|| ||M. : det Tan(M^) —> [0, oc), ¿ = 1,2 

be two seminorms and let 

|| ||M : detTan(M) —• [0,oc) 

be the product seminorm of the two pullback seminorms 

Prt\\ \\M% :pr*(detTan(M0) —^ [0,oc). 
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Let mi, ¿ = 1,2 (resp. m) be the a-regular positive Borel measures determined by 
| 11 ,¿ = 1,2 (resp. || \\M)- Then the following assertions hold. 
(a) 

/ hdm — \ h\dm\ \ h2drri2 
JM JM1 JM2 

for any function h G CC(M) which is a product h(P\,P2) = ^1(^1)^2(^2) of 
two functions hi G Cc(Mi), h2 G CC(M2). 

(b) Ifh(PuP2) G CC(M), then 

g(P2) = [ h(PuP2)dm1 G CC(M2) 
JMX 

and 

\ hdm = / gdm2 = / I / /i(Pi,P2)dmi ] dra2. 
./M JM2 JM2 \JMi ) 

Proof 
(a) Using charts and partitions of unity and the definition of the functionals on 

Cc(Mi), CC(M2) and CC(M) corresponding to mi, i = 1,2 (see 1.10) it is clear that 
it suffices to treat the case when Mi = kq and M2 = kf, q,t G Z>o. 

Let us choose coordinates (x\,...,xq) for Mi and (xq+\,...,xqa+1 for M2. Then 
by definition we have that 

/ hdm = 
JM 

JMX 
/ h(xi,...,xq+t) a1 

6x\ 
A ••• A d 

dxq 
d 

OXq + 1 
A • • • A /9 

dx+1 
dx\dx2 - - - dxq+t 

where the seminorms should be read as || \\MI resp. || \\M2-
Let 

fl{xi,...,Xq) = h1(xU...,Xq) 
d 

OX 1 
A ••• A 

d 

OXq 
and 

f2(Xq+l,---,Xq+t) = /l2(^+i,...,X^+t) 
a 

(9^+1 
A ••• A 

d 

dxq+t 

Then (cf. (1.6)(a)) /1 G Cc(fc«) and f2 G Cc(fc*). Therefore, by an elementary 
version of Fubini's theorem it follows that 

/ hdm 
JM 

= / fi(xu...,xq)dxidx2"'dxq f2(xq+i,...,xq+t)dxq+i--dxq+t 
Jk<i JkQ+t 
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where the right hand side is equal to fMl hidmi fM2 h2drri2 by definition. 

(b) This follows from (a) and the previous lemma. • 

Now let / : N -> M be an analytic morphism from an ra-manifold to an n-
manifold. Then /* Tan(M) = N xM Tan(M) is an analytic vector bundle over N 
of rank m. It is endowed with a canonical morphism (cf. [59, LG 3.12] and [12]) 

/ ' : Tan(TV) —> N XM Tan(M) 

of vector bundles over N. The analytic morphism N —> M is called an immersion 
(resp. a submersion) if it "locally looks like" a linear injection (resp. surjection) kn —> 
km (cf. LG 3.12-14 in (op. cit.) for the precise meaning of this phrase). There is also 
a proof in (op. cit.) that / is an immersion (resp. a submersion) if and only if / ' is 
injective (resp. surjective). 

Definition 1.18 
(a) If / : N -> M is an immersion, then the normal bundle Nor(iV/M) is defined 

to be the cokernel of / ; : Tan(TV) N xM Tan(M). 
(b) If / : TV —» M is a submersion, then the relative tangent bundle Tan(iV/M) 

is defined to be the kernel of /(see [12, 8.1]). The relative cotangent bundle 
Cot(N/M) is the dual vector bundle of Tan(iV/M). 

If / : N —>> M is a submersion, then det Tan(iV/M) is an (analytic) line bundle 
over N, which we shall call the relative anticanonical line bundle of / : N —ï M. 
The restriction of det Tan(7V/M) to a fibre NP, P e M of / : N -> M is equal 
to the anticanonical line bundle detTan(TVp) of Np. There is also a canonical 
isomorphism 

(1.19) detTan(iV) = det(Tan(AT/M)) <g> /*(det Tan(M)) 

of line bundles over iV induced by the exact sequence of vector bundles over iV 

(1.20) 0 —> Tan(7V/M) —> Tan(iV) - A N x M Tan(M) —> 0. 

Notation 1.21. — Let / : N —» M be a submersion between two analytic Haus-
dorff manifolds and let 

|| \\N/M : detTan(AT/M) —+ [0,oc) 

be a seminorm on det Tan(7V/M) -> N. 
l fPef(N)M. let 

AP : Cc(Np) —-> R 

be the positive linear functional on the fibre Np of / : N M at P determined by 
the restriction 

|| ||p : detTan(ATp) —y [0,oo) 
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Of II II N/M to Np (see (1.10)) and let hp G Cc(Np) be the restriction of h G CC(N). 
Then we denote by 

AN/M(h):M —> R 
the function with value Ap(hp) for P G f(N) and with value 0 if P E f(N). 

A linear map 
Aiv/M : CC(N) —> CC(M) 

is said to be positive if any non-negative function h G CC(N; R) is sent to a non-
negative function g G CC(M; K). 

The following result is stated (without proof) by Serre [61, p. 83] in the special 
case of seminorms || \\N/M an(i II IIM defined by global sections of det Cot(iV/M) 
and det Cot(M) (cf. (1.7)(a)). 

Theorem 1.22. — Let f : N —> M be a submersion between two analytic Haus-
dorff manifolds. Let 

|| \\N/M : detTan(AT/M) —> N 
|| ||M :detTan(M) —> M 

be seminorms and let 
|| \\N : det Tan(7V/M) ® /* det(Tan(M)) —• [0, oc) 

be the seminorm on det Tan(TV) -> N obtained by taking the product of || \\N/M 
andf*\\ \\M (cf (1.7)(b), (L7)(c) and (1.19)). 

Then the following holds, 
(a) AN/M is a positive linear map from CC(N) to CC(M). 
(b) Let AM : CC(M) —>• R (resp. AN : CC(N) -> R) be the positive Junctionals 

determined by \\ \\M (resp. \\ \\N). Then AN = AM ° AN/M-
(c) Let m resp. n be the positive a-regular Borel measures on M (resp. N) de

termined by || \\M (resp. || ||JV. Let 0(P), P G f(M) be the positive a-
regular Borel measure on Np (cf. (1.11)) corresponding to the positive func
tional Ap : Cc(Np) —> R determined by the restriction to the fibre Np of 
f : N M atPof\\ \\N/M to NP (cf. (1.10), (1.21)). Then, 

/ hdn = / AN/M(h)dm = / ( / hpdO(P) j dm 
JN JM Jpef{M) \JNP J 

for any h G CC(N). The integral over Np is defined to be 0 if Np is empty. 

Proof 
(a) It is obvious from the definition in (1.21) that AN/M is linear and positive. It 

thus remains to show that AN/M(h) G CC(M) for h G CC(N). To show this, we 
first note that f(N) is an open subset of M (since any submersion is open) and that 
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the support of AN/M(h) is contained in the compact subset /(Supp h) of f(N). It is 
therefore sufficient to prove that AN/M(h) is continuous in an open neighbourhood 
of P = f(Q) E M for each Q E N. 

Let t resp. s be the dimensions of N resp. M. Then since / is a submersion 
there exist open analytic neighbourhoods U of Q, V of P and W of 0 in fct_s and 
an analytic isomorphism ij) : U V xW such that f(U) = V and the following 
diagram commutes (cf. [59, LG 3.16]) 

(1.23) и 
f 

V 
ф РП 

V x W 

If we cover N with such subsets U and apply the linearity of Ap for all P E M, 
then it is clear from the "usual" argument with partitions of unity [38, p. 270] that 
it suffices to show that g := AN/M(h) E CC(M) for h E CC(N) with support in 
an open subset of U as above. Further, if hy E CC(U) is the restriction of h, then 
AN/M(h) = Au/V(hu) on V and AN/M(h) = 0 outside V. We may thus assume 
that N = U and M = V. 

Since ip is an isomorphism and (1.23) commutes and the constructions of Ap (see 
(1.10)) are functorial under isomorphisms we may and shall further assume that U = 
V x W and / = pri. Then N = M xW and det Tan(N/M) = pr^det Tan(VT)) 
for the projection pr2 : M x W -> W. 

If II ||JV/M : detTan(7V/M) ~^ [O?00) is the pullback pr̂ H ||w of a seminorm 
|| \\w on det Tan(PF) -> VK, then it follows from (1.17)(b) that ATV/M is a positive 
linear map from CC(N) to CC(M). 

In the general case, choose a norm || \\w on det Tan(Vl̂ ) -> W, and let A^/M be 
the linear map CC(M) —> CC(N) determined by the normpr2\\ \\w °n 

det Tan(AT/M) -> AT. 

Then there exists a unique continuous function r : AT —>• [0, oo) such that ||5||TV/M 
is equal to r(Q)pr2||8||vr for any section s E detTan(Af/M) above Q e N (see 
(1.6)(b)). Therefore, AN/M(h) = \N/M(rh) for all h E CC(N). Therefore, the 
general case follows from the already known case where || ||AT/M — Pr2\\ \\w-

(b) One reduces immediately to the case N = M x W and / = pr\ by means 
of the same arguments as in the proof of (a). If || ||AT/M is the pullback pr^W \\w 
of a seminorm || \\w on det Tan(W) ->> W, then it follows from (1.17)(b) that 
A TV = AM ° AN/M. 
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In the general case, choose a norm || \\w on detTan(VF) -» W and define the 
linear map AN/M : CC(M) -» CC(N) as above. Let r : N [0, oo) be the 
function described in the proof of (a) and let AJV : CC(N) —> R be the functional 
defined by the product seminorm || ||MXW of prj|| \\M andpr^H \\w- Then ||S||JV = 
^(QJIMIMXW for any section s G det Tan(TV) above. Therefore A]y(h) = Xjsf(rh) 
and AN/M{h) — ^N/M^h) for all h G CC(N) (see (a)). This combined with \jy = 
AM ° Â V/M (see (1.17)(b)) implies that An = AM ° AN/M-

(c) This follows from (b) and Riesz representation theorem. • 

2. Measures and densities for algebraic varieties over local fields 
Let k denote a non-discrete locally compact field of characteristic zero and let 

X be a smooth fc-variety. It is well known that the set of fc-points X(k) on X can 
be given a natural analytic manifold structure Xan(/j) and that this construction is 
functorial. The best reference for the applications here seems to be chapter III of the 
book [53]. 

We first define the underlying topology of X(k). If X is an affine ^-scheme of 
finite type, then the fc-topology on X(k) is defined to be the coarsest topology for 
which all maps X(k) —> k defined by regular functions on X are continuous. We 
shall say that a subset of X(k) is A:-open (resp. fc-closed) if it is open (resp. closed) 
in the A;-topology. 

In the following result (2.1) we always refer to the fc-topology when regarding the 
set of -points X(k) on an affine fc-scheme X as a topological space. 

Proposition 2.1 
(a) Letg : X -> Y be a closed k-immersion of two affine schemes of finite type over 

k. Then g induces a closed immersion X{k) —> Y(k) of topological spaces 
(b) Let Z — X XfrY be a product of two affine schemes of finite type over k. Then 

Z(k) = X(k) x Y(k) as topological spaces. 
(c) Let g : X —> Y be an open k-immersion of two affine schemes of finite type over 

k. Then g induces an open immersion X(k) —> Y(k) of topological spaces. 
(d) The k-topology on Ark (k) is equal to the direct product topology on kr = Ark (k). 

Proof. — (a) and (b) are obvious and the proofs left to the reader. 

(c) X may be identified with the closed fc-subvariety of Y x A\ — Y x Spec k[T] 
defined by the equation hT = 1 for some invertible function h in the coordinate 
ring of Y. By (a) and (b) one gets that X(k) is the closed subset of the product 
space Y(k) x A\(k) defined by hT = 1. Now use the fact that the projection of 
X(k) C Y(k) x A\(k) onto Y(k) is an open immersion of topological spaces. 
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(d) It suffices by (b) to consider the case X = A\ = Spec k[T]. Then any regular 
function on X is a polynomial in T with coefficients in k. This combined with the 
fact that A; is a topological ring implies that the fc-topology on X(k) is the coarsest 
topology for which T : X(k) —> k is continuous. Hence T : X(k) -» k is a 
homeomorphism, as was to be proved. • 

Proposition and definition 2.2. — Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over 
k. Then the family of all k-open subsets of sets ofk-points on all Zariski open affine 
k-subschemes form the base of a topology ofX(k). If X is affine this topology is the 
k-topology above. IfX is not affine we call this topology the k-topology ofX(k). 

Proof. — The statement follows immediately from (2.1)(c). • 

It is obvious from the definition that a fc-morphism g : Y —> X between two 
separated schemes of finite type over k induces a continuous map Y(k) -> X(k) 
with respect to the fc-topologies. It is also clear that the assertions in (2.1)(a)-(c) hold 
in the non-affine case. 

Proposition 2.3 

(a) X(k) is a Hausdorff space with respect to the k-topology. 
(b) There is a countable base of open subsets with compact support for the k-

topology. In particular, X(k) is a-compact and paracompact with respect to 
the k-topology. 

(c) IfX = P£, then the k-topology ofX(k) is the quotient topology arising from 
the canonical map fcn+1\(0) —> Pg. 

(d) If X is a closed k-subscheme of Pj? for some n, then X(k) is compact with 
respect to the k-topology. 

(e) If X is a smooth, proper and geometrically connected k-scheme, then X(k) is 
compact with respect to the k-topology. 

Proof 
(a) X is Zariski closed in X xk X by assumption. The diagonal of X(k) x X(k) 

is therefore closed in the fe-topology. 

(b) It suffices to prove this for a finite set of open affine subvarieties in a covering 
of X. To show this, use (2.1) and the fact that the locally compact field k has such a 
base. 

(c) This is checked locally using the standard covering of P}} by n + 1 affine 
n-spaces. 
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(d) It suffices by the non-affine version of (2.1)(a) to prove this in the case X = 
PJ}. Then use the fact that the compact subset of fcn+1\(0) consisting of (n + 1)-
tuples (xo, # 1 , . . . , xn) with sup^ \xi\ = 1 is mapped onto P£ under the canonical 
map from &n+1\(0) toPg. 

(e) There exists by Chow's lemma [32, p 107] a proper -morphism g : Y —> X 
from a projective fc-variety Y and a Zariski non-empty open A;-subvariety U of X 
such that g induces an isomorphism of g~l(U) to U. This implies by (a) and(c) that 
g(Y(k)) is a ^-closed subset of X[k) containing U(k). But X is smooth and hence 
U(k) dense in X(k) (cf. [53, lemma 3.2]). Therefore g(Y(k)) = X(k)9 thereby 
completing the proof. • 

The smoothness condition in (2.3)(e) is not necessary, but will be satisfied for all 
the applications in this paper. One can prove that any proper morphism g : Y —> X 
between fc-varieties gives rise to a proper continuous map Y(k) -> X(k) between 
topological spaces as remarked by Serre in [61, Ch. 2]. 

Next, let o be a complete discrete valuation ring and $ : S —> Spec o be a separated 
morphism of finite type. We shall in the sequel write S(o) for the set of o-morphisms 
a : Spec o —> S such that $<r is the identity morphism on Spec o. 

Proposition 2.4. — Let k be the quotient field of a complete discrete valuation ring 
o. Let i : Si —> 22 be a closed immersion of separated o-schemes of finite type over 
o and let Si S2 be the closed immersion of their generic fibres. Then the natural 
maps S^(o) -> Xi(k), ¿ = 1,2 are injective and Si(o) = X\{k) fl S2(o) in X2{k). 

Proof. — The assertion follows from Grothendieck's valuative criterion for sepa
rated resp. proper morphisms (cf. e.g. [32, Ch. 2 §4]). If Si -> S2 is an arbitrary 
proper o-morphism between separated schemes of finite type over o, then the dia
gram 

Si(o) >S2(o) 

Xl(k) >X2(k) 

is set-theoretically cartesian. • 

Corollary 2.5. — Let k be a finite extension ofQpy and let o be the maximal Zip-
order in k. Also, let Ebe a separated scheme of finite type over o. Then the following 
holds. 

(a) S(o) is a compact and open subset ofX(k) in the k-topology. 
(b) Let Xc\ be the scheme theoretical closure ofX in S. Then the natural map from 

Xc\(o) to S(o) is bijective. 
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Proof 
(a) There is a covering of S by finitely many Zariski open affine o-schemes. We 

may therefore assume that 2 is affine over o and choose a closed o-immersion t : 
E A™. We may then by (2.1) and (2.4) reduce to the obvious case 5 — A™. 

(b) Xc\ is also separated and of finite type over o with X as generic fibre. The 
assertion therefore follows from (2.4). • 

We shall not need (2.5)(b) in the sequel, but it makes it possible to reduce to the 
case of reduced models over o. 

Definition 2.6. — A k-variety X is a geometrically connected, separated scheme 
of finite type over k. 

We shall in this paper use the word fc-variety in this sense also for other fields 
than locally compact fields. Thus a smooth fc-variety will always be assumed to be 
geometrically integral in this paper. 

The definition of the fc-topology works for arbitrary separated schemes of finite 
type over k. For the definition of an analytic manifold structure on X(k) we assume 
from now on that X is a smooth £;-variety. 

To define an n-chart (n — dim X) around a fc-point X of X(k) choose an affine 
neighbourhood U equipped with an étale fc-morphism h : U -> A%.lt follows from 
the inverse function theorem [59, part II, Ch. 3, §9] that there is a fc-open neighbour
hood Nx in U(k) of X such that the restriction of h to Nx defines an homeomorphism 
between Nx and a fc-open neighbourhood of y = h(x) in kn = A%(k). Moreover, 
any two such n-charts defined in this way are compatible (see [53, p. 111]). Also, 
any two n-atlases consisting of such n-charts are compatible (in the sense of (1.2)). 
There is therefore a (canonical) analytic manifold structure on X(k) (see p. 112 in 
op. cit.). If A: is a complete discrete valuation field, then it follows from (2.3)(b) and 
a result of Serre [58] that X^n(k) is a disjoint union of "balls". 

Each &-morphism g : Y —)• X gives rise to a (unique) analytic morphism #an : 
Y(k) —» X(k) between the corresponding analytic manifolds so that one becomes 
a covariant functor from the category of smooth algebraic ^-varieties to the category 
of analytic manifolds over k (cf. e.g. [62] for the case k = C). 

The following result is well-known. 

Proposition 2.7 

(a) Let g : Y —> X be a smooth k-morphism between smooth k-varieties of con
stant relative dimension d. Theng&n :Y(k) —» X(k) is a submersion of relative 
dimension d. In particular, gan is open. 

(b) Let g : Y —>> X be a closed immersion of smooth k-varieties of codimension d. 
Then pan : Y (k) —> X(k) is a closed immersion of codimension d. 
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Proof 
(a) Let tty/x (resp. fly/h) be the relative cotangent sheaf of Y/X (resp. Y/k). 

Then the natural sequence 

0 —> g*&x/k —> fty/k —> fty/x —> 0 

is an exact sequence of locally free coherent sheaves on Y which corresponds to an 
exact sequence of vector bundles over Y (cf. [30, 16.5.12 and 17.2.3]) 

0 _ > V(ilY/x) —• V(QY/k) —• V(ilx/k) xxY- ^ 0 

where V(£) means the spectrum of the quasi-coherent symmetric algebra S(£) on £ 
as in [29,1.7.8]. Now note that the analytic tangent bundle Tan(Yan(fc)) Y^n(k) is 
equal to the analytic morphism V(QY/k)a.n(k) -> Y^k) associated to the algebraic 
tangent bundle V(QY/k) ~~^ Y [53, p. 113]. Hence the last sequence gives rise to 
an exact sequence of analytic vector bundles as in (1.20) with N = Y&n(k) and 
M = Xan(fc). This implies that g is a submersion by the criterion mentioned just 
before (1.18). 

(b) The proof is similar, but one uses the exact sequence (cf. [30, 17.2.5]) 

0 _ > V(nY/k) —> V(nY/k) x x Y ^ V(CY/X) —• 0 

where V(CY/X) is the normal bundle of Y/X corresponding to the algebraic conor-
mal sheaf of g : Y -> X. • 

The main application of (2.7)(a) will be in connection with the integral formula in 
(1.22). 

For the rest of this section we assume the following: 

(A) k is a finite extension of Qp, o is the maximal Zp-order in k 
(B) S : X —> Spec o is a separated morphism of finite type (e.g. a proper morphism) 

such that the generic fibre X is smooth and geometrically connected. 

Then, by (2.5)(a) there exists a natural compact analytic manifold structure over k 
on the A:-open subset S(o) of Xan(/j). We shall denote this compact analytic manifold 
by 5an(o). 

Next, let fts/o be the relative algebraic cotangent sheaf of $ : S —> Speco. It is a 
coherent (but not necessarily locally free) sheaf on X and one may form the spectrum 
V(fts/0) of the quasi-coherent symmetric Os-algebra 5(fis/o) °f ^E/O [29, 1.7]. 
Following [30, 16.5.12] we will write TE/o = V{SlE/0). The morphism TE/o -» H 
is affine, hence separated. The composite map Ts/0 —> Speco is thus also separated 
and its generic fibre is equal to the algebraic tangent bundle Tx/k = V{Q,x/k) °f 
X/k. 

The analytic tangent bundle Tan(Xan(A;)) —>• Xan(fc) is equal to the analytic mor
phism Tx/k(k) -» X(k) associated to the algebraic tangent bundle Tx/k -> X (cf. 
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[53, p. 113]). Also, the analytic tangent bundle Tan(M) over M = £an(o) is equal 
to the inverse image of the analytic tangent bundle Tan(Xan(A;)) —> Xan(fc) over M. 
One may therefore regard TE/Q(o) as a compact open subset of the analytic manifold 
Tan(M). 

Proposition 2.8. — Let E/o be as in (A) and (B) and let Tan(M) —> M denote 
the analytic tangent bundle of M = San(o) C Xan(&). Then L := T^/0(o) is an 
analytic o-lattice o/Tan(M) in the sense of (1.18). 

Proof. — The question is local so we may reduce to the affine case. Choose a closed 
o-immersion i :E -> AM and make use of the natural epimorphism (see [32, II.8]) 

L*flA™/o > ^S/o-

This defines in its turn (cf. [30, 16.5.12]) a closed immersion 

TE/O —> TARN/0 xA™E 

and hence by (2.5) an equality of subsets of TAMjk; 

T~/o(o) = Tx/h{k) N TAM/0. 

But it is noted in [57, 3.3] that the right hand side is "un champ localement constant 
de resaux" for affine A:-varieties X C A™ x0k. This means in our language that it is 
an analytic o-lattice in Tan(M). The proof is thus complete. • 

By taking exterior products of L one gets an analytic o-lattice det L in det Tan(M). 

Definition 2.9. — We shall call 

det L C det Tan(M) 

the analytic o-lattice defined by E/o. The norm 

|| || : detTan(M) —> [0, oo) 

determined by det L C det Tan(M) (cf. (1.9)) will be called the model norm de
termined by E/o. The positive Borel measure (see (1.12)) m on M defined by the 
model norm 

|| || : detTan(M)[0,oo) 

above will be called the model measure on M — San(o) determined by E/o. 

Remark 2.10. — It follows from simple functoriality properties of algebraic cotan
gent sheaves that the analytic o-lattice in Tan(M) is uniquely determined by the 
closure Xc\ of X in IE. This implies that the model norms and the model measures 
on M = £an(o) = Xci?an(o) determined by E/o and Xc\/o coincide (cf. (2.5)(b)). 
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We now partition S(o) into congruence classes. Let тг be a uniformizing parameter 
of о and let or := о/(тгг) for each positive integer r. Denote by H(or) the set of 
morphisms crr : Spec(or) —)> S such that Фо> : Spec(or) —>> Spec(o) corresponds 
to the reduction map о —> or. We shall also write F for o\ and H(F) for S(oi). 

Lemma 2.11. — Le/ у G 5(F). ГАея there is a natural bijection between sections 
a G S(o) which are sent to у G 5(F) under the reduction map E(o) —> E(F) and 
morphisms Spec о —» Spec(9s?2/ wA/cA are sections of the morphism SpecOs,y —> 
Spec о induced by Ф. This is also true if we replace the stalk Ое,у by the completion 
along its maximal ideal. 

Proof. — By definition of morphisms of schemes any morphism о : Spec о —> 
Б which is a lifting of у G S(F) factorizes over an affine morphism Spec о -> 
SpecQ=^ which is a section of the morphism SpecOs,y -* Spec о induced by Ф. 
This proves the first statement. The second follows from the first and the fact that о 
is complete. • 

We shall need the following explicit version of the inverse function theorem on 
power series /1(3/1, ...,ym) G о [уь . . . , ym\. We will write у = (уь . . . , ym), 
Vе = UT=i vV for € = (si> •. •, em) G Z(m) and deg(e) for the degree ex + • • • + em. 

Lemma 2.12. — Let 
hj(y\,...,ym) G o[yi,. . . ,ym], j = l , . . . ,m 

be formal power series of the form 

hj(v) =yj + ^2aey£ 
where a£ G (7rdeg(£)_1) and e G Z(m) гшю over exponents e = (s i , . . . , em) wiYA 
£ъ • • •, £m > 0 of degree > 2. 

ГАеи fAere are unique formal power series 

7j(l/) = W + S bB0e € о [j/i,..., ym] 
swcA /Aâ : 

M7l(j/b • • • , 2/m), • • • ,7m(?/Ъ • • • , 2/m)) = Уз 
for j = l , . . . ,m. 

Moreover, e G Z(m) on/y runs over exponents e = (ei , . . . , em); £1 , . . . , em > 0 
of degree E\ H h £m > 2 am/ JAe coefficients fi£ G (7rdeg(£)-1). /л particular, all 
power series converge. 

Proof. — This is an immediate consequence of a more general result proved on 
pp. 11-12 in chapter LG 2 of [59]. See in particular the statements 1. and 2. on the 
top of page LG 2.12. • 
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Theorem 2.13. — Let $ : H —> Spec o be a separated morphism of finite type with 
smooth geometrically connected generic fibre of dimension d and let m be the model 
measure on M — Han(o). Let a$ G S(o) and let e be the largest integer such that 
if0 (Spec o, CTO^H/O) contains a torsion subgroup isomorphic to o/(7re). Finally, let 
D(ao, S, r) C San(o) be the k-open subset of all a G S(o) with the same reduction 
as <7o in Hr(or). 

Then, 

ro(£>(*o,3,r)) = (/x(o)/ Card(or))d 

/or r > e. 

Proof. — It follows from (2.11) that /?(ao,S, 1) is contained in M(0) f0r each 
Zariski open neighbourhood X] °f ao in 5. It is therefore sufficient to treat the 
affine case and we shall choose a closed immersion i : S -> A™ and coordinates 
xi,... ,xm such that 

a0£ : Speco[xi,...,xm]/(xi,...,xm) —• Specofci,... ,xm] 

is the obvious morphism. Then F := H°(Speco, (o"oO*̂ A™/o) is a free o-module 
generated by dx\,..., ctem. 

Let ( / i , . . . , fk) G o[xi,..., xm], k >m — d generate the ideal defining H. Then 
W := iJ°(Speco, OQ^s/O) is the quotient module F/R of F by the o-submodule i? 
generated by the k elements: 

(i) dfj = (dfj/dxi)dxi + • • • + (dfj/dxm)dxm, j = 1, . . . , k 

The generic fibre is smooth of dimension d and the o-module R is therefore generated 
by m — d of these elements, say d/i,. . . , d/m_<j. By the elementary divisor theorem 
we may after a linear coordinate change of write: 

(ii) fj(xi, • • • ,XM) = 7rE^Xd+j + ^2£SX£,£€ G O 

where e = (ei , . . . , em) G Z(m) runs over exponents e\,..., em > 0 of total degree 
£i + * * * + £m > 2 and where e = > e(2) > • • • > e(ra - d) > 0. 

The polynomials /¿(#1,. . . , xm), j = 1, . . . , m — d define S C A™ in an open 
Zariski neighbourhood of oo, which by (2.11) contains D(ao, 1,5). We may and 
shall therefore assume that H C A™ is defined by the polynomials 

fj{xi,...,xm) = 0, j = l , . . . , r a - d . 

We now consider the analytic map 

p:D(a0^r)—>D(0,Ado1r) 
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obtained by projecting onto the d first coordinates x i , . . . , x&. Let us first show that 
this map is an analytic isomorphism when r > e by means of an explicit construction 
of the implicit functions involved. 

Consider the morphism H : A™ —» A™ sending (yi, . . . , ym) to (hi,. . . , hm) 
where 

hj{yi,...,ym) = Vj 1 <j <d 
hj{y\,...,ym) = n~eM~r fj-d(nryi, - • - <>nrym) d+l<j<m 

Then each hj(y),j = 1, . . . , ra is of the form 

(iii) hj{y) =yj + ^2 aey£ € o[yi,..., ym] 

where ae(7rdeg )̂_1) and e G Zm runs over non-negative m-tuples of degree > 2. 
We may thus apply the inverse function theorem described in (2.12) and find 

unique convergent power series 

7j(2/i,--->2/m) £ o[yi,...,2/m], 3 = l , . . . ,m 

such that 

(iv) 7j(y) = Vj + Ylf3£y£ 

where /?e G (7rdeĝ )_1) and 6 G Z'm' runs over non-negative m-tuples of degree > 2 

(V) M7l(j/1> • • • ^m), • • • ,7m(yi, • • • >ym)) = J/j 

for j = 1,... ,ra. 
We now consider T : A™ —> A™ sending (yi, . . . , ym) to (71,...,7m). Then 

(v) says that HY is the identity map. By applying (2.12) to Y instead of H one 
gets an analytic map * : A™ —>• Am such that is the identity map. But then 
H = HY^ = * such that: 

(Vi) 7j(MS/l> • • • > ^m), • • • , hm(l/l, • • • , ym)) = yj 

for j = l , . . . ,m. 

From Aj(yi,..., ym) = yj for j = 1,..., d and (vi) one deduces further that: 

(vii) 7j(yi,..., yd, 0, . . . , 0) = yj, j = 1, . . . , ra 

so that /ij (yi, . . . , ym) = 0 for j = d + 1, . . . , m. Set 

(j)j{xi, ...,xd) = 7rr7j(7r"rxi,..., 7R~rxd, 0, . . . , 0) 

for j = 1, . . . , ra. Then, from (iv) (resp. (v), resp. (viii)) it follows that: 
(viii) fj is analytic on J9(0, A ,̂ r) with image in D(0, A*, r). 

(ix) /j(</>i(xi,...,a:d),...,0m(a;i,...,a;d)) = 0 for j = 1,... ,ra - d. 
(x) </>j(xi,...,xd) =Xjforj = l,. . . ,raand(xi,...,a;m) G Z?(cr0,S,r)-
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Let 
Ф(ХЪ . . . , Xd) = (01 (ЖЬ . . . , Xd), . . . , 0m (#Ъ . . . , Xd)). 

Then from (viii), (ix) and (x) it follows that <fr defines a bijective analytic map 

D{0,Ad,r)^ D(a0,E,r) 

which is inverse to the projection map 

p:D(o0,E,r) —> D(0,Air). 
We now prove that the analytic isomorphism given by $ and p between D(<JO, S, r) 

and Z)(0, Ad, r) is an isometry. 
Let a G D(a^E,r). Then it follows from (i) that H°(Speco,a*Q,E/0) is the 

o-module generated by dx i , . . . , dxm with relations 

dfj = (dfj/dxi)dxi + h (dfj/dxm)dxm, j = 1, . . . , m - d. 

Moreover, by (ii) we obtain that 

(xi) d/j = n^dxd+j (modulo 7rr), j = 1,. . . , m — d. 

where by assumption r > e(j) for j — 1, . . . , m — d. This implies that the isomor
phism between the analytic tangent bundles of D(ao, S, r) and D(0, Ad, r) induced 
by p and $ preserves the o-lattices of these tangent bundles described in (2.8). Hence 
(see (2.9)) the analytic isomorphism induced by p and $ respects the model mea
sures on -D(oo, S, r) and D(0, Ad, r). It is therefore sufficient to prove the theorem 
for E = A* and aQ = 0. But then m(D(0, A*, r)) = (¿4(0)/ Card(o r))d for r > 0. 
This completes the proof. • 

Theorem 2.14. — Let $ : 5 —> Spec o be a separated morphism of finite type with 
smooth geometrically connected generic fibre of dimension d and let m be the model 
measure on M = S a n(o). Then there is an integer E such that the torsion part of 

#°(Speco, o*nE/o) 

is annihilated under multiplication by nE for all o G E(o). Moreover, ifr>E, then 

(a) 
m(E&n{o)) = Card(Im(H(o) -> X(or)))(fi(o)/Card(or))

d 

(b) 

/2(0) 
hdm = E 

P€lm(H(o)->X(or)) 
h{P)(n(o)ICzxd{or))d 

for any h G Cc(San(o)) which is constant on the fibres of the reduction map from 
H(o) to E(or). 
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Proof. — The first statement is an obvious consequence of the assumptions on $ 
and the reader may find a proof of a stronger result in [10, 3.3.3]. The fact that (a) 
and (b) hold is a consequence of the previous theorem. • 

It follows from (1.6)(b) that any measure on M — £an(o) determined by a semi-
norm on San(o) on det Tan(M) is of the form hdm for a non-negative continuous 
function h G Cc(Xan(o)). We may thus use (2.14)(b) to compute the volume of 
^an(̂ ) with respect to any such measure. 

The theorem (2.14)(a) is due to Serre [57, p. 147] (cf. also [47]) in case H is affine 
and o = Zp. He proves that the equality holds for all sufficiently large r without 
giving any explicit bound for those r. The following result is due to Peyre [52, 2.2.1] 
in case $ is projective and r = 1. 

Corollary 2.15. — Let $ : H —> Speco be a smooth separated morphism of finite 
type with geometrically connected generic fibre of dimension d. Then, 

m(2an(o)) = Card(5(or))(/i(o)/Card(or))d 

for all r > 0. 

Proof. — It follows from the smoothness of $ that i7°(Spec o, <J*&>xi/o) *s torsion-
free for all a G S(o) (see [10, 3.3.1]). Therefore the equality (*) above holds for 
all r > 0. To complete the proof, note that S(o) —> £r(or) is surjective by Hensel's 
lemma. • 

Our next goal is to study families of measures along the fibres of an analytic mor
phism 7ran : Yanik) —> X^k) associated to a smooth morphism n : Y -> X 
of fc-varieties. We shall thereby write Sly/x f°r the relative cotangent sheaf and 
TY/X = V(ttY/x) ^ the relative tangent bundle (cf. [30, 16.5.12] and [29, 1.7.8] 
for the affine morphism V(£) —> Z associated to a coherent sheaf £ on a scheme Z). 

Proposition 2.16. — Let X (resp. Y)be a smooth separated o-scheme of finite type 
with geometrically connected fibre X (resp. Y). Let 7? : Y —> X be a smooth o-
morphism of constant relative dimension d and letiriY^Xbe the corresponding 
k-morphism between the generic fibres. Then the following holds. 

(a) The relative cotangent sheaf ̂ Y/x ^ locally free of constant rank d and its 

restriction to the generic fibre ofY jo is equal to Sly fx-
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(b) The relative tangent bundles define a commutative diagram with injective ver
tical maps 

TY/X(°) >Y(o) 

TY/X(k) >Y(k) 

(c) Let N := Y^k), M ~ Xan(/c) and 7ran : N —• M be the analytic map 
defined by TT. Then 7ran is an analytic submersion of relative dimension d and 
the relative analytic tangent bundle Tan(iV/M) —>> N is equal to the algebraic 
map TY/X(k) -> Y(k) in (b). 

(d) Let N = Y(p) and let M — X(o). Then N (resp. M) is a compact open subset 
of N (resp. M) and 7ran restricts to an analytic submersion 7ran : N —>> M of 
relative dimension d. Further, Ty^(o) is an analytic o-lattice of the relative 

analytic tangent bundle Tan(7V/M). 

Proof 
(a) This is well known (cf. [30, Ch. XVI]). 
(b) V(&Y/X) —> Y is separated since it is affine and Y is separated over o by as

sumption. Hence Tyix := ^(^y/x) *s ^so separated over o. Further, V(ftY/x) — 
V^Y/x) ><y^by (a). 

(c) The submersion statement follows from the implicit function theorem. The last 
assertion follows from a straightforward comparison of the definitions of algebraic 
and analytic relative tangent bundles. 

(d) The first assertion is proved in (2.5)(a) and the submersion statement also fol
lows from (2.5)(a). The o-lattice statement is local and easy to deduce from (a) and 
(b). It suffices thereby to treat the case where n : Y —> X is an affine o-morphism 
between two affine o-schemes. • 

Now set L = Ty^(o). Then det L —> N is an analytic o-lattice of the relative 
anticanonical line bundle det Tan(7V/M) -> TV. 

Definition 2.17. — Let 5r : Y -> X and nan : TV -> M be as in (2.16) and let L = 
Ty/xiP)- Then ^et ^ wil1 be caUed the analytic o-lattice of det Tan(iV/M) -> N 
defined byn'.Y^ X. The norm 

L № : det Tan(7V/M) —> [0, oo) 
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determined by this o-lattice (cf. (1.9)) will be called the relative model norm deter
mined by n:Y^X. 

Note that the restriction of || || to the tangent bundle of a fibre 7ran : TV -> M 
is equal to the (absolute) model norm for this fibre. 

Proposition 2.18. — Let n : Y —>• X and 7ran : N —> M be as in (2.16) and let 
|| | | b e the relative model norm determined byniY-^X. Further, let 

\W\fi: detTan(iV) —y [0,oo) 

|| | | ^ : d e t T a n ( M ) ^ [ 0 , o o ) 
be the model norms determined byY/o resp. X/o and 

KJ WM •• ^„(detTan(M)) —> [0,oo) 
be the pullback norm of\\ Then \\\\fj- corresponds to the product norm of\\ \\ ^^ 
and 7r*n|| | |^ under the canonical isomorphism (cf. (1.19)) 

det Tan(A0 = det Tan(7V/M) ® ^an(det Tan(M)). 

Proof. — The smoothness of n : Y -> X and X/o implies that the canonical se
quence of coherent sheaves on: 

(2.19) 0 —• n*Slx/o —•» Vy/o —> ^y,x —• 0 
is exact and that all sheaves involved are locally free. 

There is therefore a "dual" exact sequence of (algebraic) vector bundles over 
(2.20) 0 - > Tm YK TY/o Tz/0 XX Y O 
and an exact sequence of analytic o-lattices over 
(2.21) 0 —> Tm(o) —• TY/o(o) —• (Tj/0 x^ f )(o) —> 0 
inside the canonical exact sequence of analytic vector bundles over N described in 
(1.20). The assertion is now an obvious consequence of the compatibility between 
these two exact sequence. • 

Corollary 2.22. — Letn :Y X and 7ran : N -> M be as in (2.16). Let 
: CC(M) —• R 

A~:CC(N)^ R 
be the positive functional (cf. (1.10)) defined by the model norms (\\ resp. || ||^) 
and let 

A^:Ce(N)-^ Ce{M) 
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be the positive linear map (cf. (1.22)(a)) defined by the relative model norm \\ \\^^ 
Then, 

AN = AM°AN/M' 

Proof, _ This follows from (2.18) and (1.22)(b). • 

The following corollary of (2.15) will be useful in the theory of adelic measures. 

Corollary 2.23. — Let n:Y-^X,n:Y-^X,n & n:N- ±M and n^-.N^M 
be as in (2.16) and hence of constant relative dimension d. Let A^ : CC(N) -» K, 
AM : ^c(-W) -> ^ and A y : CC(N) —• CC(M) be the positive linear maps 
defined by the model norms. 

Let F be the (finite) residue field of o and 1^ G CC(N) resp. 1^ G CC(M) be 
the constant functions with value 1. Suppose that all fibres of -K are geometrically 
connected and that all fibres ofn over F-points have the same positive number r of 
F-points. Then, 

AN/M^ = r(»(o)/C*TD(F))dl^ = (Aj^(lj?)/ASf(lar))lSf. 

Proof. — Let P G M = X(o), NP be the fibre of Tran : N -^M over P. Then 
the restriction of det Tan(7V/M) over NP is equal to det Tan (TVp) NP and the 
restriction of the relative model norm || || ̂  JM' to Tan(A^p) is equal to the model 
norm defined || \\p by the smooth o-model Yp of Yp. This implies (cf. (1.21)) that 
the value of A ^ ^ ( l ^ ) at P is equal to np(Np) for the model measure rip on Np 
determined by Yp. But it follows from (2.15) and the assumptions that np(Np) = 
r(/j,(o) J Card(F))d. Hence A ^ ^ ( l ^ ) is constant on M and it is then a formal 
consequence of (2.22) that it is equal to (A^(l^)/A-^(1^))1—. This completes the 
proof. • 

3. Invariant norms on torsors over local fields 
The purpose of this section is to study norms and measures on torsors which are 

invariant under the group action. The word if-variety will always mean a geomet
rically connected separated scheme of finite type over a field K. We shall use the 
following assumptions and notations throughout the section. 
3.1 (a) if is an arbitrary field with separable closure K. 
3.1 (b) X is a smooth if-variety with structure morphism h : X -» Spec K. 
3.1 (c) G is a smooth if-variety which is an algebraic group over if. 

We shall write e : Spec if -> G for the unit section and 
c:GxKG ^ G 
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for the morphism defining the group multiplication. We shall for a if-scheme Y write 
eY : Y —> G xKY 

for the morphism obtained from e by base extension. 

Definition 3.2 
(a) Let T be a if-scheme. A if-morphism a : G xK T ^ T is a (left) G-action 

on T if the following conditions hold. 
(i) The composition aer : T —> T is the identity map. 

(ii) The following diagram commutes 

GxKGxKT 
id xcr GxKT 

c x id (7 

GxKT o r 
(b) Let 7r : T —» X be a if-morphism. Then a if-morphism a : G xK T T 

is a (left) G-action on the fibres of n : T —> X if (i) and (ii) hold and if the 
following diagram commutes: 

(m) GxKT o T 

Pr2 7T 
T 7T X 

The map pr2 is the projection map onto the second factor. 

Definition 3.3. — By a (left) X-torsor under G (with respect to the fppf-topology) 
we shall mean a if-morphism 

TT:T ^X 
endowed with a G-action 

a:GxKT- ^T 
on the fibres of n : T -> X satisfying the following conditions. 

(a) The structural morphism n : T -> X is faithfully flat and locally of finite 
presentation. 

(b) The morphism 

p = (a,pr2) : G xKT —>TxxT 

is an isomorphism. 
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Let £ be a locally free sheaf on T endowed with an isomorphism </> : a*£ -» 
pr\£ of sheaves over G XK T (cf. (3.2)(iii)). From </> we get the following three 
isomorphisms of sheaves over G xK G xKT: 

(c x idr)*0 : (idG xa)*(a*<?) = (c x idr)*(a*<?) —> (c x idr)*(pr££) 

(idG xa)*0 : (ido xa )>*£) —» (idc X(j)*(pr25) =p53(a*f) (cf. (3.2)(ii)) 

P23^ : P23(^*f) • PMCP*"^) = (C X idr)*(^2^) 
where 2̂3 is the projection onto the last two factors of G x ^ G x ^ T . 

cf) is called an 5-linearization of £ (see [45, Ch I §3]) if 

(C X idT)*</> = (p$30) O (idc X<7)*0. 

The symmetric algebra S(£) on £ is a quasi-coherent CV-algebra and defines a vec
tor bundle 

9 :V(£) :=SpecS(£) —• T 
(see [29, 1.7.8] or [32, pp. 128-9]). The isomorphisms 

<j>: a*£ —> pr%£ 

of locally free sheaves over G x% T corresponds canonically to vector bundle iso
morphisms over G XKT 

$:(GxK T) xT V(£) —• (G xK T) xT V(£) 

where the maps from G x K T to T in the fibre products 

(GxKT)x TV (S) 

are given by pr2 resp. cr. Let 

E : G x y ^ ) — V(E) 

be the composition of $ with the projection onto V(£). Then there is a commutative 
diagram 

(3.4) GxKV(€) S V (E) 

id X7T 9 

G X KT <7 
T 

The cocycle condition on </> is equivalent to the condition that S is a G-action 
on y(^). This gives (see [45, p. 32]) a bijection between G-linearizations of £ and 
liftings of the G-action on T to G-actions on V(£). 

The isomorphism 

p = (<r,pr2) :GxKT —>TxxT 
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defines a bijection between covering data 77 of £ (cf. [10, p. 133]) and isomorphisms 
4> = p*rj : a*£ —> pr\£ 

such that r? is a descent datum (cf. [10, 6.1]) if and only if <j> is an G linearization 
of £. There exists therefore by Grothendieck's theory of faithfully flat descent [28, 
exp. VIII] an equivalence between the categories of G-linearized locally free sheaves 
(£, </>) on T and locally free sheaves <f> on X (this is indicated at the end on p. 32 in 
[45]). Alternatively, one may use descent for vector bundles [45,1.2.23] and establish 
the following result. 

Lemma 3.5. — There is an equivalence of the category of vector bundles 
q : V(£) —• T 

endowed with a G-action 
E:GxKV(£) —>V(£) 

lifting 
a : G xKT —> T{cf. (3.4)) 

and the category of vector bundles 
p : V{T) —• X. 

The pair (q, E) is obtained from (p, a) by means of base extension under n : T —> 
X. Conversely, V{T) is the geometric quotient V(£)/G (cf. [45, p. 4]J and p is the 
map 

V{£)/G —-> T/G 
induced by q. 

We shall in the sequel by a G-vector bundle over T mean a vector bundle q : 
V(£) —> T endowed with a G-action E as in (3.5). 

Example 3.6. — Let Jx (resp. Jj) be the ideal sheaves of the closed immersions 

ex :X —>GxKX 

eT:T—> GxKT 
and let 

ttg : G xK X —> G xK X 
be the morphism induced by n under the base extension from K to G. Then 

exTr = ncer 
and 

jT/j} = *hiJx/j%). 
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The conormal sheaf 
£ = e*T(JT/Jf) 

of er is therefore equal to the inverse image £ = i\' F of the conormal shear 

F = ex{JxlJx) 

of ex. The corresponding G-linearization 

</>: a*£ —> pr\£ 

of sheaves over G x K T is the identity map beetween the inverse images of Jx / Jx 
along -KG^T® — ^G^TPr2-

Since 7r : T -> X is locally of finite presentation it is also separated. Write J for 
the ideal sheaf on T T of the closed diagonal immersion 

6:T—±TxxT 

and Clf/x for the relative cotangent sheaf 5*(J/J2). Then the following identities 
hold. 
3.7 (a) S = pej 
3.7 (b) p*{J/J2) = JT/J} = *UJxUh 
3.7 (c) nr/x = e*T(JTU2) = 7r*(e5,(Jx/Jl)) 

We now consider the tangent bundle (cf. [30, 16.5.12]) V^JV/x) of 7r : T -> X. 

Proposition 3.8 

(a) There exists a canonical isomorphism 

V(Qr/x) = V(e*r(JT/j})) 

between the tangent bundle ofniT^X and the normal bundle ofej-iT^ 
GxKT. 

(b) There exists a canonical T-isomorphism 

V(ex{Jx/Jx)) = Txx V(e*x(jx/Jx)) 

for the normal bundle V(e*x(Jx / Jx)) ofex : X -> G xK X. 

Proof — This follows from (3.7)(c) and the contravariant equivalence between lo
cally free sheaves and "geometric" vector bundles described in [32, p. 129]. • 

It follows from (3.8) that there is a natural G-action on the tangent bundle 

v(nT/x) -> r 

given by the G-linearization of e\{JrlJj) = n*(e*x(JxIJx))in (3-6)-
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Proposition 3.9. — Let J be the ideal sheaf of the closed immersion e : Spec K —> 
G and let 

V(e*(J/J2)) 

be the tangent space of G at e regarded as a K-variety. Then there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

V{ex{Jx/Jx)) = XXK V(e*(J/J2)) 
from the normal bundle of ex : I - ^ G x ^ X 

Proof. — Let ho : G xK X -> G be the first projection map. Then Jx/Jx — 
h*G(J/J2) and hGex = eh. Hence e*X(JX/J%) = h*(e*(J/J2)) as was to be 
proved. • 

Now let k denote a non-discrete locally compact field of characteristic zero and let 
7T : T —> X be a torsor over a smooth fc-variety X under an algebraic fc-group G as 
in (3.1). 

The algebraic morphism n gives rise to an analytic morphism 7RAN : 7In(&) —> 
X^(k). Set 

N = %n(k), 
M = 7Ran(ran(fc)). 

Then M is a &-open subset of X^k) by the implicit function theorem. It is thus 
endowed with a natural analytic manifold structure. We shall from now on change 
notation and write 

7ran:N—>M 
for the surjective analytic morphism sending Q G N to 7Ran(Q). This map is a 
submersion in the sense of [59, LG 3.16]. 

The fibre product 

NxMN:= {(Qi, Q2) e N x N : ir^Qi) = ^an(Q2)} 
is an analytic submanifold of N x N since 7ran is a submersion (cf. [59, LG3.26]). It 
is the analytic immersion defined by the algebraic immersion T T —> T x^T. 

Let T = Gan(fc). The group law c : G x*. G -» G gives rise to an analytic 
morphism 

can : r x T —> T 
which makes V to an analytic group in the sense of [59, Chap. IV] with e G G(k) as 
neutral element. 

The G-action a : G x^T -» T (cf. (3.4)) induces an analytic (left) G-action 
cran :T x N —> N 

as in [59, LG 4.11]. This T-action satisfies 7ran(<7an(<7, n)) = 7ran(n) and we shall 
therefore say that cran is a T-action on 7ran : AT -> M (cf. (3.2)(iii)). 
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Definition 3.10. — A submersion 
a : N —> M 

between analytic manifolds with an analytic G-action 
(3:YxN ^ N 

on a is called an analytic M-torsor under Г if the map 
7:ГхЛГ—>N xMN 

sending (g, n) to ((3(g, n), n) is an isomorphism. 

The torsor isomorphism p : G xkT —> T xxT induces an analytic isomorphism 
рап:Г x N —> N xM N 

such that the pair (7ran : N -ï M, <тап : Г х N —>> N) obtained from the pair 
(7г : T —> X, a : G x k T T) is an analytic M-torsor under Г. 

Proposition 3.11. — Let a : N -> M be an analytic M-torsor under the Y-action 
(3:YxN -+N. 

(a) There exists for each P G M an analytic section s : U —)> N of a for some 
open neighbourhood U С M of P. 

(b) Let V = a~l(U) for the open subset U С M in (a). Then the restriction of ¡3 
to Y x s(U) defines an analytic isomorphism between Y x s(U) and V. 

Proof 
(a) This follows from the implicit function theorem (cf. [59, LG 3.1.6]). 

(b) Pan restricts to an analytic isomorphism between Г x s(U) and V Хц s(U) 
which preserves the second coordinate. The projection map V XJJ s(U) —> V is also 
an isomorphism. This completes the proof. • 

By (3.11) any analytic M-torsor under Г is a locally trivial analytic principal G-
bundle over M as defined in [59, Ch. IV]. The converse is also true. Note that (3.11) 
implies that M as a topological space is homeomorphic to the quotient space N/Y. 

Let q : V(£) -> T be an (algebraic) vector bundle as in (3.5) equipped with a 
G-action S : G xk V{£) -+ V(£) lifting a : G x kT -» Г. Let E = V(£)^(k) 
and let çan : E —» N be the analytic vector bundle defined by q. Then E defines an 
analytic G-action 

San :Y x E —> E 

which lifts the Г-action on N. We shall in the sequel write gs instead of Еап(#, s) 
for each pair (g, s) G Г x E whenever it is clear what the Г-action is. A seminorm 

Il II : E —> [0,oo) 
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on <7an : E -> N (cf. (1.5)) will be called G-invariant if \\gs\\ = \\s\\ for all (g, s) G 
Tx E. 

Let p : Vr(.?7) -> I be a vector bundle corresponding to the G-vector bundle 
q : V(£) -> T under the equivalence of categories in (3.5) and let us identify V(£) 
and T xx V(T). To p one may associate an analytic vector bundle 

P^:V(FU{k) —»Xan(k). 

Let F C K(jF)an(/j) be the inverse image of M := 7Ran(7In(̂ )) under pan. Then 
pan restricts to an analytic vector bundle pAN,M • F —> M. The following result is 
trivial. 

Proposition 3.12 

(a) 77i£ analytic bundle </an : E -± N is the pullback bundle o/pAN,M : F M 
under 7RAN : TV —>• M. 

(b) 77ie pullback seminorm on gan : E —> N (cf. (1.7)(c)) of a seminorm onp^^M : 
F M is G-invariant. 

(c) Any G-invariant seminorm (resp. norm) on gan : E -> N is the pullback of a 
unique seminorm (resp. norm) onp^M P M. 

Now recall that V(£lT/x) = T xk V(e* (J/ J2)) is endowed with a G-action (cf. 
(3.5), (3.8)). As a corollary of the corresponding algebraic results result we obtain: 

Corollary 3.13. — The analytic tangent bundle 

Tan(AVM) —> N 

is canonically isomorphic to the pullback of the analytic normal bundle 

Nor(M/T x M) —> M 

along 7RAN : N —> M. 

There is a natural analytic G-action on Tan(Air/M) -» N. The normal bundle 

Nor(M/T xM)—+M 

is canonically isomorphic to the constant bundle 

MxV —*M 

for the analytic tangent space VofGat e. 
By considering the corresponding determinant bundles one deduces immediately 

the following result. 

Main proposition 3.14. — Let 7RAN : N —> M be an analytic tors or under the 
analytic group G as above and let V be the analytic tangent space VofTat e. Then 
the following holds: 
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(a) The analytic anticanonical bundle 

det Tan(JV/M) —> N 

is canonically isomorphic to the constant bundle 

N x det V —> N. 

(b) Let 
|| | | M : M x d e t F —»[0,oo) 

be a norm on M x det V —> M. Then the pullback norm 
ânll IIM : N x det V —> [0, oo) 

is a Y-invariant norm on det Tan(iV/M) —> N. 
(c) Any Y-invariant norm on detTan(A^/M) iV w r/ie pullback norm of a 

unique norm on M x det V —>• M. 

Definition 3.15. — A constant norm on det Tan(AT/M) —> N is a pullback norm 
of a vector space norm on det V under the projection 

det Tan(AT/M) = N x det V -> det V. 

The constant norms on det Tan(Af/M) —>- N are clearly T-invariant and unique 
up to multiplication by a positive real number. 

Remark 3.16. — Let CJQ be a non-zero section of det Vw for the cotangent space 
Vy of r at e. Then defines a vector space norm || || : det V —>» [0, oo) (cf. (1.7)) 
and any norm on det V is obtained in this way. Further, the bundle 

detCot(JV/M) ^N 
is canonically isomorphic to the constant bundle N x det Vy —> N by (3.14)(a). 
There is thus a global T-invariant section UJ of det Cot(N/M) —> N corresponding 
to the pullback of uo along the projection N x det Vy -> N. The constant norm 
on det Ta,n(N/M) -> N corresponding to || || : det V -> [0, oo) is the norm 
associated to u in (1.7). 

We now formulate an analog of (3.7) for schemes satisfying the following hypoth
esis. 
3.17 (a) o is a henselian discrete valuation ring, osh is a strict henselization of o. 
3.17 (b) h : X —> Speco is a smooth separated morphism of finite type with geo

metrically connected fibre. 
3.17 (c) G is a smooth separated group scheme of finite type over o with geometri

cally connected fibres. 
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There is thus a unit section e : Spec о -> G and a morphism 
c:Gx0G-^ G 

defining the group multiplication. We denote by J the ideal sheaf on G of the closed 
immersion e and by J% the ideal sheaf on G^ of the closed immersion 

e^:X —^Gx0X. 

Let 7г : T —> X be an o-morphism between o-schemes. A G-action 

a : G x 0 f - ^ f 
on the fibres of тг : T -> Л' is defined just as in (3.2)(b). A (left) X-torsor under G 
(with respect to the fppf-topology) is an omorphism 

n : f —• X 
with an action 

S:Gx0f—*f 
on the fibres of тг: T —>• X satisfying the following conditions. 
3.18 (a) The structural morphism n : T ~> X is faithfully flat and locally of finite 

presentation. 
3.18 (b) The morphism p = (5,pr2) :Gx0T-^Tx^T is an isomorphism. 

Proposition 3.19. — Assume (3.17) and let тг : T ^ X be an X-torsor under G. 
ГЙ£я йеге is a canonical T-isomorphism 

V{nf/z) = Тхя V{e*~{JxlJ^)) 

and a canonical X-isomorphism 

V{e*~{JKIJxi)) = Xx0 V(?(J/J2)). 

Proof. — The proofs are almost identical to those of (3.8), (3.9). • 

We now add the following hypothesis to (3.17). 
3.20 (а) к is a finite extension of Qp, о is the maximal Zp-order in k. 
3.20 (b) 7Г : T -> X is an X-torsor under with action a : G x0T -» T. 
3.20 (c) The restrictions to the generic fibres of h9 тг and a are equal to the k-

тофЫ8т8 h : X -> Specfc, тг : T -> X and a : G xK T ^ T in 
(3.1) and (3.3). 

Then N = T(o) (resp. Г = G(o)) is a compact open subset of N — %n(k) 
(resp. Г = Gan(fc))in Ле fc-topology (cf. (2.5)(a)). Also, M = X(o) is a compact 
open subset of Xan(/c). This provides M and iV with analytic manifold structures 
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and T with an analytic group structure. The algebraic morphisms IT : T -» X and 
a : G xQT —> T induce analytic morphisms 

<ran :T x N —> N. 

<ran :T x N —> N. 

Lemma 3.21 
(a) TTan • N —> M is a surjective submersion. 
(b) TTan : N M is an analytic M-torsor under the Y-action given by o. 
(c) There is a canonical isomorphism of analytic vector bundles over N: 

Tan(7V/M) = N xV 

for the analytic tangent space ofY ate G T(k). This isomorphism is compatible 
with the isomorphism 

Tan(iV/M) = N x V 

in (3.14). 

Proof 
(a) The pullback of n : T —> X with respect to a section Spec o —> X is a torsor 

over Spec o under G. The closed fibre of such a torsor is a torsor under the connected 
algebraic group G x0 o/m and therefore trivial by a well-known result of Lang (cf. 
e.g. [64]). It follows from Hensel's lemma that 7ran : T(o) —>> X(p) is surjective. It 
is thus a submersion since n : T ^ X is smooth. 

(b) The torsor isomorphism p = (cr,pr2) : G xQT ^ T xx T (cf. (3.18)(b)) 
induces an analytic isomorphism pan :TxN-±Nx~N. 

(c) This follows from the fact that the relative analytic tangent bundle Tan(iV/M) 
is equal to the inverse image over N of Tan(iV/M) -» N. • 

Definition 3.22. — The tangent lattice of G/o at e G G(o) is the o-module 

Li :=V(?(J/J2))(o) 

of sections Speco -> V(e*(J/J2)) of V(e*( J/J2)) Speco. 

Note that L\ is an o-lattice of the fc-vector space V = V(e*(J/J2)). 
Now let T^i% = V(fl^jf) and recall that Tf^(o) is an analytic o-lattice of the 

vector bundle Tan(7V/M) (see (2.16)(d)). 
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Proposition 3.23. — Assume (3.17) and (3.20) and let N, M be as above. Let L\ 
be the tangent lattice ofG/oatein the tangent space VofG/kate. Then T^^ (o ) 
is mapped isomorphically onto N x L\ under the canonical isomorphism 

Tan(iV/M) = N x V. 
of analytic vector bundles over in (3.21 )(c). 

Proof. — This follows from (3.19). • 

Corollary 3.24. — Assume (3.17) and (3.20) and let N, M be as above. Then the 
relative model norm 

|| | | ^ : d e t T a n ( i V / M ) ^ [ 0 , o o ) 

determined byH\T-^X(cf(2.17))is equal to the constant norm 
N x det V —> [0, oo) 

obtained by pulling back the vector space norm on det V given by det L\ for the 
tangent lattice L\ of G jo at e. 

Proposition 3.25. — Assume (3.17) and (3.20). Let p be the model measure on 
Aan(o) determined by A/ofor any of the three smooth o-schemes A = X,GorT. 
Then 

v(f(o))=p(X(o)MG(o)). 

Proof. — Let N — T(o), M = X(o)9 f = G(o) and 7ran : N -» M be as above. 
Then it follows from the theorem of Lang already used in (3.21) that each fibre of n 
over a F-point contains the same number of F-points as G. This implies by (2.23) 
that p,(N)/£(M) is equal to Card(5(F)(^u(o)/ Card(F))dimG which in its turn is 
equal to p(G(o)) by (2.15). This finishes the proof. • 

We now restrict to the case when G is a K-torus. This means that G is a commuta
tive algebraic group which after a finite separable base field extension is isomorphic 
to the product of a finite number of GM. The X-torus is said to be split if there is 
such an isomorphism defined over K. 

Let G be the group of characters defined over K. Then there is a homomorphism: 
(3.26) d\og:G^ H\G,SllG/K) 
which sends a character / : G -> GM to the G-invariant differential form df/f. 

If G is a product of r copies of GM, then G is a free Z-module of rank r and one 
obtains by taking the r-th exterior products a homomorphism 

r r 
(3.27) / \dlog :/\G-> H\G,&G/K). 
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Definition 3.28. — Let G be a split if-torus of dimension r. Then the image of 
any generator of /\r G under /\r d log is called an algebraic differential r-form of 
minimal d log-type. We shall also say that the corresponding analytic differential 
r-form is of minimal d log-type. 

Proposition and definition 3.29. — Let k be a non-discrete locally compact field 
and let G be an r-dimensional k-torus. Then there exists a unique vector space norm 
|| || on /\r(TG,e(k)) for the tangent space TG,e(k) of G at e defined as follows. 

Let E be a finite field extension ofk such that the absolute Galois group of E acts 
trivially on /\r{T) and let uo\ be an differential r-form of minimal dlog-type on GE> 
Then if se /\r(TG,e(k)), put 

INI := y/\vi(s)\E 

where d := dim/. E and \ \E is the normalized absolute value of E. 
This definition does not depend on the choice of E and UÛ\. The number s will 

be called the order of s and 
r 

II ||:/\(TG,e(fc))—MR 

the order norm. 

Proof. — The proof of the independence statement is obvious and left to the reader. 
• 

Definition 3.30. — Let A; be a non-discrete locally compact field and let n : T —> X 
be a torsor under a fc-torus G. Then the constant norm (cf. (3.15)) 

|| \\T/X : detTan(T(fc)/X(fc)) —• [0,oo) 

obtained by pulling back the order norm on /\r(T<^e(A;)) is called the order norm on 
detTan(T(fc)/X(fc)). If 

|| ||x : detTan(X(fc)) —• [0,oo) 

is a norm for X, then the product norm on det Tan(T(fc)) of the order norm || \\r/x 
and the pullback norm 7r*|| ||x (cf. (1.19)) is called the norm on detTan(T(A;)) 
induced by || \\x-

We shall in the sequel write || \\x -+t f°r the norm induced by || 

Remark 3.31. — Let k be the quotient of a complete discrete valuation ring o. Sup
pose that G extends to a commutative group scheme G and that TT extends to a torsor 
7T : T X under G as in (3.20). Then the order norm 

|| \\T/X : detTan(T(*;)/-X:(fc)) [0,oo) 
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restricts to the model norm on det Tan(T(o)/X(o)). (To see this, use (3.24).) 
Hence, if a norm || \\x restricts to the model norm on det Tan(X(o)), then the in
duced norm || \\x--^r restricts to the model norm on det Tan(T(o)) by (2.22). 

4. Adelic norms and measures 
The aim of the section is to define norms and measures on the adele spaces of 

varieties over number fields. This section is inspired by [52] but our adelic notions 
are more general than in that paper. 

We shall in this section use the following notations. 

Notations 4.1 
(a) k denotes a number field and o denotes the maximal Z-order in k. 
(b) If v is a non-archimedean place of k, then ov denotes the complete discrete 

valuation ring corresponding to v and Fv the residue field of ov. 
(c) If E is a finite closed subset of Spec o, then 0(S) denotes the Dedekind domain 

of elements in k which are integral with respect to non-archimedean places 
outside E. 

(d) W denotes the set of all places v of k and w00 the subset of all archimedean 
places of k. 

(e) M̂fin denotes the set of all non-archimedean places of k, which we will identify 
with the set of closed points of Spec o. 

(f) If E be a finite subset of Wfin, then 

A(Z) = Ak(E) = Ylk„x J ] °><> T - S U ^ o o . 
VER VEW-T 

(g) A — Ak is the adele ring 

A = lh$A(S), ScWzn 

where S is finite. 
(h) Let E C S be finite subsets of Wfin, o = 0(S), A = Ak(T,) and X (resp. 3) be 

a scheme over o (resp. A). Then 

X{s) ~Xxdo(S), 

*A(S) — 5 x ^ ( 5 ) , 
and 

~A :=ExxA. 
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(i) Let E Ç S be finite subsets of VTfin and P, X (resp. II, H) be schemes over 
d = 0(S) (resp. 4̂ = Afc(S)). Then, 

Hom(5)(P(5),X(5)) 

is the set of all 0($)-morphisms from P(S) to X($) and 

HomA(5) (IIA(S), 5^(5) ) 

the set of all A(S)-morphisms from 11^5) to EA(s)-

We shall in the sequel also consider the embedding k C Ak obtained from the 
inductive limit of the embeddings 0(S) C A($) for all finite subsets S of Wfin-

Proposition 4.2 

(a) Let X be a scheme of finite type over k and let XA be a scheme of finite pre
sentation over Ak. Then there exists a scheme X (resp. E) of finite presentation 
over o — 0(e) (resp. A — Ak(E)) for some finite closed subset S 0/Spec0, 
such that 

X — X x Q k 

and 
XA = ExÀA. 

(b) Let H, be a finite closed subset of Spec o. Let P, X be two schemes of finite type 
over 0 = 0(S) with generic k-fibres P and X and let II, S be two schemes of 
finite presentation over A = Ak(Y,) with 

PA = UxÂA1 

XA = E xÂA. 

Then the obvious maps 

e : li^Hom(5)(P(5),X(5)) —• Homk(P,X), S Ç S c Wûn, 

e A : l_ÌT^Hom (̂(S)(nA(5),SA(5)) —> Hom^ (PA , XA ), T, Ç S C Wfin, 

over finite subsets S are bijective. 

(c) Let 

(P(5)) € U^Hom(5)(P(5),-Y(5)) 

reap. 

(7TA(5)) G liT^HomA(5)(nA(5),SA(5)) 

be the element corresponding to 

p G Homk(P, X) resp. nA G Hom^P^, XA) 
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under the bijection e (resp. e A) in (b). LetV be any of the following properties. 

(i) p resp. ITA is an isomorphism, 
(ii) p resp. TTA is an open immersion, 

(iii) p resp. 7TA is a closed immersion, 
(iv) p resp. TTA is separated, 
(v) p resp. TTA is surjective, 

(vi) p resp. TTA is affine, 
(vii) p resp. TTA is proper, 

(viii) p resp. TTA is projective, 
(ix) p resp. TTA is quasi-projective, 
(x) p resp. TTA is smooth. 

Then there exists a closed subset T D E of Spec o such that V holds for p^5) 
resp. /7TA(s)for all finite closed subsets S ofW^n containing T. 

Proof. — Let R be a Noetherian ring. Then a scheme of finite type over R is also 
of finite presentation over R (cf. [31, 6.3.7]). Therefore, (a) resp. (b) is a special 
case of part (ii) resp. (i) of Théorème 8.8.2 in [30] and part (i)-(ix) of (c) is a special 
case of Théorème 8.10.5 in (op. cit.) and (x) is a special case of Proposition 17.7.8 in 
(op. cit.). • 

Lemma 4.3. — Let S be a finite closed subset of Spec o and let f : X —> Spec O(s) 
be a morphism of finite type. Then there exists a finite closed subset T D E of Spec o 
such that the morphism 

f(S) : X(S) —> Spec 0(5) 
is flat for all finite subsets S C Wfin containing T. 

Proof — See Théorème 6.9.1 in [30]. • 

Definition 4.4 

(a) Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over k and let E be a finite closed 
subset of Speco. An o^ymodel ofX is an 0(S)-scheme X which is separated 
and of finite type over 0(S) and for which the generic fibre of X/o^) is equal 
to X. A model of X is an 0(S)-model of X for some finite subset E C Wfin. 

(b) Let XA be an ̂ /.-scheme which is separated and of finite presentation over AK. 
Let E be a finite closed subset of Speco. An AK(J^)-model of XA/A^ is an 
74^(S)-scheme X which is separated and of finite presentation over A^(E). A 
model of XAJA^ is an AK (E)-model of XA for some finite subset E c Wfin. 
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Remarks 4.5 
(a) It follows from (4.2)(a) that any fc-scheme X (resp. any AK-scheme X) in (4.4) 

has a model. Also, by (4.3) there exists a model X of X which is flat over its 
base ring. If X/k (resp. XA/A^) is smooth, then there exists a model which is 
smooth over the base ring (cf. (4.2)(c)(x)). The models are not unique, but any 
two such models become isomorphic after a base extension to o^S) resp. AK(S) 
for a sufficiently large finite subset 

SC Wzn 

(see (b) and (c)(i) in (4.2)). 
(b) Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over k and let X be a model over 

o = 0(S) of X. Further, let 

A = AK(X), 

E = X xDA 

for the diagonal embeddings o C A , k C A and 

XA = X xkA-

Then H is a model of XA/AK. 

The adele ring Ak is a locally compact topological ring. The underlying topologi
cal space is the restricted direct product 

AK = n ky 
yew of the locally compact fields kv with respect to the compact integer rings 

0^ dku, v £ WW 

The subspace topology of AK(H) for finite subsets S C Wfin is the product topol
ogy of the ẑ -adic topologies. The topology of AK is therefore the inductive limit 
topology of the product topologies of ^ ( E ) for finite subsets E C Wftn. 

Let XA be an AK-scheme such that XA/A^ is separated and of finite presentation. 
Write XA{ky) (resp. XA{AK)) for the set of all A^-morphisms 

Spec kv —> XA, 

Spec^ —> XA-
The embedding 

AK C n 
vew 

induces an injection 

XA(Ak) C n 
i>ew 

XA{kv). 
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If E/A, A = A/.(E) is a model of XA, then 5 is the direct sum (cf. [31, 3.1]) of 
the o^-schemes 

Ev := S x^o,,, v G Wnn\E 

and of the kv-schemes 

XV := XA xA K, v G E U W^. 

The set E(ov) of all A-morphisms 

Spec ov —> X 

form a compact open subset of X (̂feI/) for v G Wfin\E (cf. (2.6)). 

Lemma 4.6. — Let XA be an Ak-scheme such that XA/A^ is separated and of 
finite presentation and let IE/A, A = Ak(Tt) be a model of XA- Further, let 

L L 6 W ^ ( M 
be the set of elements 

{Pv} G J ] XA{K) 

such that Pv G E(ou) for all but finitely many places. Then XA(Ak) is mapped onto 
X\yeW xA{ky) under the embedding 

XA(Ak) C J ] XA{K) 

IfE'/o^tj is another model ofXA> then 

S(o„) = E'(O„) 

in X(kv)for all but finitely many places. 

Proof — The first statement is a consequence of the isomorphisms ea (see (4.2)(b)) 
between lin^Hom^<?)(Spec A(S), EA(S)) an(* Honu(Spec A,XA). To prove the 
second assertion we may replace E and E' by E U E' and reduce to the case E = E'. 
Then the assertion follows from (4.2)(c)(i) for II = 3 . • 

Definition and proposition 4.7. — Let XA be an Ak-scheme such that XA/A^ is 
separated and of finite presentation and let E/Ak(T,) be a model of X. The adelic 
topology on XA{Ak) is the restricted product topology on 

XA(Ak) = lluewXA(k,) 

with respect to the compact open subsets 

E(ov)cX(kv), ^ewfin\£. 
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This topology is independent of the choice of model. 
If X is a separated scheme of finite type over k and X(Ak) is the set of all k-

morphisms 
SpecAfc —y X, 

then we define the adelic topology onX(Ak) to be the topology induced by the adelic 
topology on XA(Ak)for 

XA — X xk Ak 

under the obvious bijection between X(Ak) and XA(Ak). The adelic space of X is 
the topological space X(Ak) endowed with the adelic topology. 

Proof. — The restricted topological product 

Ak C TTvew Xkv. 

does not change if we change or omit X(ou) (resp. E(o„)) at finitely many places. It 
therefore follows from (4.6) that the adelic topology is independent of the choice of 
model. • 

Examples 4.8 

(a) Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over k and let X/O(E) be a model of 
X. If v e W (resp. v e Wfin\E), let XA{K) (resp. X(o„)) denote the set of 
all fc-morphisms 

Spec kv —> X 

resp. O(s)-morphisms 

Speco^ —y X. 

Let 

X(Ak) C J ] X{K) 

be the injection induced by the embedding 
Ak C TT kv. 

u6v 
Then, the adelic space of X is equal to the restricted topological product of 

all X(ky), v G W with respect to the compact open subsets X(ov) C X(ku) 
(cf. (2.5)) for all v G Wfin\S. In particular, X(Ak) is locally compact, 

(b) Let X = Ark and choose S = A£ as o-model of X. The adelic space X(Ak) 
may be identified with the topological product AKk} of r copies of Ak. If X is 
an affine /̂ -variety, then the adelic topology of X(Ak) is the coarsest topology 
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such that all the maps X(AK) —> AK determined by regular fc-functions on X 
are continuous. 

(c) Let XA be a smooth proper A-scheme. There exists (cf. (4.2)) a proper model 
E/j4fc(£) of X over 0(S) for some finite subset S of Wfin. Moreover, 

S(o„) = X(ku) 

for all 1/ G W/fin\S by Grothendieck's valuative criterion for properness so that 

XA(AK) = J J X(ku) 

v<£S 
as a topological space. By Tychonoff's theorem we conclude from (2.3)(b) that 

XA{AK) = J J X (kv) 

v<£S 
is compact if X is smooth and proper. 

Remarks 4.9 
(a) Let XA be an A^-scheme such that XA/AK is separated and of finite presenta

tion and let E/AK(T,) be a model of X. Then it follows from the definition of 
the adelic topology that the sets of the form: 

J J XJV x J J S(o„), ZUWocCS CW 
I/G5 v<£S 

for finite S and open subsets 

Uv C X{hv), ueS 

form an open base for the topology on XA(AK). Also, there exists for each 
place v eW a countable base Tv of open subsets with compact support for the 

kv-topology onX(ku) (cf. (2.3)). Let T be the family of open subsets of X(AK) 
as above with the additional condition that Uv G T for all v G S. Then T is 
a countable base of open subsets with compact support for the adelic topology 
on XA(AK). It follows that the adelic space XA{AK) is a locally compact, a-
compact, paracompact Hausdorff space, 

(b) Let ixA • PA —> XA be an 74-morphism between two ^/.-schemes as in (a). 
Then 7TA determines a map 

7rA(AK) : P(AK) —> X(AK) 

between the adelic spaces. It is an easy consequence of (4.2) and the continuity 
of the maps 

p(k„) —+ x(K) 

that this map is continuous. 
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We now define adelic norms for A-schemes XA, thereby generalizing Peyre's no
tion of adelic metrics [Pel]. If XA = X xk Ak for a fc-variety X, then 

XA ky — X xk kv 

and XA{ku) corresponds bijectively to the set X(kl/) of all fc-morphisms 

Spec kv —> X. 

We shall by abuse of notation write 

Xv — XA XA ky, 

X(ky) = XA(ky) 
also in the case where XA is not a fibre product X x k Ak for a fc-variety X. 

The scheme XA will from now on be smooth, separated and of finite type over A. 
This implies that XA is of finite presentation over A since any smooth morphism is 
locally of finite presentation by definition. Hence there exist smooth models of XA 
by (4.2). 

The set X(ky) := X^(£v) is canonically isomorphic to Xv(ky) and will always be 
endowed with a manifold structure. We shall write X^n(ky) for this analytic manifold 
over ky. If X is an Ak (E)-model of X and v G Wfin\S, then the compact open subset 

S(o„) C X(ky) 

inherits an analytic manifold structure from X(kl/), which we denote by San(ol,). 

Definition 4.10 
(a) A smooth A^-variety is an A^-scheme which is smooth, separated and of finite 

type over A = Ak such that Xv is geometrically connected for all v G W. 
(b) Let XA be a smooth A-variety. An adelic norm for XA is a family of norms 

|| || = {|| ||, : detTanXan(M —• [0,oo), v eW] 

on the analytic tangent bundles of X^ky), v G W with the following property. 
There exists a finite subset S of Wftn and an ̂ U(£)-model H of X such that the 
restriction of || to the analytic anticanonical line bundle on E(oy) is equal to 
the model norm determined by Xy/oy for all v G WfmVE. 

If XA = X x £ Ak for a smooth A:-variety X, then || || is said to be an adelic 
norm for X. 

It is clear from (4.2) that the last condition in (4.10) is true for any model of X as 
soon as it is true for one model of X. We may therefore assume that S is a smooth 
model. 

Let M be a topological space. We shall in the sequel write C(M)>0 for the vector 
space of all continuous functions 

/ :M—•(<) , oo). 
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Definition 4.11. — Let XA be smooth ^-variety and let 

7 = { 7 , e C(X(M)>o, v e W} 

be a set of positive continuous functions. Then 7 is called a set of convergence factors 
for XA if the following condition holds. 

There exists a finite subset S of VFfin and an A*. (E)-model S of X such that the 
product 

п 
vw<£ S 'Е(0„) 

y duv 

converges absolutely to a positive real number for the model measures \iv on E(ou) 
determined by Evjov (see (2.9)). 

If all functions 7, are constant, then 7 = {7, , v G W} is called a constant set of 
convergence factors for XA(AJS) if 

n 7„/x„(S(o„)) 
vw<£ S 

converges absolutely to a positive real number. 
If XA = X Xfc Ah for a smooth /.-variety X, then 

7 = K e C(X(fc„))>o, € W} 

is said to be a set of convergence factors for X. 

Remarks 4.12 
(a) The absolute convergence of the product is not affected by a change of finitely 

many 7,. We shall therefore use the term "set of convergence factors" also in 
cases where 7, is not defined for a finite set S of places of k. One can then put 
7, = 1 for v G S. 

(b) It is clear from (4.2)(c)(i) that the absolute convergence of the products above 
only depends on 7 and not on the choice of model. 

(c) If X is a smooth k variety and X is a model over o = 0(S), then X(ou) is 
non-empty for almost all v G Wfin\£ (cf. (4.19)). One may thus find a set of 
constant convergence factors for X with 

7, = ^(X(o„)) -1 

for almost all v. This is not true for arbitrary smooth A^-varieties since there 
are smooth AK-varieties such that X (̂A;I/) = 0 for infinitely many places. 

Definition 4.13 
Let XA be an A^-variety as in (4.10). 
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(a) Let S be a finite set of places of k. Then X$ is the topological space 
XS = J J X(A„) 

ves 
endowed with the product topology of the analytic /^-topologies, v G S. A 
subset i?s of X 5 is said to be decomposable if it is of the form 

Bs := J ] B-
ves 

for some Borel subsets 

Bv C Xan(M, ^ ^ 5-
(b) A decomposable subset of X^(^4^) is a subset B of the form 

B := J ] ß„ 
ves 

for Borel subsets 
Bv C Xan (kv) 

such that 
bv = S(o„) 

for all 1/ G Wfin\S for some model S/o(S) of X. 
(c) Let 5 = IX/ew- Bv be a compact decomposable subset of X(Ak). For each 

v eW, let 
U : X (Kv) —* R 

be a continuous function with support in bv Suppose that there exists a finite 
subset T C W such that is (strictly) positive on Bv for all is E W\T and 
such that 

J] B- f(v) 
W\T 

converges absolutely to a strictly positive function on Y\W\TBW Let / ^ 
Cc(XA(Ak)) be the function with support in B, such that 

XS = JJ X(A„) 

ves 
on 5 . Then / is called the restricted product of {fv, v G W} and any such 
function / G Cc(XA(Ak)) is said to be decomposable. If can be chosen to 
be the characteristic function of Bv for almost all v G W, then / is said to be 
finitely decomposable. 

We now define adelic measures following Weil [67] (cf. also [61] and [52]). 
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Theorem 4.14. — Let X¿ be a smooth A-variety as in (4.10) and let 

7 = bv e C(x(kv))>0, uew} 

be a set of convergence factors for X(AK). Let 

|| || = {|| 1^ : de tTanX(^) —> [0,oo), v G W} 

be an adelic norm for XA and let 

{m,, v G W} 

be the regular positive Borel measures on X(kv) determined by these norms (see 
(1.12), (1.14)). Then the following holds. 

(a) Let T be a finite subset of W. Then there exists a unique o-regular positive 
Borel measure TUT^ on X(kJ/) such that 

mTjl(B) = n 
veT BU 

^vdmv 

for any decomposable subset 

B + M Bv 
ver 

ofX(ku). 
(b) There exists a unique o-regular positive Borel measure m^7 on XA(AK) such 

that 

(*) mAa{B) = n 
vew 

BU 
^vdmv 

for any decomposable subset 

B + M Bv 
vew 

of XAÍAK) for which all my{Bu) are finite. 
(c) Let {U G CC(X(kv)), v G W}, T C W, f G CC(X(AK)) be as in (4.13)(c). 

Then, 

n 
W\T X{ky) 

fv^vdmv 

converges absolutely to a positive real number and 

X(AK) 
fdmAil = TT 

vew x(kv) 
f^drriy 
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Proof 
(a) Let || : det TanX(/cl/) —> [0, oo), v G W, be the new norms obtained by 

multiplying || ||̂  with 7^ and let mv be the Borel measure on X(kl/) determined by 
II Ĥ . Then, 

Bu 
4vdmv = mv[Bv). 

The assertion is therefore equivalent to the existence and uniqueness of the product 
measure of mv over all v G T. This follows from repeated use of Theorem 8.2 in 
[38, Ch. VI] (the reader can also consult Chap. Ill, §5, No 4 in [11]). 

(b) Let 5 be an AK -model of XA for some finite subset S of Wfin such that 
restricts to the model norm on det Tan S(o^) for all v G M/fin\S. We shall call 

a set of functions 
{gv G Cc(X(kv), v G W} 

adelic if gv is the characteristic function of 

3(o„) C X(K) 

for all but finitely many v e G Wfin\X. It is then by Riesz' representation theorem (cf. 
(1.11) and the references there) sufficient to show that there exists a unique positive 
functional A on XA{A^) such that: 

(") л ы = п 
vew Bu 

gv^vdmv 

for the restricted product g of any adelic set {gv G CC(X(kl/)), v G W}. 
The product of two finitely decomposable function is again finitely decompos

able. This implies that finite sums of decomposable functions form a subalgebra A 
of CC(X(Ah)). Also, if . . . ,gn are finitely decomposable functions on XA(AI~) 
with non-negative sum, then it follows from (a) that 

A(ffi) + . . . + A(fln) >0. 

There is thus a unique well-defined positive functional A on A satisfying ("). 
Next, let / G CC(X^(A^)). There is then an open decomposable neighbourhood 

u=T\ul/ UV 
vÇ-W 

of the support of / with compact closure 

J= N J - JV 
vew 

in YlvewX^v)-
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The restrictions to J of functions in Cc(X(Ak)) form a subalgebra 
A(J) c CC(J) 

which separates points and contains the constant functions. There exists therefore by 
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [38, p. 52] a sequence °f functions in A(J) 
which converges uniformly to / on J. There exists further by Urysohn's lemma [38, 
IX. 2.1] a finitely decomposable function H G Cc(X(Ak)) such that 

0 < H < 1 onXA(Ak) 
H = 0 outside U 
H = 1 on Supp / . 

Hence 
(/«)& := (Ifft) i=1^ 

is a sequence of functions in A with support in J which converges uniformly to / 
on X(Ak). The same is true for (H2gf)^1 with respect to f2. We may thus for 
non-negative / assume that all functions in the sequence (fa)^zl are non-negative. 

Now let (fi)iZi be an arbitrary sequence of functions in A which converges uni
formly to / on X(Ak) and such that there exists a compact subset K of X(Ak) 
containing the supports of all fa. There exists then by Urysohn's lemma a finitely 
decomposable non-negative function G such that G = 1 on K. Then, 

-Gsup| / i - fj\ < (fa - fj) < Gsup\fa - fj\ 
on XA(Ak) so that: 

|A(/i) - A(/,)| - \A(fi - fj)\ < A(G) sup \fi - fj\ 
by the linearity and positivity of A for functions in A. Also, 

\A(fi)\<A(G)snp\ fi\ 

by the same argument. 
This implies that (A/^)^1 is a Cauchy sequence in R for any sequence (fa)^ as 

above and that (Afa)^ converges to zero if (fa)^ converges to zero. There exists 
therefore a unique extension of the positive functional A on A to a positive functional 
A on Cc(X(Ak)). This completes the proof of (b). 

(c) Choose a bijective function Z>o -> W\T and write W{ for the image of 
{ l , . . . , i } . Let gi G Cc{X(Ak))9 i G Z>o be the restricted product of jv for 
v E T UWi and of the characteristic function of Bv for G W\(T U Wj). Then 
{diW=.\ is a sequence of functions of finitely decomposable functions with supports 
in B such that (gi)^ converges uniformly to / on X(Ak). Therefore, (A^)^i 
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converges to Af so that the result follows from the validity of the formula for finitely 
decomposable functions established in (b). This completes the proof. • 

Remarks 4.15 
(a) All the Borel measures in (4.14) are regular since XA(AJS) is cr-compact (see 

(1.15) and (4.9)). 
(b) Suppose that XA := X x K AK. We may then regard ra^7 as a measure on the 

adelic space X{AK) for X (cf. (4.7) and (4.8)(a)). 

The following example is due Peyre [52, 2.2] except for the fact that (2.15) makes 
it possible to consider non-projective varieties as well. 

Example 4.16. — Let X be a smooth proper k-variety. Then there exists a smooth 
proper model X/o^) of X (cf. (4.2), (4.4)) such that all reductions 

Yv := S x Fv, v G Wfin\S 
are geometrically integral (cf. [30, 12.2.1] or (4.18) below). 

Let Fv be an algebraic closure of FU9 and let 
Yv = 3 x FUJ v G Wfill\S. 

Then the geometric Frobenius Fr^ acts on Pic Y <g> Q and one defines the local 
L-function for v G Wfin\S by: 

Lv(s,VicY„) = l/det(l -q-sFru | PicFl/®Q). 

Now let H^R(X, Ox) = H2zar (X, Ox) = 0. Then 
H1z,v(Y^O^)=H2z,r(Y^OYu) = 0 

for all but finitely many v e Wan\E. Hence Deligne's theorem [19, 3.3.9] implies 
that(cf. [52, p. 117]) 

C^d{Yu{Fu))/qfmX = 1 + T*(R:„ I PicF,, ® Q)/qv + 0(l/q3J2) 
for v G Wfin\E. 

Moreover, by (2.15) one has 
M3(o„)) = Card(yt/(^))(/x1/(o,)/^)dimX 

with nu(ov) = 1 for all but finitely many v € Wan. 
Set 

7^ := 
l/L„(l,Picy„) WGWfin \E 
1 for z/ G Woo U E. 

Then it follows from the equalities above that (7^) is a set of convergence factors 
forX. 
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Example 4.17. — Serre [61, p. 655] applies Deligne's theorem [19, 3.3.4] to smooth 
(not necessarily proper) varieties X for which the first two Betti numbers 

Bi := dimQ #|ing(Xan(C),Q), ¿ = 1,2 

vanish (for some embedding k C C). He concludes that any model £/o(S) of X 
satisfies 

Card(S(F,))/^imX = ! + 0{l/qll% v € ^fin\S. 

One may thus choose \v := 1, v G W as a set of convergence factors for such 
X. 

It is possible to formulate a result for smooth (not necessarily proper) varieties 
with B\ = 0 which contains the results of Peyre and Serre as special cases. The 
convergence factors are given by 1/1^(1) for local L-functions Lv(s) defined by the 
means of the second £-adic cohomology groups for a fixed t. One expects that the 
local L-functions Ll/(s) are independent of the choice of but this is known only in 
the proper case (cf. [34, pp. 27-28]). 

Our next goal is to describe a relative version of theorem (4.14) for families of 
smooth varieties. We first need some results on models. 

Lemma 4.18. — Let Y, be a finite subset ofWftn and let P, X be two schemes of fi
nite type over o^) with generic fibres P resp. X. Letp : P -> X be a morphism such 
that all geometric fibres ofp are irreducible (resp. connected, reduced or integral). 

Then there exists a finite subset S C Wfin containing S and an extension ofp : 
P -> X to a morphism. 

P(S) : P(S) —> X(S) 

for which all geometric fibres are irreducible (resp. connected, reduced or integral). 

Proof. — Let 

P(S) -P(S) —>^(S), s a c ^ f i n 
be a morphism in the inductive limit (cf. (4.2)) 

(P(5)) € Udj Hom(5) (P(5), X{s)), S C S C ^ n 

corresponding to p and let E be the set of closed points Q of X($) such that the 
geometric fibre of p($) over Q is irreducible (resp. connected, reduced or integral). 

Then p(5) is of finite presentation since: P($) and X($) are of finite presenta
tion over 0(5) [31, 6.3.7-8]. Hence by [30, Th. 9.7.7], E must be a locally con
structive subset of X(s)- Then it follows from a theorem of Chevalley [31, 7.1.4] 
that X(S}\E is mapped onto a locally constructive subset of Speco(5) under the 
structure morphism of X(S)/o(s). But any locally constructive subset of an affine 
Dedekind scheme is either an open or closed subset. Thus since X(S)\E and the 
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generic fibre of X(s)/o(S) are disjoint by assumption we conclude that X(S)\E is 
contained in finitely many closed fibres. This completes the proof. • 

Recall that a fc-variety X in this paper means a geometrically connected separated 
scheme of finite type over k. Hence if X is smooth, then it is geometrically integral. 

Lemma 4.19. — Let X be a smooth k-variety and let IT : Y X be a smooth k-
morphism of constant relative dimension on X with geometrically connected fibres. 
Then there exists two smooth models Y, X over some integer ring o = O(^) and an 
extension of n to a smooth o-morphism n :Y —> X with the following properties: 

(i) all fibres ofn'.Y^ X are smooth and geometrically integral, 
(ii) 7T : Y —> X is of constant relative dimension on Y, 

(Hi) the map from Y(ov) to X{oy) defined by composition with n is surjective for 
all places. 

Proof. — It follows from (4.2) that n has an extension to a smooth o-morphism 
7? : Y —> X between smooth models over some integer ring o = 0(S). We now prove 
(i)-(iii) 

(i) It follows from (4.18) that the fibres of n are geometrically integral after an 
enlargement of £ since the fibres of n : Y X are geometrically integral 

(ii) It follows from the irreducibility of Y and the fact that n is flat and of locally 
finite presentation that n is of constant relative dimension on Y (cf. [30, 14.2.2 and 
2.4.6]). 

(iii) We may (and shall) assume that (i) holds and that there exists a prime number 
t which is invertible in all residue fields Fv of o. Then by the Lefschetz formula of 
Grothendieck and Deligne (cf. [34]) one has for each variety Z over Fv,v G W/fin\S 
an equality 

CardZ(F„) = y/(-l)iTr(Fn,Hi(Z x F = Ti-lYafj 
1 ij 

where Hlc(Z,Qi) are the £-adic cohomology groups 0 < i < 2dimZ with compact 
support and aij are the eigenvalues of the Frobenius endomorphsim on Hlc(Z, Qi). 
Moreover, by the fundamental result of Deligne [19, 3.3.4] one has that | ay | < qj 
for qv = CardFj, with a unique eigenvalue ai = ±qdimZ when i = 2dimZ (use 
Poincaré duality and the integrality of Z x F„). Finally, since (cf. [18, 6.2]) TVUxT 
is constructive for any constructive sheaf T on Y it follows that the dimensions of 
the £-adic cohomology groups 

Hi(ZxFv,Qi) 
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are uniformly bounded for the closed fibres Z of n : Y —> X. Therefore, 

CardZ(i^) > 0 

for all i^-fibres Z of 7? if qv is sufficiently large (cf. [62, p. 184] for the case X — k). 
To complete the proof, use Hensel's lemma. • 

It is worth noting that it follows from (4.19) and (2.7)(a) that the map 

7TA : Y(Ak) —• X(Ak) 

between adelic spaces is open for TT : Y -> X as in (4.19). 

Definition 4.20. — Let X be a smooth /c-variety and let TT : Y —» X be a smooth 
A;-morphism with geometrically connected fibres. An adelic norm for ir : Y -» X is 
a family of norms 

|| || = {|| ||, : det Tan (Fan (^)/Xan (^)) —> [0,oc), v 6 W} 

on the relative analytic anticanonical bundles of 7r̂ an : Y^K) -> Xan(/^), is eW 
with the following property. 

There exists a finite subset £ of Wfin and an extension of n to a smooth o^y 
morphism n : Y —> X between two smooth models Y and X over o — 0(S) such that 
the restriction of || to the relative analytic anticanonical line bundle of Y(ov) —> 
X(pv) is equal to the model norm determined by 5r : Y -> X (cf. (2.17)) for all 
v € Wfin\E. 

The notion of adelic norms is similar to notions in Arakelov theory and it is possi
ble to use (4.2) to define adelic norms for arbitrary vector bundles. Here we introduce 
adelic norms only in order to define adelic measures. 

Definition 4.21. — Let X be a smooth ^-variety and n : Y —> X be a smooth 
/c-morphism with geometrically connected fibres. Then a set 

/? = {A,eC(y(M)>o, W} 

of positive continuous functions is called a set of convergence factors for n : Y —> X 
if the following holds. 

There exists an extension of TT : Y —> X to a smooth o^) -morphism 

5r :Y —±X 

as in (4.19) satisfying the following condition: 
(*) The product 

n 
Wfin\M Zv(Ou) 

PvdjJLv 
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converges absolutely to a positive real number for the model measure [iv on the ov-
schemes 

{Pv }e J] x (o„ 

obtained by base extension of TT : Y —> X along any 

{Pv} e J] x (o„). 

Wfin\ M 
Remarks 4.22 

(a) The condition (*) is clearly valid for a// smooth morphisms 7? satisfying the 
conditions in (4.19) as soon as it is valid for one such morphism. 

(b) Let v G Wfin\£. Then the map 

Pu —> ßvd[xv 
JZuiOu) 

is a continuous real-valued function on the compact space X{ov) (cf. (1.22)(a) 
and (2.5)). The product of integrals in (*) defines therefore a continuous func
tion on 

n 
Wfin\£ 

X{pv). 

(c) One may construct constant sets of convergence factors for n : Y -> X when 
the first two Betti numbers B\ and B2 vanish for all geometric fibres of ir : Y 
X. This follows from the arguments in the proofs of (4.17) and (4.19)(iii). 

Example 4.23. — Let n : Y -> X be as in (4.21) and suppose in addition that X 
is proper. There is then an extension of TT : Y —> X to a smooth O(s) -morphism 
7f: y X as in (4.19) such that X is proper over 0(S). For v G Wfin\£, let 

A, : Cc{Y(ou)) —• Cc(X(o„)) 

be the positive linear map of n : Y —>• X (cf. (1.22)(a)) defined by the relative model 
norm (2.17) and let 

ev e cc(X(o„)) = CC{X(K)) 

be the image of the constant map on Y(pv) with value 1. 
Then, 

ev G C(X(M)>o 
since 

5r„ : Y{pu) —> X(o,) 

is surjective (cf. (4.19) and the last part of (1.10)). Hence any set 

P = {fae C(y(fc„))>o, v e ^ } 
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with 
(3„ = l/(ev o 

for all v G Wfin\S form a set of convergence factors for TT : Y —> X. 
Note also that 

A, = I/O^OTIV), ue WFIN\£ 

is constant on Y(kv) if the number of Fv-points in the Fv-fibres of n is a constant 
function on X{FV). 

Notation 4.24. — Let X be a smooth fc-variety and let n : Y -» X be a smooth 
fc-morphism with geometrically connected fibres. Let 

|| || = {|| ||„ : detTan(yan(/^)/Xan(^)) —• [0,oo), ^ G W} 

be an adelic norm and let 

/? = {&eC (y (M)>o, ^ e W } 
be a set of convergence factors for TT : Y -> X. If P G 7r(y(Afc)) C X(Afc), 
let Zp be the smooth Ak-variety which is the fibre product of n : Y —> X and 
P : Spec Ah -> X(Ak). Then 6{P) is the positive cr-regular Borel measure on 
Zp(Ak) determined by the restrictions of || || and (3 to Zp (cf. (4.14)(b)). 

Theorem 4.25. — Let X, TT, || ||, /3, 6(P), ZP, P G n(Y(Ak)) be as in (4.24). Let 
fP be the restriction of f G Cc(Y(Ak)) to ZA{Ak) and let Ap(f) : X(Ak) -^Rbe 
the function such that 

Mf)(P) = f fpdO(P) 
JZp(A) 

forPe n{Y(Ak)) and such that Ap(f)(P) = OforP £ 7r(y(j4fe)). 
Then Ap is a positive linear map from Cc(Y(Ak)) to Cc(X(Ak)). 

Proof. — The proof is very similar to the proof of (4.14)(b) and we shall use the 
notions introduced there without further comments. In particular, A will denote the 
subalgebra of Cc(Y(Ak)) of finite sums of finitely decomposable functions. It is 
obvious from the definition that is positive and linear. It is thus sufficient to 
prove that A^(/) G Cc(X(Ak)) for all / G Cc(Y(Ak)). Moreover, since TTA : 
Y(Ak) —> X(Ak) is continuous it suffices to show that Ap(f) is continuous for all 
/ G Cc(Y(Ak)). 

We first treat the case where / G Cc(Y(Ak)) is the restricted product of an adelic 
set 

{fv G Cc(y(M), v € W}. 
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Choose a finite subset E C Wjsn and two smooth models Y, X over o = 0(S) and 
an extension of TT to a smooth o-morphism 

7? : Y —y X 
satisfying all the conditions of (4.19) and such that /„ is the characteristic function 
of 

Y(o„) C Y(ku) 
for all v E Wfi„\E. 

Let 
A„ : Cc(Y(ku)) —»• Ccpf(M) 

be the positive linear map corresponding to || ||„ and let 

P = {Pv}vew € X(Ak(Z)) = XMX I I X ^ 
W12A W12A 

Finally, let Zv, v G H7fin\S be the ov-scheme obtained from TT : Y -> X after 
base extension along Pv and let \iv be the model measure on Zv{ov). Then, 

Mf)(p)= n 
Wfin\<7 Z1 5JKA 

B(Y(ku)) x TT AMU). 
Woo US 

Hence by (4.22)(b) and (1.22)(a) we get that the restriction of Ap(f) to X(Ak(E)) 
is continuous. Moreover, since Ap(f) = 0 outside the compact open subset 

X(Ak(V))CX(Ak) 
we obtain that Ap(f) G Cc(X(Ak)) for all decomposable functions / G Cc(Y(Ak)). 
Moreover, by the additivity of A ,̂ one has the same result for any function / in A. 

For arbitrary / G Cc(Y(Ak)), there exists by the proof of (4.14)(b) a compact 
subset K of Y(Ak) and a sequence (/z)^i of functions in A with support in K 
which converges uniformly to / . There exists also a continuous decomposable non-
negative function G in Cc(Y(Ak)) such that G = 1 on K. From the linearity and 
positivity of Ap one gets (cf. the proof of op. cit.) an inequality: 

sup\\p(f) - Ap(fi)\ = sup\Xfi(f - fi)\ < supA(G) sup |(/ - f{)\ 
for all positive integers i. Therefore (Ap(fi))(^zl is a sequence in Cc(X(Ak)) which 
converges uniformly to Ap(f). Hence Ap(f) G Cc(X(Ak)), thereby completing the 
proof. • 

Now recall the canonical isomorphism described in (1.22): 
(4.26) 

detTan(Fan(M) = det Tan(yan(^)/Xan(^)) ® <an(det Tan(Xan(^))) 
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Lemma 4.27. — Let X be a smooth k-variety and let n : Y X be a smooth 
k-morphism with geometrically connected fibres. Let 

II ||x = {|| lk„, v G W} 
and 

II \W/X = {II \W/X,u, 
be adelic norms for X resp. IT : Y —X. 

Finally, for v G W, let 

II l|y,i/ = II \\Y/X,U ' <,anll \\x,u 
be the product norm of\\ \\y/x,i/ and the pullback norm 7r* an|| | k ^ (cf. (1.7)(a), (b) 
and (4.26)). Then 

II ||y = {|| ||l>, v E W} 
is an adelic norm for Y. 

Proof. — It is clear from (1.7) and (4.26) that || ||y?l/ is a norm on det Tan(Yan(A;l/)) 
for each v. Moreover, if n : Y —> X is an extension of TT to a smooth 0(S)-iriorphism 
7? : Y —> X between two smooth models Y, X over o = 0(S), then 

|| ||y>1/ : detTan(yan(Av)) —> [0,oo) 
restricts to the model norm on det Tan(Yan(ol/)) for each v G Wfin\E by (2.18). 
This completes the proof. • 

Theorem 4.28. — Let X be a smooth k-variety and let TT : Y -> X be a smooth k-
morphism with geometrically connected fibres. Let \\ \\x (resp. || \\Y/x) t>e an adelic 
norm for X (resp. an adelic norm for TT :Y —> X) and let 

7 - {lu € Cpf(fc„))>0, v € W} 
resp. 

p = {/3ve c(y(M)>o, v e w} 
be a set of convergence factors for X (resp. ir : Y —> X). 

Let rriA,<y be the positive o-regular Borel measure on X(AK) determined by || ||x 
and 7 and let 

A0 : Cc(Y(Ak)) —• Ce(X(Ak)) 
be the positive linear map determined by\\ \\y/x an^ P (cf. (4.26)). 

Finally, let 
II lly = {II \\Y/X*<*J I k - v e W} 

be the adelic product norm for Y constructed in (4.27). 
Then the following holds. 
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(a) The products 

Ac : Cc(Y{ov)) —> C VeM) 
form a set a of convergence factors for Y. 

(b) Let riA,a be the positive o-regular Borel measure on Y(Ak) determined by \\ \\y 
and a. Then, 

/ fdnA,a = / A/3(/)dm^>7 
JY(Ak) JX{Ak) 

for any feCc(Y(Ak)). 

Proof 
(a) Let 7T : Y -> X be a smooth 0(s) -morphism between smooth 0(S)-schemes 

which extends n : Y -> X and satisfies all the conditions in (4.19) and such that 
the restriction of || ||, to det Tan(yan(oI/)/Xan(oI/)) is the model norm for each 
v e Wûn\Z. 

Let v G Wfin\S, and write \iv for all model measures. Let 

K : Cc(Y{ov)) —> CC(XM) 

be the positive linear map defined by the relative model norm. Then, by (2.22), 

/ audiiu = / A(al/)dfiI/ = ^vAv((5v)d\iv. 
JY{ou) JX(OU) JX(OV) 

Choose Pv G X{pv) for each v G Wfin\E such that |log(Al/^(Pl/))| is maximal. 
Then, 

log / avd\iv < log / ^dfjLu + \\og(At//3l/(Pt/))\ 
JY(Ou) JX(OV) 

by the positivity of the model measure on X(ou). 
Now sum over all v G Wfin\E and use the assumptions on {7^} and Bv 

(b) First, let / be finitely decomposable. One may adapt the choice of Y, X and n 
in (a) to / such that in addition / is the restricted product of an adelic set 

{/„ e cc{Y{kv)), v e W}, 

where fv is the characteristic function of 

Y{ov) C Y(K) 

for all v G Wfin\S. Now combine the calculation of Ap (/) in the proof of (4.25) with 
the formula in (4.14)(c) for the integral over X(Ak) for a decomposable function. 
Then the formula for finitely decomposable functions follows from the corresponding 
assertion over local fields established in (1.22)(c). 
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Let A denote the subalgebra of Cc(Y(Ak)) of finite sums of finitely decomposable 
functions. By additivity of the integrals and A/?, we get the formula also for functions 
/ i n A. 

Finally, let / be an arbitrary function in Cc(Y(Ak)). Then, by the proof of (4.25), 
there exists a sequence (fi)i=1 of functions in A which converges uniformly to / on 
X(Ak) and such that the supports of all fa are contained in one common compact 
subset K of X(Ak). Also, by (op.cit.), (A^(/^))g1 is a sequence in Cc(X(Ak)) 
with supports in f(K) converging uniformly to Ap(f). The uniform convergence 
and the compactness statement now implies that 

/ fdnA,a = Mm / fadnA,a 
JY(AK) JY(AK) 

/ A(3(f)dmA,1 = lim / Ap(fa)dmA^ 
JX(AK) JX(AK) 

so that the formula also holds for arbitrary functions / G Cc(Y(Ak)). This com
pletes the proof. • 

5. Torsors over global fields and Tamagawa measures 
The purpose of this section is to define Tamagawa measures on universal torsors. 

It is thereby important to generalize some of the constructions of Colliot-Thelene and 
Sansuc in [15] and to define universal torsors over schemes. We shall keep the no
tations in part 4 and use the word /c-variety for a geometrically connected, separated 
scheme of finite type over k. Also, k will denote a number field and K a general 
field. 

Hypothesis 5.1 
(a) & is a number field 
(b) X is a smooth A;-variety with structure morphism h : X —> Spec k 
(c) G is a smooth fc-variety which is an algebraic group over k 
(d) 7r : T —>» X is a (left) X-torsor under G (with respect to the fppf-topology) 

with G-action a \ G xkT -» T (cf. (3.3)) 

Lemma 5.2. — Assume (5.1). Then there exists schemes X, G, T of finite presenta
tion over o := o^) for some finite set S of closed points of Spec o with the following 
properties. 

(a) X is a smooth o-model ofX (see (4.4)(a)). 
(b) h : X -> Spec o is a smooth separated morphism with geometrically connected 

fibres. 
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(c) G is a smooth separated group scheme over o with geometrically connected 
fibres. 

(d) 7? : T —» X is a (left) X-torsor under G with G-action o : G x0T —» T. 
(e) The generic fibres ofX, G, T are equal to X, G and T and the restrictions to 

the generic fibres ofhy TT and o are equal to the k-morphisms h, TT, O in (5.1). 
Any other set of such o-schemes and o-morphisms are related to the given ones 

by means of a canonical isomorphism after base extension to o^$) for some finite set 
S 5 S of places ofk. 

Proof — This result is a formal consequence of (4.2). The reader may also consult 
[45, III.4.3] and [1, VII.5]. • 

We denote the unit sections of G/k and G jo by e resp. e. There is thus a commu
tative diagram 

Speco e G 

Spec k e G 
We shall in the sequel consider o -̂schemes and o -̂morphisms obtained by base 

extension from the o-schemes and o-morphisms in (5.2). We will add a lower index v 
for places defined by prime ideals of o to indicate that we have made a base extension 
to the z/-adic completion ov of o and o. We denote by Fv the residue field of ov for 
v e Wfin. 

Let 7r : T —> X be an X-torsor under G as in (5.1) with G-action o : GxkT —> T. 
Then o determines a (continuous) left G(Ak)-action 

oA : G(Ak) x T(Ak) —» T(Ak) 
on the fibres of 

nA : T(Ak) —• X{Ak) 
(cf. (3.2)(iii)). 

Let 
T(Ak) xx(A) T(Ak) C T(Ak) x T(Ak) 

be the inverse image of the diagonal under 
(TTA^A) : T(Ak) x T(Ak) -+ X(Ak) x X(Ak). 

It is a closed subspace of T(Ak) x T(Ak) since X(Ak) is a Hausdorff space. The 
condition (3.3)(b) for torsors implies that the map 

(5.3) pA := {(JA,pr2) : G(Ak) x T(Ak) —> T(Ak) xx{A) T{Ak) 
is a homeomorphism of adelic spaces. 
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Proposition 5.4. — Let ir : T —» X be a (left) X-torsor under G as in (5.1) and let 
7TA - T{Ak) —> X(Ak) be the continuous map induced by n : T —> X. Then 

(a) 7TA is open. 
(b) 7TA(T(Ak)) is homeomorphic to the homogeneous space 

T(Ak)/G(Ak) 

ofT(Ak) with respect to OA-

Proof 
(a) Let 7? : T —>• X be a torsor of 0(S)-schemes as in (5.2). Then the open 

decomposable sets of the form 

B := n 
UÇ.S 

BV = n 
UÇ.S 

T{ov) 
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n 
UÇ.S 

BV , S D S U Woo 

for finite subsets S of W form a base for the adelic topology. Also, by Lang's theorem 
(cf. (3.21)(a)) one has 

nv(Bv) = X(ou) 
for all places outside S. This combined with the openness of 7r„ for v G S (cf. 
(3.1 l)(b)) implies that TTA(B) is open in X(Ak). 

(b) TTA is open and continuous. A subset U of nA(T(Ak)) is therefore open in 
X(Ak) if and only if TT^1(U) is open in X(Ak) (cf.[38, p. 311]). • 

We shall now consider positive Borel measures on T{Ak) which are invariant 
under the left action of G(Ak). 

Recall (cf. (3.8), (3.9)) that the relative algebraic tangent bundle TT/X —^ T is 
equal to the fibre product 

TxkTG,e—+T 
for the fibre Tc,e at e G G(k) of the algebraic tangent bundle of G. There is also a 
canonical isomorphism where T~ ~ is the fibre at e G G(d) of the algebraic tangent 
bundle of G/o — o^y The o-points of ~ form an o-lattice ~(o) in the tangent 
space Tc,e(k) of G at e. 

Definition 5.5. — A constant adelic norm for n : T —> X is a set of constant norms 
(cf. (3.15) 

|| || = {|| : det(Tan(ran(^)/Xan(^))) —> [0, oo), v G W} 

such that || II, is the pullback of the */-adic norm on det(T<3,e(fci/)) determined by 
the o,-lattice det(T^ ~(o,)) for all but finitely many places in Wfin\S. 
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Example 5.6. — Let UJQ be a local non-zero section at e of the canonical line bundle 
of G. Then uo defines z/-adic vector space norms on det(T<3,e(fci/)) for all places v 
which are equal to the lattice norms given by det(Tg ~(o,)) for almost all v. The 
constant norms 

|| ||, : det(Tan(Tan(M/*an(M)) —+ [0, oo), v G W 
therefore form an adelic norm for TT : T —> X. 

To define adelic measures, we shall need sets of convergence factors. 

Lemma 5.7. — Let n : T -> X be an X-torsor under G as in (5.1) and let 
(3 : W —• M>o 

be a set of constant convergence factors for G. Then /3 is also a set of convergence 
factors for TT : T —>• X. 

Proof. — Choose o = 0(S), G/o, n : f -» X as in (5.2) and let v G Wfin\S. Then 
H{f{ou)) = X(pv) (cf. (3.21)). Moreover, if P, G X(o„), then 

T Xjj P, rZ, G XQ OV 

as o,-schemes by the torsor isomorphism (3.18)(b). This completes the proof. • 

The following result is fundamental for the applications of torsors to problems 
concerning counting functions of rational points. 

Theorem 5.8. — Let n : T —> X be an X-torsor under G with left action a : 
G x T T as in (5.1). Also, let 

{II h,vtW} 
be a constant adelic norm for TT : T —> X defined by a local differential form wo^O 
ofGate and let 

{A, : CC(T(M) —» Cc{X{ku)), uGW} 
be the positive linear maps defined by these norms. Finally, let 

(3 : W -> M>0 
be a set of constant convergence factors for G. Then there exists a unique positive 
linear map 

Afi : Cc(T(Ak)) —> Cc(X(Ak)) 
which is independent of the choice ofujQ such that 

(**) MfA) = TT &A„(/„) 
W6W 
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for the restricted product 
Fa = M V6W fV 

of any adelic set of functions 
{/„ e Cc(Y(ku)), v e W}. 

Moreover, ifo(g) : T(Ak) —> T(Ak) is the left translation defined by an element 
g G G(Ak), then 

Ap(f) = Ap(foa(g)) 
for any f eCc(T(Ak)). 

Proof — The existence and the uniqueness of A^ follows from (4.25) and (5.7). 
To prove that A^ is independent of the choice of u;o, let a ^ 0 be an element of 
k. Then the corresponding adelic norms is given by {|a|i/|| ||^, v G W} and the 
corresponding u-adic linear maps (cf. (1.21)) by lo^A,. The independence therefore 
follows from the formula 

I I H " = L 
V6W 

To prove the last assertion use (**) to reduce to the statement 
A„(/„) = K{fvO<j(g„)) 

for the left translations 
°(9v) : T (M —» T(fc„) 

defined by G G(ku). The equality follows from the fact that || ||, is invariant under 
the left action of gv G G{kl>) (cf. (3.15)), thereby completing the proof. • 

Remarks 5.9 
(a) It is immediate from the definitions of A, that Ap(f) has support in the open 

subset nA{T(Ak)) of X(Ak). Therefore (cf. (5.4)) Ap may also be seen as a 
positive linear map 

: Ce(T(Ak)) —• Cc(T(Ak)/G(Ak)). 

This can be used to give another construction of A^ starting with a Haar measure 
on G(Ak) (cf. [11, Ch. VII, §2, n°2]), thereby avoiding the general result in 
(4.25). 

But we shall in other papers give applications of (4.25), which cannot be 
deduced from the theory of homogenous spaces in (op. cit). The results (4.25)-
(4.28) can e.g. be used to answer a question in [6] about L-primitive fibrations. 
Also, even for torsors it is useful to consider measures which are not invariant 
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under the group action and to define measures on (partial) compactifications of 
torsors (see [51]). 

(b) Let G be an r-dimensional &-torus and let rc : T —> X be an X-torsor under G. 
Let 

|| | |r/x,, : det(Tan(T(M/X(M) —+ [0, oo), v G W 
be the order norms (see (3.30)). It follows from (3.31) that these z/-adic norms 
form an adelic norm. There is, therefore, for each set {/?,, v G W} of constant 
convergence factors for G a unique positive linear map 

A0 : Cc(T(Ak)) —• Cc(X(Ak)) 
satisfying the same property (**) as in (5.8). This map coincides with the 
positive linear map in (5.8) for split &-tori G (since the order norms are de
fined by means of a differential form of minimal d log-type). The two maps 
also coincide for non-split fc-tori G since rii/evr \\s\\v = 1 f°r the order norms 
|| ||, : Ar№?,e(M) K of a section s ^ 0 of /\r(T<-e(A;,)). 

Definition 5.10 
(a) A torus T over a scheme B is a commutative group scheme of finite type over 

B which locally in the fpqc-topology (cf. [21, exp. VIII]) is isomorphic to the 
group scheme 

GM,B x s • • • xB GM,B 
over B for a finite number of copies GM,B- The torus is said to be split over B 
if T is isomorphic to 

Gm^B XB * • * XB GMIB' 

(b) A finitely generated torsion free twisted constant group scheme U over B is a 
commutative group scheme over B which locally in the fpqc-topology (cf. [21, 
exp. VIII]) is isomorphic to the constant group scheme 

ZB x B - - - XB ZB 

over B for a finite number of copies ZB- The f.g. torsion free twisted constant 
group scheme II over B is said to be split over B if T is isomorphic to 

ZB XB - - XB ZB-

It is known by a theorem of Grothendieck (cf. [21, exp. X]) that any torus and 
any twisted constant torsion free group scheme split after some surjective étale base 
extension. One can therefore replace the fpqc-topology by the fppf-topology or by 
the étale topology in the definition above. In particular, if B — Spec K for a field 
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if, then all tori and all f.g. torsion free twisted constant group schemes split over a 
separable closure if of if. 

Notations 5.11. — If T is a B-torus, then 

T:=HomGr(T,Gm,B) 
If II is a f.g. torsion free twisted constant B-group scheme, then 

D(n) := HomGr(n,Gm,B). 
Here HoniGr(', Gm?#) means the group scheme representing the Hom-functor in 

the category of group schemes. It is easily seen that T is a f.g. torsion free twisted 
constant J3-group scheme and that D(M) is a i?-torus in (5.11). 

These two constructions are inverse to each other in the sense that they define 
a contravariant equivalence of categories between tori T over B and f.g. twisted 
constant torsion free group schemes II over B (cf. [21, X.5]). 

If the base scheme B is a field if, and if is a separable closure over if, then 
the functor sending II to the Gal(K/if)-module P = U(K) defines an equivalence 
between the category of f.g. torsion free twisted constant group schemes over if 
and the category of f.g. torsion free continuous discrete Gal(if/if)-modules (see 
[45, p. 52]). There is therefore in this case a contravariant equivalence between 
the category of if-tori and the category of f.g. torsion free continuous discrete 
Gal(if /if) -modules for which a if-torus is sent to its character Gal(if/if)-module 
T := Hom(T, GmX)- Conversely, if M is a f.g. torsion free continuous discrete 
Gal(if/if )-module, form the if-Hopfalgebra if [M]G of Gal(if/if )-invariant ele
ments in if [M] and let D{P) = Spec K[M]G. Then D(P) is an if-torus (cf. Ch. Ill, 
§8 in Borel's book [9]). 

Now assume the following: 
5.12 (a) B is a Noetherian scheme. 
5.12 (b) / : X —> B is a smooth proper surjective morphism of constant relative 

dimension with geometrically connected fibres. 
5.12(c) R2f*Ox =0. 
5.12 (d) The relative Picard functor (cf. [10, Ch. 8]) of / is representable by a f.g. 

torsion free twisted constant i?-group scheme PICX/B-
It follows from more general results of Grothendieck and Murre (cf. [10, pp. 210-

211]) that PicX/B is representable when / is projective or B is the spectrum of a 
field. It is easy to show that the assumptions in (5.12) also hold for smooth proper 
toric schemes over B. 

Let g : T -> B be a S-torus. Let FT (resp. QT) be the fppf-sheaves of abelian 
groups on (Sch /i?)opp associated to the functor: 

y - > 4 p f ( I x B y , T y ) 
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resp. 
y _ > Homz(Homy(Ty,Gm,r),4pf(I xB F,Gm,y)) 

where Homy means the abelian group of F-homomorphisms in the category of group 
schemes over Y. The co variant functoriality of H^(X x^Y,-) under homomor-
phisms of commutative group schemes over X xB Y gives rise to a morphism of 
functors: 

It is easy to verify that this is an isomorphism of functors since T is locally isomor
phic to GM x • • • x GM in the fppf-topology. One can also according to a theorem of 
Grothendieck [27, pp. 171-183] define TT (resp. GT) by means of the étale topology 
instead of the fppf-topology. 

If T = GM, then TT coincides with the relative Picard functor. We may thus for 
an arbitrary torus g : T —> B regard GT as the fppf-sheaves of abelian groups on 
(Sch /S )°PP, where 

y —>Homy(fy,(Picx/jB)y). 

There is also an interpretation 

FT{Y) = H°(Y,R1g*(T)) 

where the right hand side can be read both with respect to the fppf-topology and the 
étale topology (cf. [10, p. 202-203]). The isomorphism TT(B) = GT(B) may thus 
be interpreted as an isomorphism: 

H°(B,R%(T)) = HomB(f,Picx/jB). 

There is further by Leray's spectral sequence an exact sequence 

0 H\B,T) -» H\X,T) -> H°(B,R1g*(T)) -> H2(B,T) -+ H2(X,T) 

of cohomology groups in the fppf-topology or the étale topology, which reduces to a 
short exact sequence 

0 —• H\B,T) —> H\X,T) —» H^B.^g^T)) —> 0 

if there is a section s : B -ï X to f : X —> B. 
There are thus isomorphic exact sequences generalizing the sequence of Colliot-

Thélène and Sansuc (cf. [15, 2.0.2]) 
5.13(a) 

1 Hl(B,T) -> Hi{X,T) X Hornet,Picx/B) H%{B,T) -+ ff£(X,T), 

5.13 (b) 

1 - » H}PP{(B,T) —• 4>pf(X,T) - 4 Hom*(f ,Picx/fl) —• 

Hfppf(B,T) —> iffppf(X,T). 
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The following definitions are equivalent to those of Colliot-Thelene and San-
suc [15] when B is the spectrum of a field. We shall write [T] for the class in 
H\t(X, T) = #*PPF (X, T ) of an X-torsor TT : T -> X under T . 

Definition 5.14. — Assume (5.12). 
(a) Let 7r : T —> X be a torsor under T . Then the image 

t([T])e RomB(f,Picx/B) 
is called the type of n : T —>• X . 

(b) The 5-torus 
<? : D(Picx/jB) —• S 

is called the Neron-Severi torus of f : X ^ B. 
(c) Let T = D(Picx/B) be the Neron-Severi torus of / : X -» 5 . A universal 

torsor over X is a torsor 
T T I T ^ X 

under T of identity type t([T\) : f -> Picx/jB. 
(We use here the reflexive property of the group scheme Picx/B, cf- [21, 

Exp. VIII]). 

The following result in (op. cit.) is an easy consequence of (5.13)(a) 

Proposition 5.15. — Suppose that there exists a section s : B -> X to f : X —» B. 
Then there are universal torsors over X. The isomorphism classes of the universal 
torsors over X are parametrized by the Hh(B.T)-orbit in Hh(X.T) defined by 

t-1 (id). 

Proof. — The map H?t(B,T) i?|t(X,T) in (5.13)(a) is the contravariant func-
torial map. There is also a contravariant map H?t(X,T) —>• H?t(B,T) induced by 
s. There are thus classes in if|t(X,T) = #/ppf(X,T) of identity type. It is well-
known that these classes are represented by torsors (cf. [45, p. 121]). This completes 
the proof. • 

For the rest of this section let A; be a number field and let X be a smooth proper 
A;-variety as in (5.13). Denote by T the Neron-Severi fe-torus of X. The following 
result shows a remarkable property of universal torsors. 

Lemma 5.16. — Let k be a number field and let X be a smooth proper k-variety 
satisfying H\^Y(X, OX) = if|ar(X, OX) = 0 and such that the Neron-Severi group 
of X :— k x X is torsion-free. Let T be the Neron-Severi k-torus of X and let 
7r : T —> X be a universal torsor or an arbitrary X-torsor under T. Then 
{av = 1, v G W} form a set of convergence factors for T. 
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Proof. — Choose o = 0(S), T/o, TT : T —> X as in (5.2). The image H of the 
representation 

p : Gal(k/k) —* Gl(f) 
is finite and the subfield K C k of i7-invariant elements is unramified over k at all 
places v G Wfin\S. For these places, define the local //-function by 

Ll/(s,T) = 1/ det (l-q-sp(Fvl/)\f). 

The reduction T x Fv is an Fv-torus for each v G Wgn\S and T(Fl/) of cardinality 
(CardF,)dimT/L,(l, T) by a result of Ono [49, 3.3]. Further, by (2.15) one has 

li„(TM) = Card(T(F,)) Ly(f(o„))/(CardF„j) 
dimT 

for v G Wfin\S. Therefore, 

Bv = LI/(l,T) = l/^(T(cv)), veWzn\X 
1, 1/ G Woo U S 

form a set of convergence factors for T (this is due to Weil [67]). 
Hence by (5.7) one gets that f3 : W —> M>o is a set of convergence factors for 

TT : T -» X. But f = Pic(X) by assumption. Therefore, 

av = 
1/L„(1,T), ^W f in \E 
1, ^ G Woo U S 

form a set of convergence factors for X by (4.16). Hence {(3V^V, v G W} form a set 
of convergence factors for T, as was to be proved. • 

Theorem 5.17. — Let k be a number field and let X be a smooth proper k-variety 
as in (5.16). Let T be the Neron-Severi k-torus of X and let TT : T —± X be a 
universal torsor or an arbitrary torsor under T. Let 

|| H* = {|| \\XtW : detTanX(^) —• [0,oo), v G W} 

be an adelic norm for X and let 

II \\x->T = (II HT> : detTan(T(M) —> [0,oo), v G W} 
be the induced adelic norm for (cf. (3.30), (3.31)). Let 

K : Cc(T(fc„)) —• ^ 
be the positive functional determined by the norms || (cf (L10)). Then there 
exists a unique positive linear map 

A : CC(T(Ak)) —• R 
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such that 
A(fA) = TT A„(/„) 

vew 
for the restricted product 

A(fA) = TT A„(/„) 

of any adelic set of functions 
{U G Cc(Y(k„)), v G W}. 

Proof. — It follows from (3.31) that the order norms {|| ||r/x,i/ : v € W} form 
an adelic norm for TT : T —> X. The assertion therefore follows from (5.8) and 
(5.16). • 

The group of characters of the Neron-Severi torus T of X defined over k is canon-
ically isomorphic to PicX. Therefore, the map 

{oLu)vew € Gm,k(Ak) LO§( I I AV € R 
vew 

induces a pairing T(Ak) x PicX —>• E which we may reinterpret as a continuous 
epimorphism 

T(Ak) —> Hom(PicX,R). 
Let T1 (Ak) be the kernel of this map. Then there is an exact sequence: 

(5.18) 1 —> Tl(Ak) —> T(4b) —-> Hom(PicX,R) —• 0 
where T(k) C TX(A )̂ by the Artin-Whaples product formula for number fields. 

We now define a Haar measure 6^ on T1(Ak)/T(k). To do this, we recall the 
following result. 

Lemma 5.19. — Let G be a locally compact group and let N be a closed normal 
subgroup of G. Let QN be a Haar measure on N and let f G CC(G). Then there 
exists a unique function fN G CC(G/N) such that 

fN(gN) := / f(gn)deN 
JN 

for all g G G. 
Moreover, if@H is a Haar measure on H := G/N and ©G is a Haar measure on 

GF then there exists a unique positive real number c > 0 such that 

(*) / f(g)d&G = c f fN(h)dGH 
JG JH 

for all f e CC{G). 
Proof. — See [38, Ch. XII]. • 
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We shall say that the three Haar measures ©G, ©AT, ®H are compatible if (*) holds 
with c = 1. 

Now endow T(k) with the counting measure and 

V := T{Ak)/Tl(Ak) = Hom(PicX,R) 

with the unique Haar measure such that Vo\(V/L) = 1 for the Z-lattice 

L:= Hom(PicX,Z) 

in V. Then apply (5.19) twice to the chain of normal closed subgroups 

T{k)CTl{Ak)CT{Ak). 

This defines a bijection between Haar measures on T1(Ak)/T(k) and Haar mea
sures on T(Ak). 

Proposition 5.20. — Let X be as in (5.1) and let BA be a compact open subset of 
X(Ak). Let T be the Neron-Severi torus and let n : T —> X be a universal torsor 
under T. Let \\ \\x be an adelic norm for X and let mv, v G W (resp. nu, v G W) 
be the Borel measure on X(kv) determined by by \\ \\x(k) (resp. || \\x(k)-^T(k))-

Choose S, o, X, T, n : T —> X as in (5.2) and such that there exists a compact 
open subset 

BSQ Y[X(k„), S = Woo U S 
ves 

for which 

(%) BA = Bsx JJ X{pv). 
v6wFin - m 

Let ®s be the Haar measure on T(Ak) given by the adelic order norm (cf. (5.9)(b) 
and the convergence factors 

fr, = l / / v ( f (<*,)), v G Wfin\E 
A, = l, z/GWooUS 

and let ©^ be the corresponding Haar measure on T1 (Ak)/T(k) under the bijection 
above. Also, let m^s be the Borel measures on X(Ak) determined by \\ \\x and 
7 = { 1 v r - Then the following holds. 

(a) 7TA{T(Ak)) is a compact open subset ofX(Ak) 

(b) The product 

TS(X,BA,\\ \\x) :=Q\:{Tl{Ak)lT{k))-mAv{BAC\'KA{T{Ak))) 

is independent of the choices ofY, and n : T -> X. 
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(c) Suppose that E, o, X satisfy the additional condition that ||XX is the model 
norm defined by Xvjovfor v G Wfin\E. Then, 

T£(X,BA,\\ \\x)=ël(T\/T(k)) ms(BsU7r ((Ts))) H nu(f(ov)). 
weWfin - M 

Proof 
(a) It follows from the implicit function theorem that n(T(ku)) is an open subset 

of X(kjy). By twisting the torsor with elements in Hlt(kv^Tp) one concludes (cf. 
[15]) that the functorial map X(kv) —>• Hlx(kv, T„) defined by % is locally constant. 
Therefore, since i7|t(^,T,) is finite, it follows that -K(T(ku)) is a closed subset of 
x{K). 

Also, X(kv) is compact since X is proper (see (2.3)) so that n(T(k^)) is compact 
for all places v of k. Hence 7TA(T(Ak)) is a compact open subset of X(Ak). 

(b) It suffices by the last assertion in (5.2) to show that the product does not change 
if we replace E by $ = E U {w} and T by T x 0($) for w G Wfin\E. It follows 
from the definitions of 9 s and 0^ that 

eiczViO(Afe)))/iw/n*)) = eliT^ A^/T k)) ̂ ? ^ )). 

It is therefore sufficient to show that: 

mAMBA n 7rA(T(4fe))) = myi,*(Byi n 7r^(T(Afe)))/iw(T(om)). 

To show this, we first note that 

SrCfK)) = X(<v), X{ov) = X{ku) 

for f G Wfin\S by (3.21) resp. the properness of Xm/ow. Hence 

TT(T(M) = * M 

for i/ G Wfln\E and 

5 A n irA{T(Ak)) = BSD n(TS) x f f X(ou) 

weWfin - M 
for 

ATs) := П АПК))-

Now from (%) and the definition of m^s» we get 
(5.21) 

mA,s(5A H 7TA(T(^))) = mS(BS fl TT(TS)) f f M ^ M ( A f e ) ) ) 
weWfin - M 

where 7715 is the product measure of ra^ for v E S. 
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Let F = SU{w} = $ U Woo and let mf be the product measure of mv for v G F. 
Moreover, let 

ATF) = TT 7T(T(M), 
v6fw 

BF = X(o^) x S5. 

Then, by the definition of ra^$, we get 

mAMBA D TTA(T(^))) - mF(SF H TT(7») J J ^{T{o„)) • m„(*(<>,,)). 
FS w12a 

Now note that 
BF H 7T(TF) = X(ow) x (J35 n 7r(r5)) 

Trip (Bp H TT(7») = m^(XK))m5(S5 n TT(7»). 
Hence, 

m^s(S^ H 7r^(T(^))) - m ^ ( S A fl TU(T(40) (J35 n 7r(r5)) (J35 n 

thereby completing the proof of (b). 

(c) Let v G Wfin\E. Then || \\x(ku)->T(ku) restncts to the model norm on 
det Tan(T(oI/)) by (3.21). Hence mu, nv are equal to the model measures on X(ou) 
(resp. T(oi/)) and 

liv(T{ov))mV{X{pu)) = n„{T{ou)) 
by (3.25). Now apply (5.21) and the equality above. This finishes the proof. • 

Definition 5.22. — Let X be as in (5.1) and let BA be a compact and open subset 
of X(Ak). Let e G HlT(X, T) be the class of a universal torsor TT : T —» X and let 
|| ||x be an adelic norm for X. Then the Tamagawa number r£(X, BA, \\ \\x) is the 
product 

T£{X,BA,\\ \\X) = 6s(T1(i4ib)/T(fc))m>1,E(SAn7ri4(r(i4ib))) 
in (5.20). 

In order to understand this definition we shall need the following corollary of 
(4.28). 

Corollary 5.23. — Letn:T ->X,\\ \\X, || ||x->T> P = {Pvhew be as in (5.20). 
Let 

Ap : CC(T(AK)) -+ CC(X(Ak)) 
be the positive linear map described in (5.8) and let mA resp. nA be the Borel mea
sures on X(Ak) resp. T(Ak) determined by || \\x and 7 = {1/f3v}vew (cf. (4.14), 
(4.16)) resp. || ||x-yr and the convergence factors 1 (cf. (5.17)). 
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Let 
Tr : Cc(T(Ak)) —• Cc(T(Ak)/T(k)) 

be the trace map obtained by summing over all T(k)-translates of a function in 
Cc(T(Ak)). Then the following holds. 

(a) There exists a unique, positive a-regular Borel measure ñA on T(Ak)/T(k) 
with the following property: 

IfM is a Borel subset ofT(Ak) with tM fl M = 0 for all t e T(k)\{l] 
and M is the image ofM in T(Ak)/T(k), then 

ñA(M) = nA{M). 

(b) There exists a unique positive linear map 

Ap : Cc(T(Ak)/T(k)) —> Cc(X(Ak)) 

with kp = A¿3 o Tr. 
(c) 

/ fdñA = / Ap(f)dmA,7 
JT(Ak)/T(k) Jx(Ak) 

for each f eCc(T(Ak)/T(k)). 

Proof 

(a) This follows from the T(fc)-invariance of nA (cf. e.g [11, Ch. VII, §2 prop. 4 
b]). 

(b) It suffices by the usual argument with partitions of unity [38, p. 270] to prove 
the existence and uniqueness of such a map CC(M) —• Cc(X(Ak)) for each open 
subset M C T(Ak)/T(k) of the type described in (a). 

(c) One reduces again to the case / e CC(M) and applies (4.28)(b). • 

Remark 5.24. — The motivation for the definition (5.22) is the following. The 
continuous map 

irA : T(Ak) —> X(Ak) 

and the continuous T(J4fe)-action 

aA : T(Ak) x T(Ak) —>• T(Ak) 

determine (cf. (5.4)) a continuous map 

T{Ak)/T\Ak) ^ KA{T{Ak)) 

and a continuous T(Ak)/T1 (Ak)-action 

T{Ak)/T\Ak) x T{Ak)/T\Ak) —> T{Ak)/Tx{Ak) 
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such that T(Ak)/T1(Ak) becomes a topological 7r^(T(A/,))-torsor under 

T{Ak)lT\Ak) = Hom(PicX,R). 

Now assume that there exists a continuous section 

^:KA{T{Ak))^ T{Ak)lT\Ak) 

of this map. This gives rise to an isomorphism: 

1: 7rA(T(Ak)) x Hom(PicX,K) —> T{Ah)/T\Ak) 

of topological 7rA(T(Afc))-torsors under T(Ak)/Tx{Ak) = Hom(PicX,M). 
Let 

To C Hom(PicX,M) 
be a fundamental domain (cf. e.g. [53, p. 163]) with respect to 

Hom(PicX,Z) C Hom(PicX,R) 

and let U be the inverse image of 

I((BAn7rA(T(Ak))) x To) 

under the rest class map 

T{Ak)/T{k) -^ T{Ak)/Tl{Ak). 

Then U is a Borel subset of T(Ak)/T(k) which is invariant under T1 (Ak)/T(k) for 
the action 

oA : T(Ak)/T(k) x T(Ak)/T(k) —• T(Ak)/T(k) 

induced by oA. Moreover, 

Assertion 5.25. — We have 

r£(X,BA,\\ \\x) = nA(U). 

To see this, one can assume that T§ has compact closure in Hom(Pic X, R). Then 
U has compact closure Uc in T(Ak)/T(k) with 

nA(U) = nA(UC). 

The characteristic function of 

UC C T(Ak)/T(k) 

is the infimum of the set J of all T1(A/c)/T(A;)-invariant non-negative functions in 
Cc(T(Ak)/T(k)) which are equal to 1 on UC (cf. [38, p. 256]). Now regard these 
functions as functions on T(Ak)/T1(Ak) and make use of (5.23)(c). Then, 

^A(UC) = inf / hdnA= / (inf Ap(h))dmA 7. 
h*J JT(Ak)/T(k) Jx(AK) heJ 
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Moreover, from the isomorphism / above, it follows that 

inf Afí(h) — 
heJ 

eliT^AJ/Tik)) onBAnirA(T(Ak)) 
0 otherwise. 

Hence, 

nA(U) = eliT^A^/Tik)) • mA^(BA n 7rA(T(Ak))) 
as asserted. 

We shall in section 10 construct a canonical "toric" section ip as above for universal 
torsors over toric varieties. One can more generally construct a continuous section i\) 
as above for varieties with a "system of heights" in the sense of Peyre [51]. 

6. Reciprocity conditions and Tamagawa numbers 
The aim of this section is to relate the Tamagawa numbers for the universal torsors 

defined in the previous section to the Tamagawa numbers defined by Peyre [52]. To 
do this, we shall need Manin's reciprocity condition for adelic points on X which is 
defined by means of étale cohomology. 

If R is commutative ring and F is an abelian sheaf on the étale site of Spec R (cf. 
[45]), we shall write H\t(R, F) instead of i/|t(Speci?, F). If Gy is a commutative 
group scheme over a scheme Y we let Gy denote also the abelian sheaf F on the 
étale site associated to this group scheme (cf. [45, p. 52]). In particular, we shall 
write Hlt (y, Gy) = H\t(Y, F). If Gy = Gm,y we omit the index Y. 

There is a canonical isomorphsims of schemes: 
Spec Ak — limSpec Afc(E) 

where S runs over all finite subsets of Wfin. Since "étale cohomology commutes with 
inverse limits of schemes" (cf. [1, VII.5.9]) we get: 

Hl(Ak,Gm) = \imHl(Ak(X),Gm). 

Next, note that Spec Ak (E) is a direct sum (cf. [31, 3.1]) of schemes 
Spec Ak (E) = (e^xSpecAv) 0 (©^G^\r Speco^) 

where T : = E U W^. Hence: 
Hl(Ak(X),Grn) = ( e ^ ^ A ) ) © (^ewXTHlio^Gm)). 

Moreover, H?t(Specov, Gm) = 0 for v G Wfin (see [45, p. 108]). Hence, 

Hét(Ak,Gm) = ®veWHli(ku,Gm). 
The Hasse invariant 

%v : tfft(Av,Gm) ^ Q / Z 
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is defined as follows. If kv is the quotient field of a complete discrete valuation ring 
ov with residue field F„, then the Hasse-Witt residue map (cf. [27, III.2]) gives a 
canonical isomorphism 

HKk^Gtn) = H^F^Q/Z). 

The map %v is obtained by evaluating 

HKF^Q/Z) = Hom(G„Q/Z) 

at the Frobenius element of the absolute Galois group Gv of kv. 
If kv = K, then %v is the group monomorphism 

^(fcI/,Gm) = Z/2Z—^Q/Z. 

\ikv = C, then H212 Gm) = 0. 
There is a fundamental exact sequence of Albert-Brauer-Hasse-Noether (cf. e.g. 

[65, p, 196]) 

(6.1) o —• Hl(k,Gm) —> Hl(Ak,Gm) - A Q/Z —• 0. 

The map from H?t(k,Gm) to if|t(Afc,Gm) is the functorial map and the reci
procity map 

i : QvewHlik^Gtn) —* Q/Z 

is the sum of the Hasse invariants. The fact that the sum of the Hasse invariants is 
zero for elements in H?t(k, Gm) is called the reciprocity law. 

The other ingredient in Manin's reciprocity condition is the (cohomological) Brauer 
group H?t(X, Gfn) of X. The contravariant functoriality of H?t(-, Gm) yields pair
ings: 

6.2 (a) X(kv) x Hl(X9Grn) —> Hl(K > Gm) 
6.2(b) X(Ak) xHl(X,Gm) —>Hl(Ak,Gm). 

Notation 6.3. — Let A E H?t (X, Gm) be an element of the Brauer group of X. 

(a) If Qv G X(kv), then A(QV) G i7ft(£v,Gm) is the element defined by the 
pairing (6.2)(a). 

(b) If QA G X(AK), then A(QA) E l/ft(Afc,Gm) is the element defined by the 
pairing (6.2)(b). 

Proposition 6.4. — Let X be a smooth variety over a number field k and let A G 
H?t(X, Gm). Then the following holds. 

(a) The map which sends QV G X(ku) to A(QY) G if|t(Av, Gm) is locally con
stant for all places v£Wofk.It has finite image ifX is proper. 

(b) The map which sends QA E X(AK) to A(QA) £ H?T(AK^ Gm) is locally con
stant. It has finite image ifX is proper. 
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Proof 
(a) We change notation and write k = ku, X = Xv, A = Av. Also, let 8 G 
H?t(k, GM) and choose B G H?t(X, GM) such that B — A is equal to the image S 
under the contravariant map 

Hl(k,Gm) ^ Hl(X,Gm) 

corresponding to the structure morphism from X to Spec k. 
Then the subset of Q G X(k) with A(Q) = 8 is equal to the kernel of the special

ization map 
X(k)—> Hl(k,GM) 

defined by B. To study this kernel, represent B locally (in the Zariski topology) by 
Azumaya algebras (cf. [45, IV.2.16]) and apply the implicit function theorem to the 
associated Severi-Brauer schemes. It then follows that the kernel of the specialization 
map defined by B is open in the ^-topology (cf. sec. 2), thereby proving the first 
assertion. 

The second assertion follows from the first and the fact that X(k) is compact (see 
(2.3)(d)). 

(b) Each element A G H?t (X, GM) is the restriction of an element A G H?t (X, GM) 
for some smooth 0(S) -model X of X (cf. [45, III. 1.16]). This combined with the 
vanishing of if|t (ou, GM) implies that 

A(Q„) = 0 

for 
Qv e Im(X(o„) —> X{ku)), v G Wfin\S. 

Hence by (a) the map from X(Ak) to if|t(A^, GM) is locally constant. The finite-
ness of the image follows from the fact (see (4.9)(c)) that X(Ak) is compact. • 

The pairing in (6.2)(b) is part of a commutative diagram: 

X(Ak) x H?t(k,GM) > H?t(k,GM) 

(6.5) 

X(Ak) xHl(X,GM) >Hl(AK,GM) 

where the top map is the projection onto the second factor. 
By the reciprocity law (6.1), one deduces from (6.5) a pairing 

(6.6) X(Ak) x Hi(X,Gm)/lmHl(k,GM) ^ Q/Z 

which is a homomorphism with respect to the second factor. 
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Corollary 6.7. — Suppose that H?t (X, Gm) / Im H?t (A;, Gm) is a finite group. Then 
the map 

X(Ak) —> Komz (Hl (X,Gm)/ ImHl (k,Gm) —• Q/Z) 

induced by (6.6) is locally constant. In particular, if X is proper, then the inverse 
image of any element of group on the right hand side is a compact open subset of 
X(Ak). 

Proof — This is an immediate consequence of (6.4)(b). • 

Notation 6.8. — X(Ak)° C X(Ak) is the inverse image of 0 under the map in 
(6.7). 

We now examine the group H?t (X, Gm) / Im H?t (&, Gm). 

Notation 6.9 
(a) M(X,Gm)aig := ker(M(X,Gm) -+ M(X,Gm)) 
(b) ^ ( X , G m ) trans :~ Het (X, Gm )/H^t (X, Gm )aig 
(O mnjx c a n , z tors 
is the torsion subgroup of i^ing(X(C)an, Z) where X(C) depends on the choice 

of an embedding k C C. 

It follows from H?t (k, Gm) = 0, that the image of H?t (fc, Gm) in H?t (X, Gm) is 
a subgroup of H?t(X, Gm)aig. The following result is well-known (cf. [40], [41] for 
(a)) 

Lemma 6.10. — Let k be a number field and let X be a smooth (geometrically 
connected) proper k-variety satisfying H^r(X^ Ox) = i^|ar(X, Ox) = 0 and for 
which the Neron-Severi group of X := k x X is torsion-free. Then 

(a) Hl(X,GmUJlmHl(k,Gm) ^ H^G^k/^^iX)) 
(b) Hl(X,Gm) ^ tfs3ing(X(C)an,Z)tors/0r any embedding kcC 
(c) H?t (X, Gm) / Im H?t (k, Gm) is a finite group. 

Proof 
(a) The spectral sequence (cf. [27, II.2.4]) 

HP(Ga.l(k/k),Hlt(X,Gm)) Hl+q(X,Gm) 
of Hochschild-Serre gives rise to an exact sequence 

Hl(k,Gm) Hl(X,GmUg -> H\Gal(k/k),Hlt(X,Gm)) Hl(k,Gm). 
For global fields k it is known from class field theory that H?t (fe, Gm) = 0. Hence 

it only remains to note that Pic(X) = NS(X) by the assumption on X. 
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(b) This follows from results of Grothendieck (cf. [45, VI.4.3], [27,1.3.1] and [26, 
1.35]). It is also known from the work of Artin-Mumford [2]. 

(c) This follows from (a) and (b). • 
Peyre makes use of the following lemma (cf. [52, 2.1.1]) in his definition of Tam-

agawa numbers. 

Lemma 6.11. — Let kbe a number field and let X be a k-variety as in (6.10). Then 
there is an o^ymodel H of X for some finite set E C Speco such that E is smooth 
and proper over Speco(S). Let Yv := S x Fv and let (cf. (4.16)) 

L„(s,PicY„) = l/det(l -q~8Frv | PicYv <g> Q), v G Wfin\E. 
Then, 

Ls(5,PicX) := n L„(s,Picy„) 
v6Wfin\ww 

converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of$ls>l and defines a 
holomorphic function for Us > 1. 

The function Ls(«s, PicX) has a meromorphic continuation to C with a pole of 
order r := rk Pic X at s = 1. 

Definition and proposition 6.12. — Let k be a number field and let X be a k-
variety as in (6.10). Let 

II HAT = {II llx(Av) : det (Tan *(*„)) —• [0,«>), v e W} 
be an adelic norm for X. Then there is an o^y model S of X for some finite set 
E C Wfin such that S is smooth and proper over Spec 0(S) and such that \\ \\x(ku) ^ 
the model norm determined by Ev/o^for v G W/fin\E. 

Let mVi v G W, be the positive Borel measure on Xy(kv) defined by the v-adic 
norm || \\X(k) and let 

ya = 
1/L„(1, Pic YU) /ori/GWf8n\S, 
l far u eWooUE. 

IfX(Ak) 7̂  0, then r(X, || ||) is defined to be the product: 
lim(* - l)rkPicXLx(s,PicX)(mA^(X(Ak)0)) 

where ra^s ~ ™>A,-) is the regular positive Borel measure described in (4.14)(b). 
This number is positive and independent of the choices o/E and S. 

Proof. — The proof of the statement is clear from the definitions of Ls(s,PicX) 
and rriA^ (compare [52, 2.2.4], but note that there is an additional discriminant factor 
there due to differences in the normalization of the Haar measures). • 
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Remark 6.13. — Peyre [52] uses the topological closure X(k) of X(k) instead of 
X(Ak)° in his definition of Tamagawa numbers. It follows from the reciprocity law 
that X(k) is mapped into X(Ak)° under the functorial embedding X(k) C X(Ak) 
(cf. [40], [41]). 

X(Ak)° is a closed subset of X(Ak) (see (6.7) and (6.10)(c)). Therefore, X(k) C 
X(Ak)°. It has been conjectured in [15] that X(k) = X(Ak)° when X is rational 
We shall in (7.8) explain why we find it more natural to consider mA(X(Ak)°) than 
mA(X(k)). 

The following result is due to Colliot-Thelene and Sansuc [15, §3] in the case of 
rational varieties. 

Lemma 6.14. — Let k be a number field and let X be a k-variety as in (6.10). Let 
(Qv)vew £ X(Ak) be an adelic point on X. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent 

(i) V iv{A{Qu)) = 0 for all A e Hl(X, Gm)aig-
vew 

(ii) There exists a universal torsor TT : T —> X such that 

{Pv)vew e7rA(T{Ak)). 

Proof. — This is proved in [15, §3] for rational varieties by means of an explicit 
computation of cocycles. An examination of the proof in (op. cit.) reveals that it 
works also under the weaker hypothesis in (6.10). For a conceptual proof, which 
does not use brutal force, see [55]. • 

Lemma 6.15. — Let k be a number field and let X be a k-variety as in (6.10). Let 
K : T—» X be a universal torsor. Then the restriction to 

ir(T(Ak))xHl(X,Gm) 

of Martin's pairing (6.3) factorizes to give a pairing 

ir(T(Ak)) x Hi{X , GM)trans —»Q/Z 

Proof. — This is a corollary of the previous lemma. 

Notation 6.16 

m\k,T) :=kev(Hl(k,T) n HUK,T)). 

few 
It is known from class field theory that this (Shafarevich) group is finite. 
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Lemma 6.17. — Let k be a number field and let X be a k-variety as in (6.10) with 
X(Ak) ^ 0 . Let 

II llx = {|| \\x{kv) : detTanX(fc) —• [0,oo), ueW} 

be an adelic norm for X and let TUA^ he the Borel measure on X(Ak) (cf. (4.14)(b)) 
determined by \\ \\x and the convergence factors 7 in (6.12). Let I C if jt(X, T) be 
the subset parametrizing isomorphism classes of universal torsors n : T —> X such 
that n(T{Ak)) fl X(Ak)° ^ 0 . Then the following holds. 

(a) I is finite 
(b) ir(T(Ak)) fl X(Ak)° is a compact open subset ofX(Ak). 
(c) 

Card(in1(fc,T))mA,7(X(^)0)) = £mA^e{T£{Ak) n X(Ak)0)). 
eel 

Proof 
(a) Let J C Hlt(X,T) be the subset parametrizing isomorphism classes of uni

versal torsors 7r : T(Ak) -» X such that T(-Afc) 7̂  0 . It then follows by a weak 
Mordell-Weil argument (cf. [15, Th. 2.7.3]) that J is finite. Hence I C J is also 
finite. 

(b) It was shown in the proof of (5.20) that ic(J~(kv)) is a compact open subset 
of X(ku) for all places u of k and that Tr(T(ku)) = X(k„) for all but finitely many 
places. Hence 7r(T{Ak)) is a compact open subset of X(Ak). By (6.7) X(A^)° is 
also a compact open subset of X(Ak). Therefore 7r(T(Ak)) fl X(Ak)° is a compact 
open subset of X(Ak). 

(c) Let na : 7i -> X, np : Tp -> X be two universal torsors and a, /3 their classes 
in H\t(X, T). Then from (5.13), (5.15) it follows that: 

Ka(Ta(Ak))=np(Tp(Ak)) a-(3elm(m\k,T)^Hl(X,T)), 

Ka(Ta(Ak))n7rp(Tp(Ak)) = 0 a-p^lm(Ul\k,T)). 

This combined with 7r(T(Ajfe)°) = n(T(Ak)) fl X ( ^ ) ° implies that 

Card(IH1(^^))mA,7( U 7Tm(7^J1*)0)) - V m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) 0 ) ) . 
£F/ *—_ eel 

But 

X(4b)° = U neATe(Ak))° 
eel 

by (6.14). This completes the proof. 
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Definition 6.18. — Let X be as in (6.10) and let e G #]t (X, T) be the class of a 
universal torsor TT : T —> X. Let || ||x be an adelic norm for X. Then the Tamagawa 
number T£(X, || ||X) is the number r£(X, X(AK)°, \\ \\X) defined in (5.22). 

The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper. 

Theorem 6.19. — Let k be a number field and let X be a k-variety as in (6.10). Let 

II llx = {II IU(M : det(TanX(Av)) [0,oo), v € W} 

be an adelic norm for X. Then T(AK) = 0 and r£(X, || ||x) = 0 for all but 
finitely many isomorphism classes e G i?jt(X, T) of universal torsors ne : T£ -> X. 
Further, 

(*) $ > ^ X ' II Wx) = CaxdH^Galtk/k^PicXMX, || \\x) 
£ 

where e G iJ|t(-X", T) runs over all elements of identity type x(z) in 

EomG(f,Hl(X,Gm)). 

In particular, if Pic(X) is a direct summand of a permutation Gal(k/ k) -module, 
then 

T(X,\\ ||) = re(X,|| ||) 

for the unique element e G if|t(X, T) of identity type. 

Proof. — Let I C Hjt (X, T) be the subset parametrizing isomorphism classes of 
universal torsors n : T -> X such that TT(T(AK))° ^ 0. Then I is finite by (6.17)(a). 
To prove (*), choose E, o := 0(S), S, T, n£ : T£ S as in (5.2) for each repre
sentative TT€ : T£ —> X of an isomorphism class e G I of universal torsors with 
T(Ak) ¿0. 

We may clearly choose the same finite set E and o = 0(S) for all e G I since I 
is finite. Also, by the definition of adelic norms, we may assume that || Hx^) is the 
model norm determined by S^/o^ for z/Wfin\E and by (6.7) we may chose the finite 
set E C Wfin such that 

X(Ak)° = Xs(Ak)° x TT X{kv) 
VES 

for some compact open subset 

Xs(Ak)° cl[X(K), 5 := EU Woo. 
VES 

By definition of re(X, || \\x) we have (cf. (5.20), (6.18)): 

T£(X, II |U) = e ^ A f c V n * ) ) • mA^£{Ts{Akf)). 
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Hence by (6.17)(c) we get: 

Vr£ (X, || \\x) = e&THAkyTik)) • mA,v(X(Ak)°) • C a r d ^ ^ T ) ) . 
eel 

By the main theorem of Ono [50, §5] on Tamagawa numbers for tori we have 
firther 

@l{Tl{Ak)/T(k)) = ( M ^ / C a r d i n 1 ^ ^ ) ) ! ^ ^ - l)rkpicXLs(s, PicX) 

where 
h{T) C a r d t f ^ G a l ^ / ^ f ) = Card ̂ (Gal^/ifc), Pic X). 

Hence, 

Y\re{X,\\ \\x) = h(T)(lim(s-iykPicXLx(s,PicX)mA,x(X(Ak)°) 

VES 
as was to be proved. 

7. Counting functions of Fano varieties 

We shall in this section study the asymptotic growth of the number of rational 
points of bounded anticanonical height on Fano varieties X over number fields. This 
theory was initiated by Manin. He suggested (cf. [23], [3], [42], [43]) that the asymp
totic growth of the counting function should be of the form 

C^(log,B)rkPicX-1(l+o(l)) 

on sufficiently small Zariski open subsets of X. 
Peyre [52] gave a conjectural interpretation of the constant C by means of his 

Tamagawa number r(X, || ||) and a geometrical invariant a(X) depending only on 
the effective cone in PicX. His interpretation of the constant C concerns the case 
where Pic X is a permutation module. It does not cover the case of general toric 
varieties which have recently been studied by Batyrev and Tschinkel ([7], [4]). The 
aim of this section is to use the Tamagawa numbers of universal torsors over X to 
reinterpret and to refine the conjecture of Peyre on the value of C. 

Definition 7.1. — Let k be a field and let X be a smooth proper geometrically 
connected scheme over k. Then X is said to be a Fano variety if the anticanonical 
sheaf LO^1 of X is very ample. A Fano variety of dimension 2 is called a del Pezzo 
surface. 

It is usually only required that u^1 is ample in the definition of Fano varieties and 
del Pezzo surfaces. In particular, "our" del Pezzo surfaces are always of degree > 3 
and we do not consider surfaces of degree 1 or 2 (cf. [41], [44]). It is known (cf. e.g. 
[52, 1.2.1]) that Fano varieties satisfy all the conditions in (6.10) and (5.12). We can 
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therefore apply all the constructions and results made in the previous two sections to 
them. 

We now turn to the arithmetic of Fano varieties and assume for the rest of this 
section that & is a number field. Let 

|| || = {|| : detTanX(^) —• [0,oo), v G W} 
be an adelic norm for X. It is well-known (cf. e.g. [63]) that || || defines a height 
function 

H:X(k)—->[0,oo) 
although the "metrics" || usually only occur explicitly for the archimedean places. 

Definition 7.2. — The height function H : X(k) —> (0, oo) defined by \\ || is given 
by 

H(P) = n HP)^1 
VES 

where s is a local section of uxL at P with s(P) ^ 0. 

This function is well defined since H(P) does not depend on the choice of s by 
the product formula for number fields. 

Remarks 7.3 
(a) It follows from the compactness of all X(kv) that log H± — log H2 is bounded 

on X(k) for the height functions #1 and H2 defined by two adelic norms || ||i, 
|| ||2 for X (cf. (1.6)(b), (2.3)(e) and (4.10)). 

(b) Let X be a Fano variety. Then 

C(B) := {P e X(k) : H(P) < B} 
is finite for any height H defined by an adelic norm. It suffices by (a), to prove 
this for one adelic norm on X and it is natural to consider a norm defined by 
means of a finite set of global sections generating u^1 (cf. [52, pp. 107-8]). 
One can then apply the classical arguments for heights defined by projective 
coordinates (cf. e.g. [37, Ch.3, §1]). 

Notation 7.4. — Let X be a Fano variety and let if be a height defined by an adelic 
norm || ||. Let U be a constructive subset defined over k. Then, 

(a) 
CV(B, || ||) = Card{F € U(k) : H(P) < B}. 

(b) 
Pu :=limsuplogCtf(B,|| II)/logB. 

B-)-oo 
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(C) 

71/(11 ||) := HmSupCu(B)/B(logBy-1 > 0 
£->-oo 

for r = rkPicX. 

It is clear from (7.3)(a) that f3jj is independent of the choice of adelic norm || ||. It 
also follows from (7.3)(a) that the condition 7̂ 7 (|| ||) > 0 is independent of the choice 
of adelic norm and we shall therefore write 7̂ 7 > 0 for this condition. The function 
sending B to Cu(B, || ||) will be called the counting function of U with respect to || || 
and f3u the growth order of U. 

The following definitions are inspired by notions of Manin (cf. [42]) and [51]). But 
the reader should observe that our definitions are not identical with the definitions in 
(op. cit.) and that we only consider Fano varieties. 

Definition 7.5. — Let X be a Fano variety. 

(a) A closed proper subset F C X of X is said to be accumulating if for each 
non-empty subset V of F one has (3y > 1. 

(b) A closed proper subset F c X of X is said to be weakly accumulating if 
7y > 0 for each non-empty open subset V of F. 

We are now in a position to formulate a version of Manin's conjecture on Cu(H) 
(cf. [23], [3], [42], [43], [52], [51]). 

Conjecture 7.6. — Let X be a rational Fano variety over a number field k for 
which X(Ajs)0 is non-empty and let || || be an adelic norm for X. Suppose that 
the complement U in X of the union of all weakly accumulating (proper) subsets 
is a Zariski open non-empty set defined over k. Then there is a positive constant 
C = C(\\ ||) > 0 such that 

lim Cu(B,\\ \\)/B(logBY'1 = C forr = rkPicX 
B^oo 

Manin assumes that X(k) is Zariski dense instead of just assuming that X(Ak)° is 
non-empty. To compensate this we have added the condition that X is rational. This 
excludes cubic three-folds which are unirational but not rational. A more optimistic 
version of (7.6) would be to assume that X is unirational. This is still a restriction 
since some Fano varieties are not even uniruled [35, V.5]. 

We have in our definition of U used weakly accumulating (proper) subsets instead 
of accumulating (proper) subsets. It has recently been shown (cf. [5]) by Batyrev and 
Tschinkel that (7.6) is false when U is defined as the complement of the union of all 
accumulating subsets. The counterexamples are given by smooth hypersurfaces in 
P | xP£ofbidegree (3,1). 
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To formulate a conjecture for the constant C(|| ||) > 0, Peyre [52, p. 120] defines 
for Fano varieties an invariant a(X) which we will often denote by apeyre(-*0- It 
depends only on the effective cone in PicX. To describe this invariant, let 

L = Homz(PicX,Z) 

^ = Homz(PicX,R) 
and let dv be the unique Haar measure on V such that volume Vol(V/L) = 1. 

Further, let aefr (X) c V be the cone of all homomorphisms 

piPicX—> R 

such that 
<p([D]) > 0 

for the class [D] G PicX of each effective divisor on X. Let A : V —> R be the 
linear form obtained by evaluating at the anticanonical class and let Vx = \~l(x) for 
x G R and note that A : V —>» R is a trivial analytic torsor under Vb. 

There is then a unique positive linear map A : CC(V) —> CC(R) such that: 

/ gdu= A(g)dx 
Jv JR 

for any function g G CC(V). A restricts to a positive functional A# on Vx = A_1(a;) 
for each x G R. Let dvx be the corresponding positive Borel measure on Vx. Then, 

P̂eyre (X) := / d^ for B := Vx n aeff (X). 

Batyrev and Tschinkel [7] define a similar invariant which they also call a(X), 
but which we will denote by a#^(X). It follows from one of the lemmas in [7] that 
their invariant 

aBr(X) = (r-l)!.aPeyre(X). 
The aBT-invariant is multiplicative (see [Pel, lemme 4.2]) 

aBT(X x Y) = aBT(X)aBT(Y) 

for varieties as in (6.10). It is more natural when one considers Manin s zeta-functions 
(see [7] and [4]). 

The following conjecture is due to Peyre [52, 2.3.1]. 

Conjecture 7.7. — Suppose that the assumptions in (7.6) are satisfied and suppose 
that PicX has a Z-basis which is invariant under the action of the absolute Galois 
group Gk ofk. Then the constant C(\\ ||) in Manin's conjecture is of the form: 

C(|| \\) = aPeyn(X)r(X,\\ ||). 
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Remark 7.8. — Peyre defines (cf. (6.13)) "his" T(X, || ||) by means of rriA(X(k)) 
instead of rriA(X(Ak)0) as we have done. The two definitions are expected (cf. 
(6.13)) to be identical when X is rational and perhaps also when X is unirational. 
We find it more natural to give an adelic interpretation of C (with an extra twist given 
by reciprocity pairing of Manin). 

It is not difficult to compute rriA{X(Ak)0). The group 
Hl(X,Gm)/lmHl(k,GM) 

is finite (cf. (6.10)) and it is clear from the proof of (6.4)(b) that it can be decided if 
an adelic point belongs to X(Ak)° by looking at finitely many places S C W. Also, 
if || 11̂  is the model norm of a smooth model X/ou, then 

mv(Xv) = Card(X(Fl,))(mI/(ol/)/Card(^))dimX 

by (2.15). It is thus possible, in principle, to compute rriA(X(Ak)0) in finitely many 
steps although the answer is given as an infinite product. 

The only reasonable way to compute rriA(X(k)), however, is to prove that X(k) = 
X\ and then use the computation for rriA(X(Ak)0). This is a much more difficult 
problem than the computation of m,A{X(Ak)0). 

Fraenke, Manin and Tschinkel [23] proved (7.6) for generalized flag spaces (using 
Langlands' Eisenstein series). They also noticed that one can deduce (7.6) for smooth 
complete intersections whenever asymptotic results on the affine cone are available 
by the Hardy-Littlewood circle method. In these cases the asymptotic formulas hold 
for X itself. Peyre (op. cit) completed their results and proved his conjecture (7.7) 
for these varieties. He also proved (7.6) and (7.7) some toric surfaces over Q. The 
open subset U is then the open subset defined by the underlying torus. These results 
are proved for counting functions defined by one special adelic norm. 

Peyre formulates his conjecture (7.7) in the case where PicX is permutation Gk-
module. It is natural to weaken this condition and also allow varieties for which 
PicX is a Gk-direct summand of a permutation G^-module. 

One cannot expect to omit such a condition completely. Batyrev and Tschinkel 
study in two recent papers [7], [4] Cu(H) for smooth projective J7-equivariant com-
pactifications X of tori U. They choose a natural adelic norm (cf. (9.2) of this paper) 
and make strong use of the group action. Using the abstract Poisson formula, they 
conclude that (7.6) holds with the constant 
(7.9) C(|| ||) = aPeyre(X)r(X, || \\)h\PicX) 

where /^(PicX) = Card Hl(Gk, Pic X). _ _ 
This does not contradict (7.7) since HG PicX") = 0 when PicX is a Gk-

direct summand of a permutation G^-module. It is tempting to reformulate (7.7) and 
conjecture that (7.9) holds for general Fano varieties satisfying (7.6). Numerical work 
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of Heath-Brown [33] on the two diagonal cubic surfaces defined by x3+y3+z3+2w3 
and x3 + y3 + z3 + Sw3 seems to indicate that such a generalization of (7.9) is true. 
Note that 

H\G k,PicX )# 0 
for both these surfaces. 

Definition 7.10. — Let G be a profinite group. Let M be a finitely generated 
torsion-free G-module and let TV = Hom(M, Z). Then M is said to be flasque 
[14] if 

H1(H,N) = 0 
for each closed subgroup H of G. 

It is known from work of Colliot-Thelene /Sansuc [14] and Voskresenskii that 
PicX is a flasque G^-module for toric varieties. It is obvious that PicX is flasque 
if it is a GVdirect summand of a permutation G^-module. The conjecture (7.6) has 
sofar only been verified for classes of varieties X for which Pic X is a flasque Gk-
module. This is not surprising since there are only finitely many isomorphism classes 
of universal torsors for such varieties. The asymptotic formulas obtained by Batyrev, 
Fraenke, Manin, Peyre and Tschinkel all satisfy the following conjecture: 

Conjecture 7.11. — Suppose that the assumptions in (7.6) are satisfied and suppose 
that PicX is a flasque Gk-module for the absolute Galois group Gk ofk. Then the 
constant C(\\ ||) in Manin's conjecture is of the form: 

C(\\ \\) = aPeyie(X)r(X,\\ ID^PicX). 

This conjecture is compatible with products. To see this, one uses the arguments 
in [23] and [52] to prove compatibility of (7.6) and (7.7) under products. The only 
new ingredient needed is the equality 

/ix(PicX x Y) = /i1 (PicX)/*1 (Pic F) 
which follows from the canonical isomorphism 

P i c X x F = (PicX) x (PicF) 
already used in [52, 4.1]. 

The following refinement of (7.6) and (7.11) is natural even if there is not much 
evidence for it. 

Conjecture 7.12. — Let X be a rational Fano variety over a number field k and 
suppose that PicX is a flasque Gk-module. Let || || be an adelic norm for X and let 
H be the height function on X(k) defined by || ||. Let e G H\t(X, T) be the class of a 
universal torsor n : T —> X such that T(Ak) ^ 0. Suppose that the complement U 
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in X of the union of all weakly accumulating subsets is Zariski open and non-empty 
and defined over k and let 

Cu,e(B) = Card{P G 7r(T(A0) : H(P) < B}. 

Then 

lim Cu,£(B)/B(logBY'1 = aPeyie(X)Te(X, || ||) 

where r = rk Pic X. 

It follows immediately from theorem (6.19) that (7.12) implies (7.11). If PicX is 
a direct summand of a permutation Gk -module, then there is only one isomorphism 
class of universal torsors since H\t(k,T) = 0 (see (5.4)). Thus in this case (7.11) 
and (7.12) are equivalent by (6.19). If one examines the proof of conjecture (7.11) 
for toric varieties in [7] and [4] then it is likely that (7.12) will follow if the Poisson 
formula is applied to smaller discrete subgroups than in (op. cit.). 

All numerical work on Manin's conjecture on (7.6) so far concerns surfaces. For 
surfaces the intersection pairing 

PicX xPicX ^ Z 

is perfect and induces a canonical isomorphism 

Hom(PicX,Z) = PicX 

of Gk-modules. In particular, 

^(Gk.PicX) = 0 

if X is a surface and Pic X is flasque. 
The numerical work to date is insufficient to make any conjectures when Pic X 

is not flasque The only work known to the author concerns the two diagonal cubic 
surfaces of Heath-Brown [33] described above. 

8. Torsors over toric varieties 

We shall in this section study universal torsors n : 7~ -> X over toric varieties X. 
The aim is to prove that the universal torsors are the toric morphisms described by 
Cox in [16]. We shall in this section use the word complete instead of proper for toric 
varieties corresponding to complete fans. 

Let M be a free finitely generated abelian group of rank d > 1 and let AT := 
Hom(M, Z) be the dual lattice, with dual pairing denoted by ( , ). Let us recall 
some basic facts on toric varieties and refer to [24] and the references there for more 
background. 

Definition 8.1. — A finite set A consisting of convex rational polyhedral cones in 
NR = N ® R is called a fan if the following conditions are satisfied 
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(i) Each cone in A contains 0 G A%; 
(ii) Each face of a cone in A is also a cone in A; 

(iii) The intersection of two cones in A is a face of both cones 
A fan A in AT is called complete (resp. regular) if 

(a) AM is the union of cones in A resp. 
(b) Each cone in A is generated by a part of a Z-basis of N. 
Each cone a in A determines a finitely generated commutative semigroup: 

Sa = a H M = {m G M : (m, n) > 0 for all n G a}. 
The group ring Q[Sa] is a finitely generated commutative Q-algebra correspond

ing to an affine ((̂ variety Ua = SpecQfS^]. If a = {0}, then Sa = M is an abelian 
group and Q[Sa] a Hopf algebra. This provides Ua with a natural structure of alge
braic group when a = {0} (cf. [9]) and we shall denote this Q-torus by U. It is by 
definition the Q-torus D(M) mentioned in section 5 and there is a canonical isomor
phism between M and the group U of characters of U. We shall in the sequel write 
Xm : U —> Gm ft>r the character corresponding to m G M. 

There is a natural [/-action on Ua for each cone a in A and any inclusion p C a of 
cones corresponds to a (7-equivariant open Q-immersion Up C Ua. By gluing these 
one obtains for each complete regular fan A in Af := Hom(M, Z) a smooth complete 
Q-variety XA containing U = Spec Q[M] as an open Zariski-dense subvariety. This 
Q-variety XA is equipped with a Q-morphism U x XA -> XA extending the group 
multiplication on U. 

It is possible to do the whole construction over Z (cf. [20]) and start with the affine 
schemes Ua = SpecZ[Sa]. If a = {0}, then a = SpecZfM] and any inclusion 
p C a of cones gives rise to an open embedding Up C Ua. We may therefore glue 
Ua for all cones a G A and obtain a scheme XA which is smooth (resp. proper) over 
Z if A is regular (resp. complete). The open affine scheme U = SpecZ[M] of XA 
has a canonical structure of a Z-torus which comes from the canonical isomorphism 
(cf. [21, exp.I, 4.4]) between SpecZ[M] and D(MZ) = HomGr(Mz,Gm) for the 
constant group scheme (cf. [45, p. 52]) 

Mz = J J SpecZ. 
meM 

The group scheme morphism U x%U —> U extends to a (left) U- action 

^ X Z X A - ^ X A . 

We shall call a 1-dimensional cone a ray. If A is complete, then the set A(l) 
of rays of A spans NR. We shall for a given p G A(l), let np denote the unique 
generator of p fl N. We shall write <r(l) for the set of one-dimensional faces of a for 
any cone a G A. 
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The affine tone variety Up defined by a ray p of A has two [/-orbits. Let Dp denote 
the Zariski closure of the orbit given by the complement of U in Up. This defines a 
bijection between rays p G A(l) and irreducible [/-invariant Weil divisors Dp in 
XA- The free abelian group of U-invariant Weil divisors will be denoted by ZA<^\ 

Any U-invariant Cartier divisor on the affine toric variety Ua9 o G A is represented 
by a character ^m(a) : U -y> GM, m(a) G M which is unique up to an element in 
M(a) = a±nM. This defines a canonical isomorphism between the group Div£/(X) 
of U-invariant Cartier divisor and lim^ M/M(a). If we order the maximal cones au 
1 <i < s then the latter group is equal to (cf. [24, 3.3]) 

ker(0iM/M(ai) —> ®i<jM/M(ai D Vjj). 

If A is complete, then all maximal cones of A are of the same dimension as Nj&. 
Hence m(a) is unique for each maximal cone a of A in this case. 

There is a commutative diagram with exact sequences [24, 3.4] 

(8.2) 0 • Q[*7]*/Q* > Div^(X) y PicX > 0 

I I I 
0 > M > zAw > CH^X) > 0 

The maps are defined as follows. The map from Q[f7]* /Q* to Div^(X) is defined 
by representing a class in Q[f/]*/Q* by the unique character xm belonging to this 
class. 

The map from Div^(X) —y PicX is the standard map (cf. [32, 2.6]) sending a 
[/-invariant Cartier divisor represented by ^m(cr) : U —y GM on Ua, a G A to the 
subsheaf of the constant sheaf k(X)* on X generated by ^m(a). We shall denote 
this invertible sheaf by O(D) where D is the associated Weil divisor of the second 
vertical map. If D is effective, then O(D) is the inverse of the ideal sheaf of D. 

The map from M to ZA^ is defined by sending m G M to X]peA(i)(m> np)Dp 
and the map from ZA^ to CH1 (X) sends a divisor to its linear equivalence class. 

The first vertical map is defined by sending xm € Q[U]* /Q* to m G M. 
The second vertical map sends a U-invariant Cartier divisor defined by characters 

xm{a) : U -> GM on Ua, cr G A to the Weil divisor A = EPeA(i) APDP WHERE 
ap = (m(a),np) for any cone a G A for which p G cr(l). (This map is well-defined 
since (m(<j),np) is independent of the cone a for which p G cr(l).) The map is the 
same as the "usual" map from Weil divisors to Cartier divisors [32, 2.6] since the 
order of vanishing of the Cartier divisor along Dp is equal to (m(a),np) by [24, 3.3]. 
Any toric variety XA is normal, so the map from Divjy(X) to ZA^ is injective. It is 
also surjective when A is regular. 

The third vertical map is defined by the exactness of the rows and the commuta-
tivity of the first square. 
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Definition 8.3 
(a) Let </> : Nf -> TV be a homomorphism of lattices and A be a fan in N9 A' be a 

fan in N' satisfying the condition: 
For each cone a' in A', there is some cone a in A such that <f>(of) C a. 
Then (j) is called a morphism of fans. 

(b) Let 7T : X' —>• X be a morphism of toric varieties and let C/7 —> [7 be the 
corresponding homomorphism of tori obtained by restricting n. Then TT is said 
to be a toric morphism if TT is equivariant with respect to the toric actions of U' 
and U. This means that the following diagram commutes 

U' x X' > X' 

UxX >X 

It is easy to see that any homomorphism <f> : N' —>> N of lattices with </>(a') C <j 
for two rational strongly convex polyhedral cones o' C A^ and cr C A^ determines a 
toric morphism between affine toric varieties Ua' —> Ua.It follows by gluing (cf. [24, 
p. 23]) that any morphism (N', A') -> (iV, A) of fans gives rise to a toric morphism 
from X' = XA> toX = XA. 

There is also a notion of toric morphism for toric schemes defined just as in (8.3)(b) 
and it is clear that the proof in (op. cit.) implies that any morphism of fans defines 
not only a toric morphism between toric varieties but also a toric morphism between 
toric schemes over Z. 

We now consider torsors over X = X& for a regular complete fan A in N := 
Horn(M, Z). We shall by Dyp, p e A(l) denote the basis of Hom(ZA(1), Z) which 
is dual to the base Dp, p € A(l) of irreducible Weil divisors in ZA(X). Note that Dyp 
is sent to rip under the map from Hom(ZA^1\ Z) to N = Hom(M, Z) induced by 
the inclusion M C ZAW in (8.2). 

Proposition 8.4. — Let Mo C ZA^) be a sublattice containing M and let Nq = 
Hom(Mo, Z). Letno,p G A ô, p G A(l) be the image ofD^ under the restriction map 
Hom(ZA^1), Z) —> Â q. Moreover, if a G A, let ao be the cone in Afo,R generated by 
no,p for all one*dimensional faces p of a. Then the following holds. 

(a) The set of all these cones ao C Noform a regular fan Ao of A ô,E and any 
ao G Ao is sent isomorphically onto the cone a G A defining it under the 
restriction map from Hom(Mo, M) to N = Hom(M, R). 

(b) Let Uo,a •'— Spec[5o-0], Sao = do fl Mq be the affine toric variety defined by 
ao G Ao and let 7ra : Uoj(T —> Ua be the toric morphism defined by the map from 
ao to a. Then these toric morphisms glue to a toric morphism ir : Xq —> X 
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from the toric variety Xo defined by (Ao, NQ) to the toric variety X defined by 
(A, TV). This morphism is a torsor under the the torus T>(M/MQ). 

Proof 
(a) This is a consequence of the fact that each cone a G A is generated by its 

one-dimensional faces. 

(b) The last assertion is essentially a special case of the exercise on p. 41 in [24]. 
See also [46, §1.5]. • 

Proposition 8.5. — Let A be a complete regular fan in N :— Hom(M, Z) and let 
(Ao, NQ) be the fan defined in (8.4) by a sublattice Mo C ZA^\ Let PQ be the image 
of MQ in PicX and let So = D(Po) be the dual Q-torus. Then the corresponding 
morphism Xo -» X of toric varieties is an torsor under So of type PQ C PicX. In 
particular, if Mo = ZA1 then Xo -» X is a universal torsor. 

Proof. — The type of an So-torsor over X is uniquely determined by the types of 
the Gm-torsors induced by the characters So —> Gm of So. Using this and the functo-
riality of the construction of XQ under restriction of the lattice Mo to smaller lattices 
containing M, one reduces to the case So = Gm • Now note that by the completeness 
of A one may extend any group embedding n : Gm -> U to an equivariant closed 
embedding P1 —> X of toric varieties. Since the one-parameter subgroups corre
sponds bijectively to elements of N :— Hom(M, Z) it follows that a class in PicX 
is determined by its restriction to these closed subschemes. 

It may happen that Po is sent to zero under some of these restrictions, in which 
case the pullback of the Gm-torsor is trivial for trivial reasons. It this is not the case, 
then we reduce to the case when M is of rank 1 and X = PQ and Po = Pic X. Then 
(Ao, iVo) simply defines the affine cone of PQ and it is known and easy to prove that 
the affine cone of PQ is a universal torsor. This completes the proof. • 

Remarks 8.6 
(a) One can also give a proof of (8.5) based on purity and look at the restriction of 

the torsor over a toric variety defined by the cones in A of dimension < 1. 
(b) There is a version of (8.5) for smooth proper toric Z-schemes XA obtained by 

gluing the affine schemes Ua = SpecZ[Sa] for the complete regular fan A 
in N. In particular, one can construct a universal torsor Xo —> X (cf. (5.14)) 
which extends the homomorphism of Z-tori Uo = D(Mo,z) —> U — D(M^) 
associated to the monomorphism M C M0 = ZAW. We leave the details to 
the reader since the statement and the proof is almost identical to (8.5). One can 
now make base extensions and obtain versions of (8.5) for toric schemes over 
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arbitrary base schemes B. One can e.g. choose B = SpecZ/pZ and consider 
toric varieties over Z/pZ. 

We shall in the sequel fix an arbitrary field k and let X = X& be the fc-variety 
determined by the complete regular fan (AT, A). 

Let M0 = ZAW in (8.4). The fan A0 and the morphism (AT0, A0) -> {N, A) 
of fans described there defines a toric variety Xo and an equivariant morphism TT : 
Xo —> X which according to (8.5) is a universal torsor. We shall call this universal 
torsor 7r: Xo —> X the principal universal X-torsor. 

Let N\ = No and let Ai be the fan in Ni consisting of all cones generated by 
no,p = Dyp, for p belonging to any subset of A(l). Then the toric variety X\ deter
mined by (iVi, Ai) is the affine n-space An, n = Card A(1) and the morphism of 
fans (JVo, Ao) —> (iVi, Ai) defines an open equivariant embedding Xo C X\. 

We now give a more concrete description of this embedding following Cox [16]. 
We introduce one variable xp for each p G A(l) and extend this to a bijection be
tween monomials 

xD= I I tf' P£AW 
peA(i) 

and effective Weil divisors 
D = E ax PO 6 zA (1) 

peA(i) 
with support outside U. For a cone a € A, let a be the divisor 

Я. — E px1 
P€A(1) 

Then Uo,a (cf- (8.4)(b)) is the open subvariety of Xx = Speck[xp], p 6 A(l) for 
which x^ ^ 0. 

The open affine toric subvarieties C/*o,o-, & € AMAX form a covering of X0. Hence 
X0 is the open subvariety in X\ = Specfc[xp], p G A(l) for which not all the 
monomials x-, a G AMAX vanish. 

Proposition 8.7. — Let A be a complete regular fan and let AQ = SpeA(i) 
Let o be a maximal cone of A and let xm^a\ m(o) G M be the unique character of 
U such that x~m^ generates O(DQ) on UA. Let 

D(o) = D0+ E {-rn{o),nP)DP. 
peA(i) 

Then the following holds for any maximal cone o of A. 
(a) IfO(Do) is generated by its global sections, then x~m^ is a global section of 

O(DQ) and D(o) is an effective divisor with support contained in Upga(i)Dp. 
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(b) IfO(Do) is ample, then O(Do) is very ample and D(a) an effective divisor 
with support Upga(l)Dp. 

Proof 
(a) If O(Do) is generated by its global sections, then there exists for each o G A 

a global section of O(DQ) which generates O(DQ) on UA. But UA is an affine space 
for maximal cones a in a complete fan A. There is thus up to multiplication with an 
element in A;* only one local section which generates 0(DQ) on Ua for o G Amax. 
This implies that for maximal cones a, x~m^ is not only a local section on Ua but 
a global section of O(DQ). 

The Weil divisor of the rational function x~m^ is X^eA(i)(—m(CF)i np)Dp (cf. 
[24, p. 61]). Therefore, since x~m^ is a global section of O(Do) we must have 
that (—m(o),np) > —1 for all rays p of A [24, p. 68]. Also, (—m(o),np) = —1 
for p G <T(1), since x ~ m ^ generates the fractional ideal 0(DQ) on Up so that 
(—ra(cr), np) = —1. Hence A(er) is effective with support contained in Up^a^Dp. 

(b) The very ampleness of O(Do) is part of a more general result of Demazure 
[24, p. 71]. Also, if Do is ample, then the function %f) : -» K defined by ^(n) = 
(—ra(a),n) is strictly convex [24, p.70] and (—m(cr),np) > —1 for all p £ <r(l). 
This completes the proof. • 

Corollary 8.8. — Let A be a complete regular fan such that Do — ]CpeA(i) 
is ample. Let D(a), o G Amax be the JJ-invariant Weil divisors on X described in 
(8.7). 

(a) IfO(Do) is generated by its global sections and o a maximal cone of A, then 
xD^ ^Oon Uo,* C X0 (cf. (8.4)). 

(b) If O(Do) is ample and o a maximal cone of A, then Uo,a is the open subset 
of Xi = Speck[xp], p G A(l) defined by xD^ ^ 0. Hence Xo is the open 
subvariety in X\ = Specfc[#p], p G A{1) for which not all xD^\ o G Amax 
vanish. 

Proof. — This follows from (8.7) and the description of Un a C X\ by means of 

x2. 

The following lemma will be used to prove (9.10) and in the proof of the asymp
totic formulas in section 11. Recall that a facet r of a cone o is a face of codimension 
one (cf. [24, Ch. 1]). 

Lemma 8.9. — Let A be a complete regular d-dimensional fan and let o^ be 
a maximal (and hence d-dimensional) cone of A with facets r^l\ ..., r^d\ Then 
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there exist unique d-dimensional cones ..., such that rW = 0 ^ fl for 
i = 1, . . . , d. 

Moreover, for any such set of cones the following holds: 

(i) There exists exactly one 1-dimensional face pM ofa^ such that pW fl crW = 
{0} for each i = 1, . . . , d. Moreover, any one-dimensional face ofo^ is equal 
to pW /or exactly one integer i = 1, . . . , d. 

(7/) Leí {n^ : 1 < ¿ < d} the Z-basis o fN defined by the generators of the rays 
p ^ , . . . , p(d) G 0(1) and let {ra^ :l<i<d}bethe dual Z-basis ofM. Let 
b{ be the multiplicity of D{ in D(a^), 1 < i < d. 77î /i, 

m(aW) - m(<j(°>) = 6¿mW, í G {1 , . . . , d}. 

(mj Leí m = ra^1) H + and let DQ = YlpeA(i) Then, 

D0-D(a^)= ] T (m,np)Dp. 
peA(i) 

(iv) Suppose that DQ = X^eA(i) ^ ample- Then b{ > Ofor i G {1 , . . . , d}. 
(v) Suppose that there is only one 1-dimensional cone G A not contained in 

<J(0). TTIOT n(°) + + • • • + = 0. 

Proof — Let r G A be a cone of dimension d — 1 and let HT be the hyperplane 
generated by r and — r. Then r is part of the boundary of any d-dimensional cone 
a G A containing r [24, p. 10]. Hence any such cone a G A must lie in one of the 
closed half spaces of ÍVR defined by HT. Let i? be one of these closed half spaces and 
let íí C -R be the open subset of interior points of R which do not lie on any cone of 
dimension < d. Then Q is contained in the union c\ U • • • U as of the maximal cones 
o i , . . . , os with a point in fl by completeness of A. Hence the closure R of is also 
contained in the closed subset 01 U • • • U os so that r — r fl (01 U • • • U as) is a finite 
union of cones (r fl 01) U • • • U (r D as). Therefore, r = r fl 0 for some d-dimensional 
cone 0 G A with 0 c R. This cone is clearly unique since any such cone 0 must 
contain O fl for any sufficiently small neighbourhood O around an interior point 
of r. There are thus exactly two d-dimensional cones 0 G A containing r. 

The statement (i) is a trivial consequence of the regularity assumption on A. To 
prove (ii), let 771(0) G M be the unique element such that the character ~̂m(<7) of U 
generates O(D0) on UA. Then (cf. (8.7)): 

D(a):= (l + (-m(o),nP))DP 
peA(i) 

where (—m(a), np) = — 1 for any maximal cone 0 G A and any ray p of 0. 
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Hence 
(m(a(0))-m(a^),n«) = k 

and 
(m(/')-n»(ff(i)))f»(,'))=0 

for the generators NJ j € { 1 , . . . , d}, j ^ i of the rays of T ^ . This proves (ii). 
To show (iii), note that the multiplicity of the Di in 

D0-D(a^) = M (m(a^),np)Dp 
peA(i) 

and 
E {m,nP)DP 

peA(i) 
is equal to 1 for 1 < i < d. But then (m(o^),np) — (m, np) for all rays p of A, 
since {nW : 1 < i < is a Z-basis of TV. 

To show (iv), use the fact that 1 + (—m(a),np) > 0 for any maximal cone a G A 
and any ray p of a if Z?o is ample. 

To show (v), note that any subset of d elements in {n^°\ . . . , n^} form a 
Z-basis of N by the regularity of the maximal cones {a^°\ ..., o^}. Hence 
we have (m^\n^) = ± 1 for 1 < z < d. Also, since <JW ^ cr(°)9 we must have 
(mW,n(°') 7̂  1 for 1 < z < d. This completes the proof. • 

Proposition 8.10. — Let DQ = X^<EA(I) ^et ^x/k be the canonical sheaf. 
Let du be a non-vanishing JJ-invariant section ofcux/k on U. Then there exists a 
unique extension of du to a global section ofujx/k ® 0{DQ). This global section 
generates cox/k ® O(DQ). 

Proof. — This is proved in [24, 4.3] when du is of minimal d log-type (cf. (3.28)). 
If du is another [/-invariant section, then du/du is a {/-invariant regular function on 
JJ and hence du = adu for some a G k. This proves the assertion. • 

We end this section with some comments on twisted toric varieties. 
Suppose that Mo = ZA^ and let G be a finite group of automorphisms of (A, N). 

Then G acts also on the fan (AQ,AT0) SO that we get a morphism of G-fans from 
(Ao, No) to (D, N). This implies that the corresponding morphism TT : Xo -» X is 
a G-equivariant morphism between toric varieties with G-actions. 

An important case is when G is the Galois group of a finite Galois extension 
k C K of fields. If we regard X — XA as a variety over the base field K, then 
the G-actions on (A, N) and K define a G-action on X which is compatible with 
the G-action on K. This may be interpreted as a descent datum (see [10, pp. 139-
141]). The descent datum is effective if and only if each Galois orbit is contained in 
a quasi-affine variety (e.g. if X is projective). It then follows from results of Weil 
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and Grothendieck (cf. op. cit) that there is a k-variety XG with a G-equi variant K-
isomorphism À between XG xk K and X. The G-action on XG x k K is induced by 
the Galois action on K. The pair (XG, A) is unique up to unique isomorphism. 

There is also a G-action of XQ which defines a fc-variety XG and an isomorphism 
Ao between XG xkK and Xo. The corresponding descent datum is always effective 
since Xo is quasi-affine. By Galois descent there exists further a unique /j-morphism 
7TG : Xff -> XG such that the induced if-morphism nG x K : Xff x kK -> XG x kK 
belongs to the following commutative diagram of G-morphisms 

(8.11) X£x k K 
7TG X K 

XGxkK 

Ao I l A 

X0- 7T X 

Let TTU : Uo —> U be the restriction of n corresponding to the morphism of fans 
from ({0}, N0) to ({0}, N). Then TTG restricts to a homomorphism {nu)G : Uff -> 
UG of fc-tori which may also be obtained directly from the G-morphism of fans from 
({0}, 7V0) to ({0}, N). This morphism is nothing but the map from D(M0) = U{f to 
D(M) = UG dual to the G-monomorphism from M = ker(ZA(x) -> CH^X)) to 
M0 = ZA^\ The kernel of (7ru)G is thus the Neron-Severi fc-torus TG dual to the 
G-module PicX = CHX(X). 

The A;-torus U{f (resp. UG) acts on X^ (resp. XG) so that X<f and XG become 
twisted toric varieties. The fc-morphism -KG : XG —> XG is equivariant under these 
torus actions. It is clear from the G-equivariant commutative diagram (8.11) that 
rcG : XG -> XG is a torsor under TG. The type of this torsor is uniquely determined 
by the type of the torsor after a base extension. It must therefore be a universal torsor 
since TTg : XG -> XG is a universal torsor. The fibre of this torsor at the neutral 
element e of UG C XG is trivial since it contains the neutral element eo of UG. 
We have thus (cf. (5.13)) determined the isomorphism class of the universal torsor 
nG : XG —> XG. We shall call this universal torsor the principal universal torsor. 

9. Norms on toric varieties over local fields 

Let X = XA be a smooth complete toric variety over a locally compact field. 
There is a natural norm || \\D for each [/-invariant Weil divisor D on X described 
in [7]. We shall in this section give a new interpretation of these norms by means 
of a "canonical toric splitting" for the principal universal torsor Xo —> X. This 
interpretation may be seen as an analog of Bloch's (cf. [8], [48]) approach to local 
Neron heights for abelian varieties. We shall also show that the induced norm on XQ 
of || | |D for the anticanonical system is very natural and simpler than || ||^. 
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We shall keep all the notations in section 8. We shall thus by X denote the smooth 
complete fc-variety defined by a regular complete fan A in N = Hom(M, Z). The 
only difference is that k will denote a non-discrete locally compact field of character
istic 0 throughout the section. 

Let | | : k* -> R>o be the normalized absolute value defined in section 1. The 
additive valuation log | | : fc* —>• R induces a homomorphism 

L : U(k) = Hom(M, k*) —>NR = Hom(M, R) 
from the multiplicative group U(k) to the additive group JVR. If o G A is a cone, 
then L~l(—a) is a closed subset of U(k) in the fc-topology. 

Notation 9.1. — Let a G A. Then Ca(k) is the closure of L~l(—o) in X(k). 

Batyrev and Tschinkel [7] use the compact subsets Ca(k), o G A to define a norm 
|| \\D on the line bundle 0(D) for any [/-invariant Weil divisor D. We now give a 
slightly different, but equivalent, definition of their norm. 

Proposition and definition 9.2. — Let D be aU-invariant Weil divisor on X and 
let s be a local analytic section ofO(D) defined at P G X(k). Then any P G X(k) 
belongs to Ca(k) for some cone o G A. Let xm^ be a character which on Ua 
represents the Cartier divisor with Weil divisor D. Then the expression 

\\s(P)\\D:= \s(P)xM{A)(P)\ 

is independent of the choice of cone a with P G Ca(k). It defines a norm in the sense 
of (1.5) on the analytic line bundle V (0(—D))3>n(k) —» Xan(fc) of sections ofO(D). 
IfD is effective, then 

lxm(a)(P)l<i 
and 

\\S{P)\\D < \s{P)\. 

Proof — It suffices to prove the first two statements for the dense subset U(k). To 
show the first, use the completeness of A. For the second, note that 

|X^)(P)|=exp(m(a),L(F)) 

for P G U(k). If P G C(j(k) n CT(k) for two cones a and r, then there are unique 
non-negative real numbers Ap, p G (a D r)(l) such that 

-L(P) = XPnP' 
pe(anr)(l) 

Therefore \xm{a)(P)\ and |xm(r)(^)l arc equal since (m{a),np) = (m(r),np) is 
the multiplicity of D along Dp for each ray (cf. (8.2)). The third statement is obvious 
since \s(P)xm<<(T\P)\ is a norm for the line bundle over Ca(k) for each cone a. To 
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prove the inequality, note that (ra(cr),L(P)) < 0 since (m(cr),np) > 0 for each 
p G cr(l). This completes the proof. • 

Let T be the Neron-Severi torus of X and let n : T —> X, T = XQ be the principal 
universal X-torsor constructed from the fan (iVb, Ao) (see (8.5)). There is an analytic 
torsor 

TTan : Tan(k) —> Xan(£;) 

under Tan(&) associated to IT. In particular, we may identify the topological space 
X(k) with the quotient space X0(k)/T(k) (cf. (3.11)). 

Notation 9.3 

(a) T(k)cp (resp. Uo (fc)cp) is the maximal compact subgroup of the locally compact 
group T(k) (resp. Uo(k)). 

(b) 7f : Xo(k)/T(k)cp —> X(k) is the unique continuous map sending the T(k)cp-
orbit of a point Q G T(k) to 7r(Q). 

The existence of the norms in (9.2) is related to the existence of a canonical split
ting of 7r : Xo(k)/T(k)cp X(&). To construct such a splitting, we first define 
local splittings of 7ran. 

Lemma 9.4. — Let a be a maximal cone of A and let X\ = Spec k[xp], p G A(l). 
If Dp is a U-invariant Weil divisor on X corresponding to a ray p G A(l), let xp^\ 
o £ Amax be the unique character on U which generates 0(—Dp) on Ua. Let 
tyo • Ua —> X\ be the affine k-morphism such that ^xp = xp^> P £ A(l) and let 

m0: Uo,a Ua be the open affine toric morphism described in (8.4)(b). 
Then, ipa(Ua) £ Uo,a and 7ra o ifta : Ua —> Ua is the identity morphism. 

Proof — Xp^ generates 0(—Dp) on Ua. Therefore, xp ^ 0 on Ua for all p £ 
<T(1). This proves the first statement since Uo,a is the open subset of X\ such that 
Xp 7̂  0 for all rays p G A(l) not in a. 

The ring k[Ua] of regular functions is generated by characters xm G [7 for m G M 
in the dual cone <rv of a. Let 

D= ]T ^pDpeZA^\ ap = (m,np) 
PGA(1) 

be the corresponding Weil divisor (cf. (8.2)) and let 

n#:k[Ua] —> k[U^l 

tl>*:k[Uo,*\ —• k[Ua] 
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be the homomorphisms defined by na and ipa. Then, 

(LT0(fc) -> E7(fe)). 
n 

dp Xp 

P€A(1) 

and 
(L#0(xD) -> 

n 
PGA(1) 

(LT0(fc) -> E7(fe)). XM 

This completes the proof. • 

Proposition 9.5 

(a) There exists a unique continuous map ip : X(k) —>> Xo(k)/T(k)cp such that 
$(P) is the class ofi/>a(P) G X0(k) in X0(k)/T(k)cp for P G Ca(k), o G 

^max-
(b) The map ip is a section of the continuous map fc : Xo(fc)/T(fc)cp —y X(k). 

Proof 
(a) Suppose that P G Ca(k) fl CT(k) for two maximal cones cr, r of A. It then 

follows from the proof of (9.2) that |x™(<7)(P)| = lx™(r)(p)l for each raY P of A-
This is equivalent to the existence of an element u G Uo(k)cp such that ipa(P) — 
mpT(P) under the toric action of U0(k) on X0(k). But 7r(z/v(P)) = TT(^T(P)) = P 

by the previous lemma. Therefore, since n is a toric morphism, P = n(u)P for the 
toric action of U(k) on X(k). Hence 7r(w) = 1 in the group U(k) and ^ an element 
of T{k) = ker(U0(k) -> U(k)). But then u G T(k) n C/b(fe)cP = T(*0cp so that 
< M P ) = rpT(P) in T(k)/T(k)cp. This proves that ^ is well defined. 

The continuity of ip is immediate from the continuity of ?/v,an for each maximal 
cone cr of A. 

(b) This follows from the corresponding property of ipa (cf. (9.4)). • 

We shall in the following sections call ip : X(k) -» Xo(k)/T(k)cp the canonical 
toric section (or splitting) of n : Xo(k)/T(k)cp X(k). 

Notation and remark 9.6 

(a) Let D = X^eA(i) AAG APd eZ A be a U-invariant Weil divisor on X. Then 
| |£> : Xi(k) -> R is the map which sends the n-tuple (/3P)9 p G A(l) in X\(k) 
to \(3D\ where (3D = IlpeA(i) We shall also write I b for the restrictions 
of this map to T(k) = Xo{k) and Uo{k). 

(b) \ \D : Xi(fe) ^ M is constant on the t/b(fc)cP-orbits under the toric action 
of Uo(k) on X\(k). Therefore | |D : T{k) -> R factorizes to give a map 
T(k)/T(fc)cp -> R which we also denote by | \D by abuse of notation. 
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Proposition 9.7. — Let D\, D2 G ZA(X) be two effective U-invariant Weil divisors 
on X and let D = D\ — D2. Then 1 is a local section of 0(D) at each k-point 
P G X(k) outside the support of D2. Moreover, 

\\\{p)\\D = \${p)\D 

for each k-point outside the support of D2. 

Proof. — Let a G A be a maximal cone such that P G Ca(k) and let D = 
^2peA(i) apDp- Further, let xm^ resp. X/T^\ P € A(l) be the unique character 
on U which generates 0(—D) resp. 0(—Dp) on Ua. Then, 

\\i(p)\\D = \xm{a)(p)\ = \ n x?i<7)ap\ = mp)\D 
peA(i) 

as was to be proved. • 

Proposition 9.8. — Let D be a U-invariant Weil divisor on X such that 0(D) is 
generated by its global sections. Let x~m^a\ a G Amax be the unique character 
on U which generates O(D) on Ua. Then x~m^ is a global section ofO(D) and 
x-m(°)(p) ^ 0 for points P G U<j(k). If a is a local section ofO(D) defined at 
P G X(k), then 

\\s(P)\\D=M\s(P)xm{(THP)\ 

where a runs over all maximal cones in A. 
Moreover, if D is ample and a is a maximal cone in A, then Ca(k) is equal to the 

subset ofPEX(k) such that 
|̂ m(cr)-m(r)̂ p |̂ < 2 

for all maximal cones r G A. 

Proof. — It follows from the proof of (8.7)(a), that x~m^ is global section of 
0{D). 

Next, let D = X^eA(i) APDp- Then> bY t24> P- 68L one has 

(i) (m(a),np) < ap for all a G Amax, p G A(l), 

(ii) (m(a), rip) = ap for all a G Amax, p G cr(l). 

Here (i) follows from the fact that x~m^ is a global section of O(D) while (ii) 
follows from the assumption that x~m^ generates O(D) on Ua. 

To prove the formula for ||s(P)||£> it suffices by continuity to treat the case P G 
U(k). Let a G Amax and suppose that P G Ca(k) D U(k). Then -L(P) is a linear 
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combination ^pGo-(i) ̂ pnp w^ non-negative real coefficients Xp (cf. (9.1)). By (i), 
(ii) we get that 

(m(a),-L(P)) = ^ \p(m(a),np) = ^ \pap, a G Amax, 
pG<r(l) pGo-(l) 

(ra(r),-L(P)) = ^ \p{m(r),np) < ^ Apap, cr,rGAmax. 
pGo-(l) pGcr(l) 

From this we conclude that if P G C^fc) fl £/(&), then 

|xm(a)(p)| = exp(m(a))L(P)) < exp(m(T),L(P)> = |X"^(P) | 

for any other maximal cone r of A. This proves the first statement. Further, if 
P G Ca(k), it follows by continuity that 

|^m((7)-m(r)^| < j 

for all maximal cones r G A. 
Now assume that D is ample and that 

^m(a)-m(r) ^ | < j 

for all maximal cones r G Amax (cf. (8.9)). Then (cf. [24, p. 70]), 

(iii) (m(r),np) < ap for all r G Amax, p £ r(l). 

Therefore, if P G c012 fl U(k) and r G Amax, then 

\Xm{aHP)\ = LXM(R)(̂ )L ̂  Ap = 0 for all p G a(l)\r(l) ^ P G Cr(k). 

Hence by continuity if P G C^fc) then |X™K>-™M(P)| = 1 if and only if 
P G Cr(k). This completes the proof of the last assertion. • 

We now concentrate on the anticanonical system. 

Definition 9.9. — Let A be a complete regular fan and a be a maximal cone. Then 
another maximal cone r of A is said to be adjacent to a if a fl r is a facet of a. 

Lemma 9.10. — Let A be a complete regular fan such that Do = YlpeA(i) ^P 
is ample. Let a be a maximal cone in A and let P be a k-point on X^(k). Then 
P G Ca(k) if and only if 

|̂ m((j)-m(r)̂ p |̂ < j 

for all maximal adjacent cones r G A. 
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Proof. L(P) is a linear combination Y^pea(i) ^pnp w t̂b reâ  coefficients Xp and 
P G Ca(k) if and only if Xp > 0 for all rays p of a. Let {rap, p G cr(l)} be the Z-
basis of M dual to the Z-basis {np, p G cr(l)} of N. Let <Tp be the maximal adjacent 
cone corresponding to p G a(l) under the bijection in (8.9). Then (cf. op.cit.) there 
exists a positive integer bp, such that 

bpirip = m(ap) — m(a). 

Hence, 
log |xmW-^)(p) | = {m{(j) _m(ap)?L(P)) = _bpXp 

so that Ap > 0 if and only if |xm(^)-™(r)(P)| < 1 for r = crp. This completes the 
proof. • 

Proposition and definition 9.11 
(a) Let X — XA be a smooth k-variety defined by a regular fan A and let D = 

SpGA(i) Dp- Then there exists a unique extension of the order norm (3.30) on 
det Tan([/an(&)) —> ^an(̂ ) to 0 rcorra 

|| ||# : det(TanXan(*;)) ® V(0(£))an(*O —• R 

which we shall call the order norm on 

det(TanXan(A;)) ® V(0(D)U(k) —> XAN(A;) 

(2nd denote by || ||*. 
(b) Le£ X = XA 0 smooth complete k-variety defined by a regular complete fan 

A and let D — ]CpeA(i) Then we define the toric norm on 
det(TanXan(A;)) —• Xan(fc) 

to be the product norm of the order norm in (a) and the norm \\ \\D on 

V(0(-D)U(k) —> X&n(k) 

described in (9.2). 

Proof. — The uniqueness follows from the density of U(k) in Xan(fc) (cf. (1.6)(b)). 
To show the existence, let du be an analytic differential form of minimal d log-
type on U^n(k) (3.28). Then du extends to a global nowhere vanishing section on 
det(CotXan(&)) ® V(0(-D))^(k) by (8.10). We may thus define \\s\\* to be the 
absolute value of du(s) G k (cf. (1.6)(a)). This completes the proof. • 

The toric norm depends on the toric structure of X = XA, but is otherwise a 
"canonical" norm. 
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Choose an ordering p\,..., pn of the one-dimensional cones in A and let x\,..., xn 
be the corresponding variables. Recall that (8.7) the principal universal X-torsor Xo 
is the open subset of X\ = Spec k[xi,...,xn] for which not all the monomials 

x— := J"J Xp, <J G Amax 
p£a(l) 

vanish. 

Theorem 9.12. — Let k be a non-discrete locally compact field of characteristic 
zero and let X = XA be a toric variety over k obtained from a regular complete 
fan (TV, A) such that the anticanonical sheaf is generated by its global sections. Let 

D = Z)peA(i) DP AND LET 

D{a) := D + ^ (-m(a)1np)Dp, a G Amax 
PGA(1) 

be the effective anticanonical U-invariant Weil divisors described in (8.7). 
Let T be the Neron-Severi torus ofX and let TT : T —> X, T = Xo be the universal 

torsor constructed from the fan (iVo, Ao) (see (8.4)). 
Let || || : det Tan(Xan(&)) —>• [0, oo) be the toric norm on the analytic anticanon

ical line bundle and let \\ \\Q : det Tan(7In(&)) —> [0, .oo) be the induced norm on 
%n(k). Then, 

\\s(P)\\o := |/(P)|/(sup \xD^(P)\), a G Amax 
cr 

for any local analytic section s = f(x\,..., #n)o— A • • • A —— defined at P G 
OX\ C/Xfi 

%n(k). 
Proof. — Let du be a [/-invariant global section of det 0U/K of minimal d log-type 
(see (3.28)) and a; be a T-invariant global section of det 0U/K of minimal d log-type 
(cf. (3.16)). Then duo := CJ ® 7r*du is a [invariant global section of det ^l\jQ/k of 
minimal d log-type. The order norm of det Tan({70,an(&)) is therefore (cf. (3.30)) 
the product norm of the order norm on 

detTan(C/0,an(fc)/l7an(fc)) 

and the pullback norm of the order norm on det Tan(?7an (£;)). Also, by defini
tion, || ||o is the product norm on det Tan(7In(^) of the order norm || \\r/x on 
det Tan(7In(&)/-^an(&)) and the pullback norm 7r*|| || on 7r*n(det Tan(Xan (&))). 
Hence by the definition of || || (cf. (9.11)) one concludes that the restriction of || ||o 
to det Tan(C/o,an(fc)) C det Tan(X0,an(fc)) is the product norm of the order norm 
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Il ||i on det Tan(î7o,an(&)) and the restriction of 7r*n|| ||£> to the trivial line bundle 
over Uo^n(k). 

Therefore, since dx\ A • • • A dxn/xD is of minimal d log-type it follows that: 

d 

d 
A ••• A • 

d 
dxa 

xD(P) d 

ox i 
A---A 

d 
dxa 

xD(P) <n\\m\\D 

= <n\\m\\D. 

Hence, if s = / ( ^ i , . . . , xn) d 
dxi 

A ••• A 
d 

dxn 
is defined at P G Uo{k)9 then 

||*(P)||o = |/(P)| 
d 

dx\ A ••• A 
d 

dxn 
xD(P) l\xD{P)\ 

= \f(p)\\\l(1rAa(p))\\D/\xD(p)\ 

where ||l(7r(P))||£> means the norm of 1 regarded as a section of the analytic line 
bundle V(0(-D))&R(k) X&Q(k) at the point ir(P) <E U{k). But it follows from 
(9.8) that 

||l(7r(P))|b = inf \Xm{fT}(AP))\ = inf \xD(P)/xD^(P)\ 
CT CT 

where a runs over all maximal cones in A. 

Therefore, if s = f(x\,..., xn) ö 
dxi 

A A 
a 

dxn 
is defined at P G Uo(k), then 

|KP)||„ = |/(F)|inf \l/xD^(P)\, a E AmBx. 
<J 

The same statement for P G Xo(k) follows by continuity since Uo(k) is dense in 
Xo(k) and both sides define a norm on the anticanonical line bundle on T?m(k). This 
completes the proof. • 

The preceding proposition is related to the following description of the canonical 
splitting tf? : X(k) -> X0(k)/T(k)cp of TT : X0(k)/T(k)cp -> X(k) (cf. (9.5)) for 
non-archimedean fields k. 

Proposition 9.13. — Let k be a finite extension ofQp, let o be the maximal Zp-
order in k and let (A, N) be a complete regular fan. Let n : XQ —> X be the toric 
o-morphism of toric o-schemes defined by the obvious morphism (Ao, No) —> (A, N) 
of fans (cf (8.6)). Then the following holds. 

(a) T(k)cp is the image ofT(o) under the natural embedding ofT(o) in T(k). 
(b) The obvious maps Xo(o)/T(o) —» X(o) andX(o) X(k) are isomorphsisms. 

ip : X(k) —y Xo(k)/T(k)cp is the unique map such that the following diagram 
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commutes 
X(o) X0(o)/T(o) 

I 

X(k) 
v 

X0(k)/T(k)cp 

Proof 
(a) This is true for any split o-torus T = GM x • • • x GM with generic fibre T. 
(b) It follows from the assumptions on A that X is a smooth proper scheme over 

o and hence that X(o) = X(k). The morphism n : Xo —>• X is a (universal) torsor 
under Gm x • • • x Gm. Thus, by Grothendieck's version of Hilbert 90, it follows that 
n(X0(o)) = X(o) and X0(o)/f(o) = X(o). The map ^ is defined (cf. (9.5)) by 
gluing the restrictions of the maps 

Vv,an : Ua(k) —> U0,<j(k) 
to Ca(k) modulo elements in T(o). But the algebraic maps ipa : Ua —> Uo,a and 

v0- Uo,a —> Ua are actually defined over o (i.e. they extend to toric morphisms 
between affine toric schemes over o). Therefore, ^a sends a point in Ua(k) to a 
lifting to X(o) C Xo(k) of the corresponding point in X(o) = X(k). But this 
defines its class in Xo(k)/T(k)cp uniquely, thereby proving the assertion. • 

Proposition 9.14. — Let k be a finite extension ofQp and let Xy o, X be as above. 
Then the following holds. 

(a) The toric norm (cf. (9.11)) of the analytical anticanonical line bundle on X(o) = 
X(k) is equal to the model norm determined by X/o. 

(b) The restriction to Xo(o) of the induced norm || \\ofor Xo(k) of the toric norm 
|| || coincides with the model norm for Xo{o). 

Proof 
(a) The quotients of two norms on the analytical anticanonical line bundle on X(k) 

define a continuous function / : X(k) -» (0, oo) (cf. (1.6)(b)). Hence it suffices to 
prove that the two norms coincide for the local section 1 of 0(D) on the dense set 
U(k). Then, 

| | i ( p ) b = | ^ (p )b 
by (9.7) so that the statement is an immediate consequence of (9.13)(b). 

(b) This follows from (a) and (3.31). • 
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Remarks 9.15 
(a) It follows from (9.14)(a) that the toric z/-adic norms on a smooth complete 

(split) toric variety over a number field form an adelic norm which we shall 
call the toric adelic norm. Also, by (4.7) or (9.14)(b) we have that the induced 
z/-adic norms on the universal torsor form an adelic norm on the principal uni
versal torsor which we shall call the induced toric adelic norm. 

(b) One can define toric norms on twisted toric varieties (cf. sec. 8) over locally 
compact fields. Batyrev and Tschinkel [7] define their norms || |ID for arbitrary 
(twisted) toric varieties by means of the corresponding norms for the (split) 
toric varieties obtained after a base extension. It is also clear that one can define 
order norms (cf. (9.11)(a)) on twisted toric varieties by means of d log-forms 
of minimal type over a splitting field (cf. (3.29), (3.30) for the case of non-split 
tori). We may therefore, just as in (9.11)(b), define toric norms on twisted toric 
varieties over locally compact fields as a product of the Batyrev-Tschinkel norm 
|| \\D and the order norm. One can deduce from (9.14) that the toric norms form 
an adelic norm also for twisted toric varieties. 

(c) One can construct a canonical toric splitting of the map ñ (cf. (9.3)) for principal 
universal torsors over twisted toric varieties (cf. the end of section 8). 

Proposition 9.16. — Let X = X& be a toric variety over k defined by a regular 
complete d-dimensional fan (A/", A) and let m be the Borel measure on X(k) deter
mined by the toric norm. Then, 

(a) m{X{k)) = 2dimA Card(Amax)/or k = M, 

(b) m{X(k)) = (27r)dimACard(Amax)>rfc - C 

Proof. — Let a G A be a maximal cone and let {m^\ 1 < j < d} be the Z-
basis of M which is dual to the Z-basis {n^\ 1 < j < d} of N, consisting of 
generators of the rays p i , . . . , pd of a. Then the d characters £ k[U], 1 < j < d 
corresponding to {m^\ 1 < j < d} form a set of coordinates (zi , . . . , z<f) for the 
affine toric variety Ua = Spec k[z\,... ,z<j\ with U — Spec k[zi^z^,..., z^1]-
Moreover, by definition (cf. the proof of (9.10)) 

Ca{k) = {(*i,... ,zd) G fcW : \ZJ\ < 1 for j = 1,.. .,<*}. 

Finally, note that ]Jdj=1 z{ = x~m{(j) by (8.9)(iv). 
The norm || ||D for D = D1 + • • • + Dn is defined by (cf. (9.2)) 

\\s(P)\\D = \s(P)Xmi<7)(P) 
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for a local section a of 0(D)9 D = Dx-\ \-Dn defined at P G Ca(k). This implies 
that the toric norm (cf. (9.11)) of the section -— Л • • • Л -— of det Tan XAN(A;) is 

dzi azd 
equal to 1 for all P G Ca(k). Hence the Borel measure m determined by the toric 
norm (cf. (1.12)) is given by dz\ • • • dzd, so that 

(9.17) m(Ca(k)) = TT / dzj = {[ dz)d = 2d(resp. (2n)d) 
j=iJ\*j\<i J\z\<^ 

for к = R (resp. к = С). 
We now show that 

(9.18) т(Са(к)ПСг(к)) =0 
for any pair of (different) maximal cones a, r of A. This implies that 

(9.19) m(X(k))= т(°Лк)) 
CTGAmax 

Ŝ Ce UrGAmax cAk) =X(k). 
Let x~m(cr) (resp. x~m^) 0 r £ Amax be the unique character on U which 

generates O(D) on Ua (resp. UT). Then Xm(0)-m(t) is a Laurent monomial in 
z1zf1, ...,zd, z~dx) with |Х"»(*Ь"»М I = l on Ca(k) П CT(fc) (cf. (9.2)). 

Now suppose that о Ф r. Then ^w(^)-m(T) ^ l so that one of the variables, say 
z\ occurs in the Laurent monomial ^m((T)-m(r) # Let rj = \ZJ | for j — 1, . . . , d. Then 
there are rational numbers OLJ for j = 2 , . . . , d such that 

d 
Г1 = П Г ? 

i=2 
for each point on Ca(k) П CT(£;) with IljLi zj 0- This implies that in case к = Ш 
there exists finitely many bounded subsets A\ of Rrf_1 and finitely many C^-maps 
fi : At ^ Са(Ж) П Cr(R) satisfying a Lipschitz condition (cf. [39, Chap. XI, §1]) 
such that 

Ca(k)nCT(k) = \Jfi(Ai). 

Therefore, m(Ca(k) П Cr(k)) = 0 by lemma 1.3 in (op. cit). 
For к = С, we regard Ua(k) = C* as a real analytic manifold M2d with co

ordinates Xj = Sftzj, yj = QZJ and introduce polar coordinates Xj — rj cos в'j, 

There is then a parametrization of the real analytic subset Ca(k) П CT(k) С R2d 
Vi = rj smej. 

There is then a parametrization of the real analytic subset Ca(k) D CT(k) C M 
by finitely many Lipschitz Cx-maps / j : Ai Co-(A;) fl CT(A;) from bounded subsets 
Ai of R2d_1 so that m{Cc{k) n Cr(fc)) = 0 by lemma 1.3 in [39, Chap. XI]. Hence 
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(9.19) holds also for k = C. To complete the proof of the proposition, combine (9.17) 
and (9.19). 

Note that m(Ca(k) fl CT(k)) ^ 0 in the non-archimedean case. The volume 
m(X(k)) can then computed by means of (2.15) and (9.14)(a). We shall in (11.50) 
consider these volumes in a concrete case. 

10. Toric height functions and Tamagawa volumes of universal torsors 

Let X = XA be a smooth complete toric variety over a number field k defined by 
a complete regular fan. We shall in this section use the canonical toric splittings of 
universal torsors over such varieties to define heights and to interpret the main term 
a(X)r£(X, || ||) in the conjectured asymptotic formula (7.12) as an adelic volume 
using the induced measures on universal torsors. We shall not need to assume that 
X = XA is a Fano variety. In (10.14) we assume that the anticanonical sheaf of 
X = XA is generated by its global sections. This is used to give a very concrete 
description of the anticanonical height function and of the adelic volume correspond
ing to the main term a(X)r€(X, || ||). But the remaining arguments of the section go 
through without this assumption if one works with the original definition (10.4) of 
the anticanonical height function. 

We shall in this section let k denote a number field and o denote the maximal 
Z-order in A;. Otherwise we will keep the notations in section 8. We shall thus 
by A denote a complete regular fan in N = Hom(M, Z) and put Mo = ZA^\ 
N0 = Hom(M0, Z). We denote by A0 the "pullback" fan in N0 described in (8.4) 
and by Ai the fan in Ni = No described after (8.5). There is a morphism of fans 
from (Ao, Afo) to (A, TV) which defines a toric fc-morphism 7r : XQ —> X of split 
toric ^-varieties. This morphism is defined over Q, but we shall in this section let 
X = XA denote the corresponding (geometrically integral) fc-variety obtained by 
base extension. The morphism n is by (8.5) a universal torsor over X and we shall 
also write T instead of Xo. 

The morphism of fans from (Ao, No) to (A, TV) defines also a toric morphism 
7r : Xo -> X of toric schemes over Z. But we shall in this section let 5r : Xo —> X be 
the toric o-morphism obtained by base extension (cf. (8.6)(b)). The restriction of n to 
the generic fibres over k is thus the morphism n : Xo —> X of toric varieties over k. 
The morphism n is by (8.5) a universal torsor over X under the Neron-Severi o-torus 
T = D(Pic^yo) as defined in (5.14). We shall call 5r : X0 -> X the principal 
universal torsor. 

Recall (cf. (8.2)) that there is an exact sequence of finitely generated free Z-
modules 

(10.1) 1 —>• M —¥ ZAW —» PicX —> 1. 
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We may endow Hom(L, Z) with the trivial fan consisting of the cone {0} for 
each of the three lattices L = M, ZA^\ PicX. The morphism between these fans 
defines toric £;-morphisms between toric varieties over k as well as toric o-morphisms 
between toric o-schemes. We obtain thereby an exact sequence of split &-tori: 

(10.2) 1 —> T —> Uo —> U —> 1 

as well as an exact sequence of split o-tori Gm,0 x • • x Gm,0: 

(10.3) 1 —» f —> U0 —> U —-> 1. 

The exact sequence of f.g. torsion-free abelian groups in (10.1) gives rise to 
an exact sequence of constant group schemes over k (resp. o). The sequences in 
(10.2) (resp (10.3)) are the "dual" exact sequences of tori over k (resp. o) under the 
contravariant equivalence between torsion-free constant group schemes and tori de
scribed in section 5. _ 

The assumption that A is complete and regular implies that X/o is proper and 
smooth. There is a natural Uo-equivariant open toric immersion of toric schemes 
Xo C Xi corresponding to the inclusion of fans Ao C Ai. It was shown in section 
8 that the generic fibre X\ of X\ is canonically isomorphic to an affine space A£ = 
Specfcf̂ p] where n is the cardinality of A(l) and the variables are indexed by the 
rays p of A. Moreover, Xo C X\ = AjJ is the open complement of the closed 
subscheme defined by the monomials 

x^ = n x(p) o € Amax. 
p e0(1) 

There is a similar description of Xo C X\. The latter scheme is equal to = 
Spec o[xp] where p runs over A(l) and Xo is the open complement in X\ of the 
closed subscheme defined by the monomials x-9 a G Amax. 

Let W be the set of places of k and denote by || ||^, v G W the toric i/-adic norm 
(see (9.11)) of the analytic anticanonical line bundle of Xan(^). It follows from 
(9.14) that the toric norms || Ĥ , v G W form an adelic norm || || for X, which we 
shall call the adelic toric norm for X = XA-

The adelic toric norm || || gives rise to a height function H : X(k) —» (0, oo) with 

(10.4) H(P) = n 
p e0(1) 

HP)V 

for a local section s ofu^1 at P G X(k) with s(P) ^ 0 (cf. (7.2)). We shall call this 
function the toric anticanonical height function or simply the toric height function 
when it is clear that we consider the anticanonical linear system. 
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We now give alternative descriptions of the toric height function. We first represent 
uox as the tensor product of the invertible sheaves 

ojx = 0(-D0)®{uJx®0(Do)),Do= M^ Df>' 
peA(i) 

Let || ||£> ,̂ v G W be the i/-adic norm on 
y(0(-A)))an(M —> *an(M 

described in (9.2). The toric norm || ||̂  on det TanXan(feI/) -» Xan(^) is by 
definition the product of this norm and the order norm (cf. (9.11)) || ||* on 

det(TanXan(Av)) ® 7(0(A)))an(M —• *an(M-

Proposition 10.5. — The toric height function H : X(k) —> (0, oo) is equal to the 
product 

I I w^p)\rD\ 
VeW 

where s\ is a local section ofO(D)for D = Do at P G X(k) with si(P) ^ 0. 
Proof. — Choose local sections s\ resp. 52 at the Appoint P (defined over k) of 
O(D) resp. UJ~1 ® O(-D) and put 

Hi(P)= \\*I(P)\\D)V> 
vew 

H2(P)= n I M ^ H S T 1 . 
vew 

Then Hi(P) and H2(P) are independent of the choice of s\ and s2 and give well 
defined height functions Hi : X(k) —>• (0, 00) and H2 : X(k) -> (0, 00) such that 
H(P)=H1(P)H2(P). 

The invertible sheaf UJ^1 ® O(-D) is trivial and we may choose 52 to be the dual 
of an algebraic differential form du of minimal dlog-type on U^n{k) (cf. (3.28)) for 
all points P G X(k). Then ||s2(P)||£ = \du(s2{P))\v = 1 for all v G W (cf. the 
proof of (9.11 )(a)) and H2(P) = 1 for all P G X(k). This completes the proof. • 

Definition 10.6 
(a) Let D G ZAW be a [/-invariant Weil divisor on X and P G X(fc). Then, 

ffD(f) ~ I I MP)Wu\ 
vf-W 

hD(P) := logHD(P) = - y > g l № ) l l . 
vew 

where 5 is a local section of 0(D) at P G with s(P) / 0. 
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(b) 
HA : X(k) x ZA^ —> (0,oo) 

is the pairing 
HA(P,D) : = HD(P) 

resp. 
hA(P,D) :=hD(P). 

Note that hA is additive on the right hand side. 
One can extend the restriction of HD to U(k) to a height function 

FDA:U{Ak) —>(0,oo) 
by choosing s = 1 as local section. To see this, we make use of the local z/-adic 
sections 

ff>v : X(Av) —»• X0(M/T(Mcp 
of 

*„ : XQ{kv)/T{kv)cp —• X(^ ) 
in (9.5) and the map 

| |n „ : X0(ku)/T(ku)cp —• R 
described in (9.6). Then (cf. (9.7)): 
(10.7) l | i ( ^ ) l f e = l ^ ) l B i , 
for all P„ € U(K). 

Let X be the smooth proper toric o-model above and let TT : Xo —> X be the 
principal universal torsor. This model can be used to define the splitting tpv at non-
archimedean places v (see (9.13)). It is the unique map for which the following 
diagram commutes: 

(10.8) X{pv) X0(ou)/T(ou) 

X(K) V xQ(K)IT{K)cv> 

There is further an obvious commutative diagram: 

(10.9) U(0v) Uo{ou)/f(ou) 

X(ou)< X0(ku)/T(ou) 
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Hence, if PV G lm(U{pv) -> U(ku))> then 

$(PU) G lm(Û(o„) -> T{k„)/T{kv)cv) 

so that 111(^)11^ = 1^1/(^)1^ by the remark in (9.6)(b). This implies the fol
lowing result: 

Proposition 10.10. — Let PA G (7(A^) be an adelic point and let 

{Pv}vew e U(ku) 
vew 

be the corresponding set of kv-points. Then the products 

FDAPA) ••= I I WWWD* = I I 1^(^)151, 
vew vew 

are absolute convergent with at most finitely many factors different from 1. 

Let 
fDAPA)=\ogFD,A(PA) = - ^ l o g | | l ( P , ) b , , . 

vew 
It is an immediate consequence of the definition that the pairing 

(10.11) /A ,A: [ / (4 )xZAW^(0 ,oo) 

with /A,A(PA, D) := /D,A(PA) is additive on the right hand side. One has also the 
following result: 

Proposition 10.12. — LetP G U(k). ThenhD(P) andHD(P), D G ZAW depend 
only on the linear equivalence class of D in Pic X. 

Proof. — /IA is additive with respect to ZA^. It therefore suffices to prove that 
HD(P) = 1 for principal divisors 

D = apDp G ZA(1), ap = (ra, np>, m G M. 
PGA(1) 

But xD{$)v(P)) — xM(P) f°r aH 27 since is a section to (cf. the proof of 
(9.4)). 

This implies in its turn that \IJ)V(PV)\DJ/ — \xM(P)\v and hence that 

HD(P) •.= n wmwor = I I i ^ f e = I I \xm{p)\zl = i 
vew vew vew 

by the product formula in algebraic number theory. This finishes the proof. • 
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Remarks 10.13 
(a) The properties (10.11) and (10.12) of the height functions are essentially due to 

Batyrev and Tschinkel [7] (cf. also [4]) although they state them in a somewhat 
different language. They make essential use of these properties in their study of 
Manin's zeta functions for counting functions on U(k) (cf. the comments after 
(10.28)). We shall not use the pairing in (10.11) further. Instead, we will extend 
the restriction of h& to 

U(k) x ZA^ = U0(k)/T(k) x ZAW 

to a pairing 
hA,A : X0(Ak)/T(k) x Z^ —• R 

which factorizes over Xo(Ak)/T(k) x PicX. 
(b) The treatment of Tamagawa volumes and local heights by means of universal 

torsors and the canonical toric splitting of 

U(k) x ZA^ = u0(k)/T(k) x Z 

has some similarities with Bloch's torsor theoretic approach to the Birch-Swinn-
erton-Dyer conjecture and to the local Neron symbols (cf. [8], [48]) for abelian 
varieties. The analogy is not perfect since the pairing #A,A • U(A^) x ZA^ -> 
(0, oo) is not multiplicative on the left hand side. But it is still suggestive to 
think of universal torsors for toric varieties as the analog of biextensions for 
abelian varieties. 

Proposition 10.14. — Let X = X/± be a smooth complete k-variety defined by a 
regular complete fan A. Let D = ]CpeA(i) Dp an^ suPPose that O(D) is generated 
by its global sections. Let (P), o G Amax be the unique character on U such 
that x~m^ generates 0(D) on Ua and let 

D{o) = D+ J2 (-m{o-),np)Dp 
peA(i) 

be the effective Weil divisors in (8.7). Let 

H0:Xo(k) —•(O.oo) 

be the composition of TT : Xo(k) —>• X(k) and the toric anticanonical height function 
H : X(k) -»• (0,oo). Then, 

H0(Po)= Hi SUP \xD{a)(Po)\v 
U(k) x ZA^ = u0(k)/T(k) x ZAW 
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Proof. — Let P G X(k) be the image of Po £ Xo(k) and let r G Amax be chosen 
such that P EUT. Further, let du be a U-invariant global section of u>u/k °f minimal 
d log-type regarded as a global section of u>x/k ® O(-D) (cf. (8.8)). Then xm(TW is 
a local section of wxp which does not vanish at P. Let s be local section of LU^1 at 
P which is the inverse of xm^du. Then, by definition of the toric z/-adic norm || || 
(cf. (9.11)) and (9.8)), we have: 

\\s(P)\\v = \\X-m{T)(P)\\D,v= .ipf \xm{a)-m{T\P)\v 
cGAmax 

for any P € X(k). 
From P G UT it follows that xD^(P0) ^ 0 (cf. (8.8)(a)). Hence 

xD^(P0)/xD^(P0) 
is defined and equal to ̂ m(T)_m(<J)(P). We may thus rewrite the preceding formula 
in the following form: 

IKP) ! ! ;^ sup \xDW(P0)\v/\xDW(p0)\v. 

By the Artin-Whaples product formula for number fields we have: 

n i ^ ( T ) № > ) | , = i. 
vew 

The assertion follows from the last two equalities. • 
Notation 10.15 

(a) Let B be a positive integer. Then 
c(B) := Card{P G U{k) : H(P) = B}. 

(b) Let B > 1 be a real number. Then 
C(B) := Card{P G C/(Jb) : H(P) < B}. 

(c) Let B > 1 be a real number. Then 

©(B) := 
B 

M 
m =0 

c(m)/m. 

These numbers are finite (cf. the proof of (10.28) below). 

Since X is a sp/i'f toric variety, it follows that the Néron-Severi torus T is a split k-
torus T = G3 and that H\t(k, T) = 0. The principal universal torsor n : XQ X 
is thus the only universal torsor up to isomorphism. In particular, n(Xo(k)) = X(k). 

The conjecture (7.12) is therefore equivalent to the conjecture: 
(10.16) C(B) = a(X)re(X,\\ ||)B(logB)'-1(l + o(l)) 
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where r = rkPicX, a(X) = apeyre(X) is the constant of Peyre (cf. the lines 
before (7.7)) and r£(X, || ||) is the Tamagawa number defined in (6.18) for the trivial 
(and only) class e in H\t{k^ T). 

Moreover, r£(X, || ||) = r(X, || ||), since Pic(X) is a Galois permutation module 
(cf. (6.19)). Therefore (cf. (5.21)) 

(10.17) T€(X, Il II) = el(T(Ak)/T(k))ms(n(Ts)) nv{T(ov)). 
u6 wm -2 

Peyre [52] verified that (7.12) for holds for some classes of toric varieties over Q 
and Batyrev and Tschinkel [4] establish a version of (7.12) for arbitrary toric varieties. 
Their proof depends on the claim that any effective divisor on X is linearly equivalent 
to an effective divisor with support outside U. This fact is well-known (cf. e.g. the 
lemma on p. 66 in [24]). We may therefore use the following equivalent definition of 
a(X) for smooth complete toric varieties. 

Definition 10.18 
Let V = Homz(PicX,M), let L be the Z-lattice Homz(PicX,Z) in V and let 

dv be the unique Haar measure on V such that Vol(V/L) = 1. 

Let A : V —> R be the linear form obtained by evaluating at the anticanonical class 
and let A : CC(V) -> CC(R) be the unique positive linear map such that: 

/ gdu = / A(g)dx 
Jv JR 

for each function g G CC(V). 
Let Vx = X~1(x) for x G R and let dvx be the positive Borel measure on Vx corre

sponding to the restriction Ax : CC(VX) -» R of A to Vx. Finally, let aes(X, U) C V 
be the cone of all homomorphisms (p : PicX —> R such that tp([D]) > 0 for the 
class [D] G Pic X of each effective divisor on X with support outside U. Then, 

a(X) = / gdvi 
JDi 

forD1=atf (X,U) n V1. 

Remark 10.19. — Let x > 0 and let Dx = <Jefi(X, U) fl Vx. Then an easy substi
tution of variables implies that: 

Í dvx = xr'la(X) 
JDX 

for r = rkPicX. 
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Therefore, if Eb is the set of all <p G aeff (X, U) with 0 < A(<p) < 6, and # is the 
characteristic function of E^, then 

Vol(£fc) = / ^di/= fb A{g)dx = a(X) Çxr~ldx = a(X)brjr. 
Jv Jo Jo 

In particular, a(X) = Vo\(Ei)/r. This completes the remark. 

Now suppose that (10.16) holds. Then, by partial summation we get that: 

B 
V(B) = C(B)/(B + l) + ^2C(m)/m{m + l) 

m=l 
B 

= £ C(m)/m2 + (logB)r~^(l). 
m—l 

Also, when (10.16) can be proved one usually has enough information to deduce 
that 

B B 

C(m)/m2 = a(X)re(X, || ||) ^flogm)'"1/™ + (logi?)ro(l). 
m=l m=l 

We may further replace 

^ ( l o g m r V m by / ( logs) ' -1^ 
m=l 1 

and still have an error term of order (log B)ro(l). This suggests the following con
jecture, which in a sense is a weak version of (10.16): 

(10.20) V{B) = VoliE^X, || ||)(logB)rkPic*(l + o(l)). 

One advantage with this alternative conjecture is that it is easy to give an interpre
tation of 

Vol(tfi)re(X,|| ||)(log£)r 

as an adelic volume (cf. (10.22)) of a compact subset of Xo(Ak)/Xo(k). To see this, 
we need some further notations. 

Notations 10.21 

(a) 

T{Ak)cp = TT T (MCP 

veW 
is the maximal compact subgroup of T(Ak). 
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(b) 
¿4 : X(Ak) —• X0(Ak)/T(Ak)cp 

is the continuous product map of all tpu : X{kv) ->• Xo(kl/)/T(kl/)cp (cf. 
(10.8)). 

(c) 
av : T(ku)/T{ku)cp x XQ{kv)/T{kv)cp —• X0(M/r(Mcp 

is the continuous map induced be the analytic action 

av : T(ku) x X0(M —»• X0(ku) 

(cf. the lines before (3.10)). 
(d) 

Pv = (<wr2) : T{ku)lT{ku)cp x X0(^)/T(^)cp 

—>• X0(M/r(McP xx(M X0(M/T(McP 

is the homeomorphism induced by the analytic isomorphism 

pv = (<7i/,pr2) : T(ku) x .Y0(fc„) —> -X0(fc„) xx(fcj,) X0(M 

(cf. (3.3)(b) and the lines before (3.11)). 
(e) 

& : X0{K)/T{K)CV — • T{kv)/T{ku)cp 

is the continuous map composed of (cf. (9.5)) 

( (Vv^ id ) : Xo(M/T(MCp —> XQ{kv)/T{ku)cp xx(M Xo(ku)/T{ku)cp 

p'1 and pn : T{K)/T{ku)cp x X0(M/T(Mcp —+ T{kv)/T{kv)cp. 
(f) 

<rA : T(i4fc)/r(i4fc)cp x X0(Afc)/T(Afc)cp —• X0(4fc)/T(4fe)cp 

is the continuous map induced by (cf. (5.3)) 

CTa : T(i4fc) x X0(4fc) —»• X0(4fc). 

(g) 

fti = (aA,pr2) •• T(Ak)/T(Ak)cp x X0{Ak)/T{Ak)cp 

—* X0(^)/r(^)cp xx(Afc) X0(Afc)/T(Afc)cp 

is the homeomorphism induced by the homeomorphism 

PA = (^A,pr2) : T(Afc) x Xo(Afc) —• Xo(Afc) xx(Ajfe) X0(Afc) 

in (5.3). 
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(h) 
U : X0(Ak)/T(Ak)cp —• T(Ak)/T(Ak)cp 

is the continuous composite map obtained by replacing all the maps in (e) by 
their adelic counterparts. 

(i) 
eA : Xo{Ak)lT\Ak) —• T{Ak)lT\Ak) 

is the unique continuous map such that 

U : X0(Ak)/T(Ak)cp >T(Ak)/T(Ak)cp 

eA : X0(Ak)/Tl(Ak) > T(Ak)/T1(Ak) 

commutes. 
G) 

£A : X0(Ak)/T(k) —• Hom(PicX,K) 

is the map obtained by composing the obvious map 
X0(Ak)/T(k) ^XQ{Ak)/Tl{Ak) 

with 
i\ : X,{Ak)/T\Ak) —> T{Ak)/T\Ak) 

and (cf. (5.18)) 

T(Ak)/T\Ak) = Hom(PicX,R). 

Proposition 10.22. — Let Bbea positive real number, b = log B and let KB be the 
inverse image of Eb C Hom(PicX,R) under\A : X0(Ak)/T(k) Hom(PicX, IR). 
Let ny, v EW be the Borel measure on Xo(kJ/) determined by the induced norms of 
the toric norms on X(kv) (cf (9.12)) and let nA be the (restricted) product measure 
on Xo{Ak) (cf. (5.16)) of these measures. Finally, letnA be the quotient measure of 
nA on X0(Ak)/T(k) (cf (5.23)). Then, 

nA(KB) = Vol(£i)re(X, II ||)(logS)r. 

Proof — The translation invariance of nA under oA : T(Ak) x Xo{Ak) ->» Xo(Ak) 
implies that nA is translation invariant under the action of T(Ak)/T(k). Let T C 
Hom(Pic X, R) be a fundamental domain with respect to 

Hom(PicX,Z) C Hom(PicX,M). 

Then, 

nA{KB)/nA{TAX{T)) = Vol(£logB)/Vol(^) = (log B)R Vol(£?i). 
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Also, T£{X, || ||) = nA(^~A{T)) by (5.24). This completes the proof. • 

Thus, by (10.22), (10.20) is equivalent to the conjecture: 

(10.23) V(B)=nA(KB)(l + o(l)). 

To understand the relation between the adelic volume UA(KB) and the counting 
function 

V{B) := J2 V#CP) 
{PeU{k):H{P)<B} 

we extend the toric height function 

H : U{k) = U0{k)/T{k) —> R 

to a function on Xo(Ak)/T(k) by means of the following result. 
Proposition 10.24. — LetP G U(k) = U0{k)/T(k) C X0{Ak)/T(k) andletD G 
ZAW be a U-invariant Weil divisor. Let V = Homz(PicX, R) and let \D : V -> R 
be the linear form obtained by evaluating at the class of D in Pic X. Then, 

hD{P) = \DIA(P)-

In particular, ^A{P) G aeff (-X", U). 

Proof 

HD{P)= I I \MP)\i\= I I \\I(P)\\D<, 
vew vew 

by (10.7) and (10.10). Let P0 G U0(k) be a lifting of P. Then P0 = ^(P0)^(P) in 
Uo{ky)/T(ku)cp for each place v of & by the definition of Therefore, since 

n i p o i ^ = i 
vew 

(cf. (9.6)), we conclude that 

HD(P) = U \UP)\D,». 
vew 

Hence, 
hD(P) =\ogHD(P) = XD(U(P)) 

by the definitions of | \D,V (cf. (9.6)) XD and £\. To prove the last statement, it suffices 
to show that log HD(P) > 0 for all effective divisors. But this follows from the first 
formula for HD(P) since | |1(P) | |D < 1 by (9.2). This completes the proof. • 
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To understand the conjecture lim^cx) V(B)/nA{K-B) = 1 in (10.23), recall that 
the measure UA on Xo(Ak)/T(k) is the quotient measure of the measure UA on 
Xo(Ak) which is the restricted product of the measures 

dxxdx2 • • • dxn/(sup \xD(a)(P0)\v) , a G Amax, P0 € X0(kv) 
a 

with notations as in (9.12). Here we make use of the toric open embedding 
X0 C Xi = Speck[xp] = A£ 

and an ordering of the rays a G A(l). 
Recall that 

V(B) := J^l/fro(Po) 

where P0 runs over all classes in Uo(k)/T(k) such that (cf. (10.14)): 

(') xi x2 --xN #0, 

(") ^o(Po) = f f sup | x ^ ( P o ) | , < P. 
vew e3maxw 

These two conditions can be reformulated by means of (10.24). Since £^(Po) G 
aefi{X, U) for all Po G E/o(fc)/T(k) one gets the following equivalent conditions: 

10.25 (i) xix2 - - • xn ^ 0, 
10.25 (ii) P0 G KB. 

One can therefore regard UA(K-B) as an adelic integral approximating the sum 
V(B). To understand the link recall that the local measures in this paper are normal
ized (cf. sec.l) such that p,(Ak/k) = 1 for the adelic product measure on Ak- This 
implies that the volume of the additive quotient group X\(Ak)/Xi(k) with respect 
to dx\dx2 - - - dxn is equal to 1. 

One can now modify this discussion to give a similar interpretation of C(B) by 
means of (10.19)-(10.20). But it is better to introduce generating Dirichlet series 
following Manin, Batyrev and Tschinkel [3], [7], [4]. 

Notation 10.26 
(a) Let {1 , . . . , n} —> A(l) be a bijection (i.e. an ordering of the rays of A) sending 

i to pi. Then we shall write 

Hi:X(k) —> (0,oo) 

for the height function defined by the irreducible U-invariant Weil divisor D{ 
(cf. (10.6)). If D G CAW is a formal sum siDi + • • • + snDn, $1?..., sn G C 
andP G C/(fc),put 

n 
hD(p) = Y,sMP), 

i=l 
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n 
HD(P) =HHi(P)Si = exphD(P). 

i=l 
(b) 

hA : X{k) x CA(1) —»• C, 
HA :X(k)x CA(1) —• C 

are the pairings for which 
hA(D,P) = hD(P), 
HA(D,P) = HD(P). 

Remarks 10.27 
(a) The pairings in (10.26)(b) extend the pairings 

hA : X{k) x ZA^ —• R, 
i / A : ^ ) x Z A W —> (0,oo) 

defined earlier. 
(b) Suppose that D = s\Di -\ + snDn comes from Mc = M ®% C under the 

map induced by (8.2). Then HA (D, P) = 0 by the proof of (10.12). Therefore, 
the pairings in (10.26)(b) factorize over 

U(k) x (PicX)c 
for (Pic X)c := Pic X C. We shall by abuse of notation write 

hA : U{k) x (PicX)c —> C 
and 

HA : U(k) x (PicX)c —>C 
also for these pairings. 

Proposition 10.28. — ZA(s) := ]Cpetf(fc) HA(P, —s\D\ snDn) converges 
absolutely and uniformly in the domain = (Sftsi,..., 5ftsn) G K->i_|_«j /or any 
<5>0. 

Proof. — This is due to Batyrev and Tschinkel [4, Ch. 4]. First note that 
n 

\HA(Py-SlDx snDn)\ = TJ |^ (P) | -«" 
i=l 

< \f[Hi(P)\-^ 
i=l 

= h(p)-(1+v 
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where H : X(k) —• (0, oo) is the toric height function. Then choose a finite closed 
subset S of Spec o, such that 0(5) is a principal ideal domain and consider the toric 
0(5) -morphism S : XQ($) ~~̂  X(S) obtained by base extension from the toric o-
morphism 5r : X0 -> X. The natural map from X0(o(s)) to X(k) is surjective and 

jy0(Po )=II SUP \xDia)(Po)\v= I I sup l^W(Fo) | ,> I I 1*% 
j,G W AMAX SUWoo aeA™*x SUWoo 

for D = Di H + Dn (cf. (11.20) for the inequality). Also, a;ix2 • • • xn ^ 0 for 
any lifting to XQ(O(S)) °f a ̂ -point in £7(A;). Therefore, 

\zA(s)\ < ( E ( I I M * 1 " ' ) ) " 

a€O(S)\{0} SUWoo 
so that the desired assertion follows from standard results on ^-integers of bounded 
height (cf. e.g. [37, th. 5.2(i)] for the case S = 0). • 

The deepest contribution of the authors of [7] and [4] is the construction of a 
meromorphic continuation of Z&(s) to a region with Jte G K>i_j for some 6 > 0. 
They also prove that the function (A(S) := Z&(s,..., s) has no other poles in the 
region IKs G M>i-<j than at s = 1 where it has a pole of order r = rkPicX. Now 
once this is known it follows from the Tauberian theorem of Delange [17] that 

(10.29) C(B) = cB(log£)r-1(l + o(l)) 

where c = a_r/(r — 1)! for the leading coefficient in the Laurent expansion 
oo 

CA(S)= £ ak(s-l)k. 
k——r 

Batyrev and Tschinkel prove that c = a-r/(r — 1)! is equal to the constant 
a(X)r£(X, || ||) in (10.17). We shall here give an interpretation of the leading con
stant as an adelic density and describe an alternative approach to derive the mero
morphic continuation of Z&(s) which apart from the use of multidimensional zeta 
functions is closer to the method of Schanuel [56] and Peyre [52]. 

To describe the differences between the two methods, recall that there are (at least) 
two methods to find a meromorphic continuation of Riemann's zeta function 

C (S) = 
oo M 

71 = 1 

o(l)) 

to a region !Rs > 1 — S. The most elegant and group theoretic approach is to use 
the Poisson formula and integral transforms. This method was formulated in an 
adelic language by Tate and Iwasawa and this is the route followed by Batyrev and 
Tschinkel. But the use of harmonic analysis on U(Ak) depends strongly on the group 
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structure of U(Ak) and it is hard to see how this "idelic" method can be applied for 
varieties without a transitive group action. 

An alternative method to prove that ((s) — Yl^Li n~s has a meromorphic contin
uation is by means of the integral representation 

00 POO POO 00 /*n+l 
(10.30) y2n~s = / [x]-sdx= / x~sdx + Yl( ([x]-8 - x-°)dx) 

n=l Jl Jl n=t Jn 
where the last sum converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets with 
5Rs > 0. It defines therefore a holomorphic function in the right half plane. This 
should be seen as the "error term" while the main term x~sdx = l/(s — 1). 

The idea is now to apply a multidimensional version of the last argument and 
approximate sums over lattices by integrals. This suffices over Q and the reader will 
find some of the techniques to bound the error terms in the next section although 
we shall not consider zeta functions there. Over arbitrary number fields, it is more 
systematical to use an adelic approach and approximate sums over the discrete set 
U(k) = U0{k)/T(k) by integrals over X0(Ak)/T(k). To find the adelic integral 
approximating ZA(s) we extend the restrictions to U(k) x (PicX)c of the pairings 

hA :X(k) x (PicX)c —• C, 
HA = exp hA : X(k) x (Pic X)c —> C 

in (10.27)(b) to pairings: 

hA,A:X0(Ak)/T(k)x(PicX)c —> Q 
HA,A = exp/iA,A : X0{Ak)/T(k) x (PicX)c —> C. 

To define these, we use the canonical toric splitting. Let 

£A : X0(Ak)/T(k) —> Homz(PicX,R) 

be the continuous map described in (10.21)(i) and let (Pic X)u = Pic X0R The ob
vious E-linear pairing Homz(Pic X, R) x (Pic X)^ —>» R of dual real vector spaces 
extends uniquely to a pairing: 

(10.31) (, ) : Homz(PicX,R) x (PicX)c —> C 

which is C-linear on the right hand side. 

Notations 10.32. — Let (P0, [D]) e X0(Ak)/T(k) x (PicX)c. Then, 

hA,A(PodD]) = (U(Po)Mh 
HAA(PoAD})=eMeA(Po)AD)). 

Proposition 10.33. — The pairings 

hA,A:X0(Ak)/T(k)x(PicX)c —• C, 

HA.A:X0(Ak)/T(k) x (PicX)c —> C 
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coincide on Uo(k)/T(k) = U(k) with the pairings 

hA : X(k) x (PicX)c —-> C, 
HA : X(k) x (PicX)c —• C 

m (10.27)(b). 

Proof. — The pairings h^,A and /IA are C-linear on the right hand side. It is there
fore sufficient to prove that hA,A(P, [D]) = hA{P, [£>]), P G U0(k)/T{k) = U(k) 
for D G ZAW. But this has already been established in (10.24). • 

Remark 10.34. — The restriction of hAiA to 

X0(k)/T(k) x (PicX)c = X(k) x (PicX)c 

does not coincide with hA outside U(k) x (Pic X)c. This is not surprising since the 
conjectures of Manin and Peyre according to our reinterpretation will give a link be
tween the counting functions on U(k) and adelic integrals on X(Ak)/T(k) whereas 
on X(k)\U(k) there are accumulating subsets (cf. (7.5)). 

To study the adelic integral which approximates ZA(s), we shall need a positive 
linear map 

AA : Cc(X0(Ak)/T(k)) —• Cc(Hom(PicX,R)) 
obtained by integrating along the fibres of 

U : X0(Ak)/T(k) —> Hom(PicX,M). 

To define this map we choose (cf. the proof of (5.16)) two sets 

{A,, v e w}, 

{A,, v e w}, 
of convergence factors for T resp. X such that fiv^v — 1 for all v G W. Let 0 s 
be the Haar measure on T(Ak) given by the adelic order norm (cf. (5.9)(b)) and 
the convergence factors v G W} and let 6^ be the corresponding Haar mea
sure on T1(Ak)/T(k) under the bijection between Haar measures on T(Ak) and 
T1(Ak)/T(k) described after (5.19). Finally, let m be the measure on X(Ak) given 
by the toric adelic norm and the convergence factors {7^, u eW}. 

Then, there are two positive linear maps 

A# : Cc(Xo(Ak)/T(k)) - » Cc{XQ{Ak)lT\Ak)), 
K:CAXn(Ak)lTx{Ak}) —>• C,(Hom(PicXR)) 
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defined as follows. Let / € Cc(X0(Ak)/T(k)) and x € X0{Ak)/T(k) be a lifting 
of*1 eX0{Ak)lTl{Ak).7hexi 

(10.35) M/H*1) := I f{tx)d&\. 
JTHAk)/T(k) 

Here we integrate with respect to t € Tl{Ak)lT(k). The notation tx <E X0(̂ fc)/71(fe) 
refers to the the translation 

T\Ak)/T(k) x X0(Ak)/T(k) —> X 0 ( 4 c ) № ) 
induced by 

<jA : T ^ ) x X0(Ak) —> Xo(Afc) 
(cf. (5.3)). This map makes 

X0(40/T(fc) — • X o ^ J / T 1 ^ ) 
into a topological torsor under the compact group T1(Ak)/T(k). We may there
fore apply the results in [11, Ch.VII, §2 n°2] and conclude that Ap(f)(x1) is a 
T1(Ak)/T(k)-invahant function on Xo(Ak)/T(k) with compact support. It is clear 
that is a positive linear map. 

To define A7, we make use of the canonical splitting 
& : X0(Ak)/T\Ak) Hom(PicX,R) 

in (10.21)(i) (cf. also (5.24)) and the corresponding canonical isomorphism 
(10.36) XoW/T^Ak) = X(Ak) x Hom(PicX,R). 

Then each g G Cc(Xo(Ak)/T1 (Ak)) can be regarded as a function on X(Ak) x 
Hom(PicX,R). Further, by (1.16) and [11, Ch.III, §5], the integral 

/ g(P, A)dm, A G Hom(Pic X, R) 
Jpex(Ak) 

defines a continuous function on Hom(PicX, R). There is, therefore, a positive 
linear map 
(10.37) A7 : Cc{X*{Ak)lT\Ak)) —• Cc(Hom(PicX,R)) 
with 

A7(?)(A) = f g(P,\)dm 
Jpex{Ak) 

for A G Hom(PicX,R). 

Definition 10.38. — The toric positive linear map 
AA : Cc(X0(Ak)/T(k)) —> Cc(Hom(PicX,K)) 

is the composition of and A7. 
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The map AA does not depend on the choice of the convergence factors as long as 
Pvjt, — 1 for all v G W. It depends only on the fan A. 

Lemma 10.39. — Let UA be the measure on T(Ak) = Xo(Ak) determined by the 
induced adelic norm (cf. (5.16)) of the toric adelic norm on X(Ak) and let ft A be the 
quotient measure ofriAonXo(Ak)/T(k)(cf(5.23)). Let 

V = Homz(PicX,M), L = Homz(PicX,Z) C V 

and du be the unique Haar measure on V such that the volume Vol(V/L) = 1. Then, 
the following holds. 

(a) 

/ gdnA = / h.A(g)dv 
JT(Ak)/T(k) Ĥom(PicX,IR) 

foranyg€Cc(T(Ak)/T(k)). 
(b) Leth E CC(V). Then, 

holAeCc(T(Ak)/T(k)), 

AA(ho£A) = T£(X, || \\)h. 

Proof 
(a) Let 

TV : Cc(T(Ak)) —• Cc(T(Ak)/T(k)) 

be the trace map obtained by summing over all T(k)-translates of a function in 
Cc(T{Ak)). It suffices to prove the equality in the case / = Tr(^) for each g G 
Cc(T(Ak)). Let 

3 = {ßv, uew}, 7 = v G W} 

be two sets of convergence factors for T resp. X such that j3v^v = 1 for all v G W 
and let 

Л/9 : СС(ТШ) —»• СЕЩАК)) 

be the positive linear map defined by the adelic order norm on T and /3 (cf. (5.9)(b)). 
Then, by (5.23) and (4.28) there are equalities: 

(10.40) / gdnA = / fdnA = f Ap(f)dmA 
JT(Ak)/T(k) JT(Ak) JX(Ak) 

for the measure ТПА on X(Ak) defined by the toric norm and 7. 
Now make use of the canonical isomorphism 

T{Ak)lT\Ak) = X(Ak) x Hom(PicX,R) 
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in (10.36). Then by (1.16) we obtain a positive linear map 

A1 : Cc(T(Ak)/T\Ak)) —> Cc(X(Ak)) 

by integrating over the fibres of the projection T(Ak)/T1(Ak) -> X(Ak). We may 
also change the order of integration (cf. op. cit.) such that 

(10.41) / A1(h)dmA= [ A7(h)du 
Jx(Ak) ./Hom(PicX,]R) 

for any h G Cc(T(Ak)/T1 (Ak)). Finally, the following positive linear maps are 
equal: 

(10.42) A(3 = A ^ A ^ o T r . 

This is a consequence of the compatibility of the Haar measures of 

T(Ak), T(Ak)/T\Ak), T1(Ak)/T(k) and T(k) 

(cf. the discussion after (5.19)) and the alternative description of Ap. Now let h = 
Ap(g). Then, by (10.40) and (10.42) it follows that: 

(10.43) / gdnA= f Ap(f)dmA= f A\h)dmA. 
JT(Ak)/T(k) JX(Ak) Jx(Ak) 

Therefore, (a) follows from (10.43) and (10.41) and the identity A7(/i) = AA(g). 

(b) It is clear that ho£Ae Cc(T(Ak)/T(k)) since £A : X0(Ak)/T(k) -> V is 
continuous and proper (in the topological sense). The equality is a direct consequence 
of the definitions of AA and r£(X, || ||) (see (5.24) for more details). This completes 
the proof. • 

Notation 10.44. — Let aeS(X, U) C V = Hom(PicX R) be the (dual) effec
tive cone described in (10.18) and let £A : X0(Ak)/T(k) -> Hom(PicX, R) be the 
map described in (10.21)(j). Then, 

(X0(Ak)/T(k)U EFF :=£iVeff(*,tf)). 

Definition and proposition 10.45. — Let nA be the (restricted) product measure on 
Xo{Ak) of the induced adelic norm (cf. (5.16)) for XQ of the toric adelic norm for X 
and letnA be the quotient measure on Xo(Ak)/T(k) (cf. (5.23)). Then, 

IA{S) := /_ HA(P0, siDi sNDn)dnA 
JPo£(Xo(Ak)/T(k))eS 

converges absolutely in the domain 5Rs = (Sftsi,..., $lsn) G R>i - Moreover, ifdv is 
the normalized Haar measure ofV — Hom(PicX, R) in (10.18), and 

(, ):V x ( P i c X ) c ^ C 
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¿5" the obvious pairing (cf. (10.31)), then 

(10.46) IA(s) = rE(X, Il II) / exp(A, [s1D1 snDn])dv 
J\eaeS(X,U) 

in the domain = ..., $lsn) G R>X. 

Proof. — Fix s G R>! and let fs : V -» R be the function with support in 
aeff(X, U) such that fs(X) = exp(A, [-siDi snDn]} for A G aeff(X, U). 
Then, 

f (7 (p )) = J ^ ^ 0 ' ~SlDl 8"D») ifT° e (X0(Ak)/T(k))tf, 
\ o if Pot (X0(Ak)/T(k)U. 

so that 

IA(S) := / (fs°lA)dnA-
JX0(Ak)/T(k) 

Now recall that CC(V) is dense in Lx(dv) (see [38, Ch.IX, §3]). There exists 
thus an L1-Cauchy sequence {hi)<^.1 in CC(V) converging to h. Hence, by (10.39), 
(hi o £A)i^i is a L1-Cauchy sequence in Cc(Xo(Ak)/T(k)) converging to fs o £A 
with 

lim / (hi o lA) = TE{X, || ||) lim / hidu = TE(X, || ||) / fsdu. 
l^°°Jx0(Ak)/T(k) ^ooJv JV 
Hence IA(s) converges absolutely and takes the value: 

IA(S) = re(X,||||) / fadu 
Jv 

= T£(X, || ||) / exp(A, [-8\Di snDn])du 
J\eaeS(x,u) 

for s G R>X. But then IA(s) converges absolutely for s G C1 with 

(8fci,...,9ten) G R ^ 

since 

|^A(?0, A *nAi)| = #A(?0, - (»5i)Z?i (»5n)^n). 

It is also clear how to extend the proof to complex s by means of complex valued 
L1-Cauchy sequences in CC(V, C). This completes the proof. • 

Corollary 10.47. — Let IA(s) be as above and let QA(s) be a product of lin
ear forms defining the codimension one faces of the cone in Pic X, generated by 
the classes [D] G PicX of effective U-invariant Weil divisors D G Then 
^a(s)Qa(s) is a polynomial in s i , . . . , sn. 
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Proof. — This follows from a result of Batyrev and Tschinkel [4, prop. 5.4] applied 
to the characteristic transform: 

/ exp(A, [-S1D1 sNDn])du 
J\eaeff(x,u) 

of the effective cone in Pic X. • 

Now recall that U(k) = U0(k)/T(k) is a discrete subset of (X0(Ak)/T(k))eff 
(cf. (10.24)) and that the volume of the additive quotient group X\{Ak)/X\(k) with 
respect to dx\dx2 • • • dxn is equal to 1, because of the normalizations of the Haar 
measures in section 1. It is therefore reasonable to regard 

IA(S) := /_ HA(P0, -siDx snDn)dnA 
JPo£(X0(Ak)/T(k))eff 

as a continuous approximation of 

ZA(s):= HA(P,SID1 sNDN) 

Peu(k) 

in the domain ifts = (5ftsi,..., 5Rsn) e K>x. 
To make this precise, one has to choose a fundamental domain in Xo(Ak) under 

the action of T(k). Suppose for simplicity that the o is a principal domain. Then the 
natural map from T(k) to the direct sum ®T(kv)/T(ku)cp over all non-archimedean 
places v of k is surjective. This together with the canonical isomorphisms in (10.8) 
implies that there is a canonical isomorphism: 

T(o)=X0 (Ak) / X0 K(k) 

wF1 W00 

T(o)=X0(Ak)/T(k) 

so that we are reduced to a choice of a fundamental domain modulo T(o). We refer to 
the papers of Schanuel [56] and Peyre [52], [51] for more details about the choice of 
fundamental domains. The zeta function Z&(s) may be reinterpreted as a sum over 
a subset of Uo(k) lying in the fundamental domain T and the goal is to approximate 
this by the corresponding integral over the subset of T defined by the inverse image 
of(X0(Ak)/T(k)U. 

If we restrict to the diagonal s\ = - • • = sn and put CA(S) := Z&(s,..., s) 
for rS > 1, this leads to proving that CA(S) — JA(SJ • • • > S) is small compared to 
IA (^,..., s). 

Batyrev and Tschinkel prove in [7] that the characteristic transform in (10.46) has 
a pole of order r and that the leading coefficient in the Laurent expansion is equal to 
(r — 1)! • apeyre(^)- If one applies the Tauberian theorem in [D] to CA(S), one thus 
concludes that if 

(S-1Y-1(CA(S) - IA(S,...,S)) 
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has a holomorphic continuation to a right half plane Sfts > 1 — 8, 8 > 0, then (7.6) 
and (7.7) holds for the counting function defined by the toric height. (This is how 
Batyrev and Tschinkel proceeds in [7] and [4] although there is no volume-theoretic 
interpretation of IA there.) 

We shall in the next section prove (7.6) and (7.7) for toric varieties over Q without 
making use of Manin's zeta function Ca(S). But the bounds of the error terms in 
section 11 can be reinterpreted as bounds for Ca(S) — Ja(S, . . . , S). 

11. Asymptotic formulas for counting functions on toric Q-varieties 

We shall in this section study the asymptotic growth of counting functions for 
(split) toric varieties XA over Q defined by complete regular fans A. We shall assume 
that the base field k = Q, but otherwise keep the notations in section 10. We will 
thus write H for the toric (anticanonical) height function and C(B) for the number of 
rational points of toric height at most B on the open Q-torus U in X = XA. Also, r 
will denote the rank of PicX as in the previous sections. Hence r = Card A(l) — 
dim A by (8.2). We assume throughout this section that u^1 is generated by its 
global sections. 

The aim of this section is to prove the asymptotic formula 

(11.1) C(B) = CBilogB)1-1 + 0(B(1 + logS)r-3/2+£) 

where 
C = a(X)r(X,\\ ||) > 0 

is the constant of Peyre (cf. (7.7)) and e > 0 is a positive number which may be 
arbitrarily small. This improves somewhat upon the earlier results of Peyre [52] for 
special classes of toric Q-varieties and the results of Batyrev and Tschinkel [7], [4] 
for arbitrary toric varieties. They prove asymptotic formulas of the type 

C(B)=a(X)T(X,\\ I I W o g B r ^ l + oCl)) 
Batyrev and Tschinkel deduce this result from the meromorphic continuation of the 
Manin zeta function Ca(S) (cf. the end of sec. 10). By using their estimates for the 
growth of Ca(S) along suitable vertical strips with < 1 and a method of Landau 
(cf. [60]), one can probably deduce the more precise result 

C(B) = BP(logB) + 0(Bl~5) 

for some real polynomial P and some positive number 8. 
Our proof of (11.1) has its origin in the papers of Schanuel [56] and Peyre [52] on 

projective spaces resp. certain special blow-ups of projective spaces. The main idea 
is to count integer points on models of finite type over Z of universal torsors over 
X instead of rational points on X. If r = 1, then XA = Pn (cf. (8.9)(v) and [24, 
p. 22]) and the toric height is equal to the standard height. There is, then, only one 
(isomorphism class of) universal torsors given by the affine cone An+1 \ (0 , . . . , 0) of 
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PN. Hence our method reduces to Schanuel's method when r = 1. We shall therefore 
omit this trivial case in some lemmas. 

Let W be the set of places of Q and let 

II11 = {II \\v,vew} 
be the toric adelic norm for X. This adelic norm gives rise to the toric height function 
HonX(Q) denned by 

(11.2) H(P)= MP)V 
vew 

where s is a local section of the anticanonical sheaf LOX at P with s(P) ^ 0 (cf. 
(7-2»-

Let 7r : Xo -» X (resp. 7r : XQ —> X) be the principal universal torsor over Q 
(resp. Z) described in the beginning of section 10. Let 

A ) = E *V 
PGA(1) 

If cr is a maximal cone of A, let xm(<(T\ ra(cr) G M be the unique character of U 
such that x_m((j) generates 0(A)) on Ua. 

Let 
D ( c r ) = D 0 + E (~~m(a*)'np)' ^^^max 

P€A(1) 

be the Weil divisors described in (8.7) and recall that these are effective divisors when 
UJ^1 is generated by its global sections. Let 

xD= n 4P 
peA(i) 

be the monomial in the indeterminates xp, p € A(l) corresponding to the effective 
Weil divisor 

D= V а Д е г Э Д . 
PGA(1) 

We now give a concrete description of the composite map Ho — Hon from Xo(Q) 
to Ryo in the case where O(Do) is generated by its global sections. 

Proposition 11.3. — Let Po be a Q-point on Xo which extends to a Z-point on Xo. 
Then 

H0(Po)= sup \xDW(P0)\ 
crGAmax 

for the usual archimedean absolute value \ \of№. 
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Proof. — Let Po € Xo(Z) be the extension of Po and let XQ C X\ = SpecZ[xp], 
p G A(l) be the toric open immersion described after 10.3. Let p be a prime and let 
YQ C Spec Z/pZ[xp], p G A(l) be the reduction modulo p of Xo. Then, by applying 
(8.8)(a) to YQ, we conclude that ^(^(Po) 7̂  0 in Z/pZ for some maximal cone a 
of A. Hence the product formula for Ho(Po) in (10.14) reduces to its archimedian 
factor. This completes the proof. • 

Lemma 11.4 

(a) Letc(m) = Card{P G U(Q) : # (P) = m} and 

co(m) = Card{P0 G X0(Z) fl *70(Q) : HQ(P0) = m}. 

Then, c(m) = co(m)/CardT(Z). 
(b) Let Uo(R)+ be the real connected component ofUo(R) containing 1 and let 

UQ(Q)+ = [ / 0 ( Q ) N [ / 0 ( R ) + , 

c0(m)+ = Card{P0 G X0(Z) D C/0(Q)+ : #o(P) - m}. 

Then, 
co(m) = Card([/o(M)/C/o(M)+)c0(m)+. 

Proo/ 
(a) It follows from Grothendieck's version of Hilbert 90 (cf. [45, p. 124]) and the 

fact that Z is a principal ideal domain that i?jt(SpecZ,T) = 0. The fibres of n : 
XQ —» X at Z-points on X are therefore trivial Spec Z-torsors under T. Hence 
7f(Xo(Z)) = X(Z) and there are exactly CardT(Z) points in Xo(Z) with a given 
image in X(Z). 

(b) We regard Uo(Z) as a subgroup of C/o(Q). Then, since the group action Uo x 
Uo —> UQ extends to a toric action UQ X XQ —> XQ we conclude that Xo(Z) fl UQ(Q) 
is a union of t/o(Z)-cosets in C/o(Q)- Also, each Uo(Z)-costi in t/o(Q) contains 
exactly one element in £/o(Q)+ and the height function Ho takes the same value for 
each Q-point in a C/b(Z)-orbit of X0(Q). Hence c0(m) = c0(m)+ CaxdETo(Z). To 
complete the proof, note that there is a canonical group isomorphism between Uo(R) 
mdU0(Z) x U0(R)+. • 

We may thus instead of counting Q-points on U count Z-points on the univer
sal torsor Xo such that the corresponding Q-points lie on 7r_1(?7). The number of 
such Z-points on the universal torsor Xo of a given height is the same in each real 
connected component of Uo. 

To study co(ra), let p\,..., pn be an ordering of the rays in A. Let D\,..., Dn 
be the corresponding [/-invariant irreducible Weil divisors and let xi,..., xn be the 
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variables corresponding to these prime divisors. Each xD^\ a G Amax is a mono
mial in x\,..., xn with exponents e i , . . . , en corresponding to the multiplicities of 
D(o) along J3i,.. . , DN. If r = ( r i , . . . , rn) is an n-tuple with components in an 
arbitrary commutative ring R and a G Amax, let rD^ be the element in R obtained 
by evaluating xD^ at x = r. 

Now recall (cf. the comments after (8.6) and (10.3)) that the open toric embedding 

Xo C Xi = SpecZ[xi,... ,xn] 

is the complement in X\ of the closed subscheme defined by the monomials x-9 
& £ Amax. This implies that XQ(Z) C X\(Z) = Z^ is the subset of n-tuples q of 
integers for which the greatest common divisor 

£cd (q*) = l. 
aGAmax 

Hence, by (11.3) it follows that co(m) is the number of n-tuples q of non-zero inte
gers satisfying the following two conditions 

11.5 (i) sup |qD^)|=m, 
CTGAmax 

11.5 (ii) gcd Q = 1. 
ffGAmax 

Moreover, co(m)+ is the number of n-tuples q of positive integers satisfying 
(11.5). 

If O(D0) is generated by its global sections, then we have seen in the proof of 
(11.2) that (11.5)(ii) implies that 

11.5 (ii)' sup |qDW| = l, 
0"EAmax 

If O(DQ) is ample, then these two conditions are equivalent (cf. (8.8)(b)). 

It is difficult to make use of (11.5)(11.5 (ii)) directly. We shall therefore first study 
a simpler counting function A<i(H) and then make use of Möbius inversion. This 
idea is central in the papers of Schanuel [56] and Peyre [52]. 

Notation 11.6 

(a) a(m) is the number of n-tuples q of positive integers such that 

sup \qDW\=m 
0"EAmax 

A(B) is the number of n-tuples q of positive integers such that 

sup \Q D W\<B. 
ffGAmax 
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(b) Let d be an n-tuple of positive integers. Then, a^(m) is the number of n-tuples 
q of positive integers such that 

sup \qD^)\=m, d | q 
0"EAmax 

(i.e. di divides qi for i = 1,..., n) whereas A^(B) is the number of n-tuples q 
of positive integers such that 

sup \qD^\<B, d |q . 
0-EAmax 

(c) CQ(B) (resp. Co(B)+) is the set of all n-tuples q of non-zero integers (resp. the 
set of all n-tuples q of positive integers) such that 

(0 ™P«eAmaMD(A)\<B, 
(ii) gcdaeAmax(q )̂ = 1. 

(d) 

n(d):= 
71 

n 
i=l 

di 

for any n-tuple of integers d = (di, . . . , dn). 
All the cardinalities above are finite since (cf. (11.20)) 

sup |qD^|> |n (q) | 
cEAmax 

Lemma 11.7. — Let d be an n-tuple of positive integers. Then, 
0 < U(d)AD(B) < A(B). 

Proof. — We introduce an equivalence relation ~ on the set of all positive n-tuples 
q = (çi,...,9n) such that 

sup |q^(a) |<5. 
(JE Amax Let 

q = (qu--">Qn) = (ri , . . . ,rn) 
if and only if 

([((/1 - l)/dx], ...,[(</„- l)/dn]) = ([(n - 1) / d1] . . . , [(rn - 1)R]) . 
An equivalence class consists of 11(d) elements if and only if it contains a positive 

n-tuple q G Z>0 such that d | q. Also, no equivalence class contains more than 
one such n-tuple. Therefore, A& (B) is the number of equivalence classes with 11(d) 
elements. This implies the assertion. • 
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Notations 11.8 
(a) 

X : Z % ^ { 0 , 1 } 

is the function such that Xe = 1 if and only if the greatest common divisor of 
all e^, a € Amax is 1. 

(b) 
x(p):Zn0_+{0,i} 

is the function such that x^ (e) = 1 if and only if the greatest common divisor 
of all e-, a G Amax is not divisible by p. 

(c) Let d G Z%. Then, 

Xd:Z£0—>{0,1} 
is the function such that Xd(e) = 1 if and only if d | e. 

We have also denoted characters of tori by x- But no confusion should occur since 
the indices are not the same. 

We now define a Möbius function 

H : Z^o —> Z 

recursively with respect to the relation |. This Möbius function was defined by Peyre 
[52, 7.1.7] for special classes of toric varieties. 

Definition and proposition 11.9. — There exists a unique function 

ß '• Z>o —> Z 

such that 
X(e) = 5 > ( d ) 

d|e 
for d running over all n-tuples of positive integers dividing e G Z^0. 

Proof — Use the finiteness of the set {d G Z£0 : d | e} for all e G Z%. • 

It is unfortunate that we also use the letter ¡1 for measures, but it will be clear from 
the context if ¡1 is a measure or a Möbius function. 

From the definition of it follows that: 

(11.10) x = ^2li(d)xd 
d 

where d runs over all n-tuples of positive integers. Now consider the sum of the 
values of all q G (Z^o)n such that Ho(q) = m. Then, 

(11.11) c0(m)+ = ]£/i(d)ad(m),d G Z%. 
d 
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The sum is finite since a<i(ra) = 0 if sup(di,..., dn) > m. 

Notation 11.12. — Let p be a prime number. By 
(p) 

d 
we shall mean a sum over all n-tuples d of positive integers of the form 

d = (pci,...,pc») 

for non-negative integers e i , . . . , en. 

There is a local version of (11.10) 
(P) 

(11.13) xw = 5 > ( d ) x d 
d 

where p(d) =0 if p2 \ d{ for some component of d = (di, . . . , dn). 
The values of the functions Xp (q) and Xd (q) for n-tuples d as in (11.12), depend 

only on the residue class of q = (qi,..., qn) in (Z/pZ)n. We can therefore compute 
the cardinality of 

X0(Z/pZ) = {r = ( n , . . . , rn) G (Z/pZ)n : 3a G Amax with ^ 0} 
by means of (11.13). If we consider the sum of the values of all r G (Z/pZ)n, then 
we obtain 

(p) 
(11.14) CardX0(Z/pZ) = ^^(d)(pn/n(d)). 

d 
Now write 

de := (diei,... ,dnen) 
for n-tuples d = (di, . . . , dn), e = (ei , . . . , en) of integers. 

The following result is due to Peyre for special classes of toric varieties (cf. [52, 
Ch.7]). 

Lemma 11.15 
(a) Let d = (di, . . . , dn), e = (ei, . . . , en) be n-tuples of positive integers. 

Let 
5 = gcd(d^), a G Amax, 
e = gcd(e^), a G Amax 

and suppose that 5 and e are relatively prime. Then 
fi(de) =/i(d)/i(e). 
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(b) Let (ei , . . . , en) be an n-tuple of non-negative integers. Then p,(pei,... ,p6n) 
is independent of the prime number p. 

(c) Let (ei , . . . , en) be an n-tuple of non-negative integer, not all 0 and suppose 
that there exists a cone o G A such that ei — Ofor all rays pi G A outside o. 
Then 

M(pCl,...,pc")=0. 

(d) Let f be the smallest integer such that there exist f rays of A not contained in 
a cone of A. Then the product 

H 5 > ( d ) i / n ( d r 
V \ d 

over all prime numbers p is absolute convergent for s > 1/f. 
(e) The sum 

5 > ( d ) | / n ( d ) ' , d € Z % 
d 

is convergent for s > 1/f and equal to 

/ (P ) 

J ] X)(|^(d)|/n(d)-

V \ d 

far 8 > 1/f. 
(f) The product Y[p ^Ed^Md) / ni^)) over a" prime numbers p is absolute con

vergent and equal to Ed /i(d)/11(d). 
Proof. — (a) and (b) are easy consequences of the definition of ¡1. 

(c) Let q = (pei,... ,p6n). Then the greatest common divisor of all integers q-, 
a € Amax is 1 if and only if there exists a cone a G A with e$ = 0 for all rays pi E A 
outside a (cf. the discussion before (11.5)). The desired statement now follows from 
the recursive definition of ¡1. 

(d) It follows from (b) and (c) that there is a polynomial Q(T) with non-negative 

integer coefficients such that Ed )(l^(d)l/n(d)5) = 1 +P~f*Q0-/P8) for a11 Prime 
numbers p. Now use the fact that the sum of all p~f Q(l/p) < P~2Q{1) is absolute 
convergent. 

(e) This follows from (d) and the multiplicativity of (|^(d)|/Il(d)s) (cf. (a)) 

(f) This follows from (e) and the multiplicativity of ^(d) /11(d). • 
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Lemma 11.16. — Let f : Z > 0 —> R be a function such that f(B) > Ofor all 
sufficiently large integers B > 0 and such that 

U(d)Ad(B) = f(B)(l + o(l)) 

for all d € Z™ 0. 
Then there exists a positive constant 

r = MM 

p 

(p) 

d 
(Md)/n(d)) 

SUCH that 

C0(B)+ = « / (B)( l + o(l)). 

Proof. — Choose k > 0 such that f(B) is positive for i? > k and let 

</(d,£) = \»(d)Ad(B)/f(B) -/i(d)/n(d)| 

for all .B > jfc and all d G Z % . Then 

5>d( i? ) / / ( i ? ) -K < J > ( d , B ) 
d 

\C0(B)+/f(B)-K\ = 
d 

for B > k. It is therefore sufficient to prove that 

lim £ s ( d , f l ) = 0 . 
d 

Also, since 0 < 11(d)Ad(B) < A(B) there exists a constant E > 0 such that 

|n(d)^d(B)//(S) - 1| < |A(B)//(B)| + \A(B)/f(B) -1\<E 
for all d € Z£0 and all B > k. 

Hence by (11.15)(f), it follows that £ d g(d, B) converges uniformly with respect 
to B > k (this means that it for each e > 0 exists a finite subset S of Z™ 0 such that 
£df25<?(d,£) <efora l lB> fc). 

Therefore, 
lim 2 > ( d , B ) = lim 5(d,£)) = 0 

d d 
as was to be proved. • 

We can now extend the method of Peyre [52] for certain blow-ups of projective 
spaces to arbitrary toric varieties. It can be described as follows. One first proves 
asymptotic formulas of the type 

(11.17) U(d)Ad(B) = wB{\ogB)r-l(l + 0(1/ \ogB)) 
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with the same positive constant w for all d G Z>0 and compares w with a volume. 
Then from (11.16) one gets the asymptotic formula 

(11.18) C0(P)+ = KwBilogBy-1^ + o(l)) 

with K, as in (op. cit.). 
Peyre computes the main term nf(B) by Möbius inversion as in (11.11)-(11.15). 

He bounds the error term by means of an argument with uniform convergence as in 
(11.16) although he never mentions the role of uniform convergence. His proof of 
(11.17) is less direct than here (cf. his comment at the end of p. 171 in op. cit.). It 
also makes use of special properties of the class of blow-ups of projective spaces he 
considers. 

We shall in this paper apart from the generalization to arbitrary toric varieties 
improve the treatment of error terms under Möbius inversion in [52]. One of the 
tools to do this will be the following result about the Möbius function p : Z>0 —» Z 
introduced in (11.9). 

Lemma 11.19. — Let f be the smallest integer such that there exist f rays of A not 
contained in a cone of A. Let e be any posititve real number. Then the following 
holds. 

(a) En(d)<JMd)l=0(^+£) 
(b) En(d)>6(IMd)|/n(d)) = 0(6V/-i+£) 

Proof 
(a) This follows from the fact (cf. (11.15)(e)) that the sum ^ d Hd)l/n(d)s over 

all d G Z£0 converges for s > 1/f (cf. e.g. [68, p. 5]). 

(b) Let y(m) = Ẑ n(d)=m l^(d)l where d G Z>0. Then we have to prove that 

^2y{m)/m = 0(b1/f-l+£) 
y>b 

for any e > 0. 
To show this, put y(0) = 0 and Y(m) = y(0) H h y(m) for m > 0. Then, by 

partial summation we obtain: 

y(m)/m = -Y(b -l)/b+Y^ Y(m)/m( m + 1) 
m>b m>b 

for any positive integer b. 
But Y(m) = 0(m1//+£) by (a). Hence 

Y(b-l)/b = 0(b1/f-1+£) 
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and 

£ Y(m)/m(m + 1) < ^ Y(m)/m2 = 0 ( ] T m1//"^) = 0(61^"1+e). 
m>b m>b m>b 

This completes the proof. • 

Proposition 11.20. — Let D0 = X}P<EA(I) DP suppose that O(DQ) is generated 
by its global sections. Let a = (a i , . . . , an) G I/o(K) an n-tuple of real numbers 
different from 0. 77ien, 

|n(a)| < sup l a ^ l . 
cGAmax 

Proof. — Let P G t/b W be the image of a G Uo(R) and let a be a maximal cone 
such that P G CA(R) and let xm^ be the character which on Ua represents the 
Cartier divisor with Weil divisor D0. Then |xm((j) {P)\<1 (cf. (9.2)). Now note that 
xm(<r) (p) = aD0 /aD(v) by the definition of D(a). This completes the proof. • 

Note that the argument is valid for arbitrary locally compact local fields. 

Notation 11.21 
(a) Let 7r̂ an : X0(R) -> X(R) be the analytic map defined by n : X0 -> X and 

let CA(R) C X(R) be the compact subset defined in (9.1). Then, C0,a(R) is 
the inverse image of Ca(R) under TT^U. 

(b) Let pi, 1 < i < n be the rays of A, let Di, 1 < i < n be [/-invariant ir
reducible Weil divisors corresponding to these rays and let X{, 1 < i < n be 
indeterminates indexed by the rays. Let 

D = hDi + --- + lnDn, /i , . . . , /n GZ 

be a [/-invariant Weil divisor on XA. Then xD denotes the Laurent monomial 

IEU 

Proposition 11.22. — Let o G Abe a maximal cone of the complete regular fan A 
and let 

(pi, • ? Pr+d) 
d = dim Ayr + d — Card A(l) be an ordering of the rays of A such that 

(Pr+i? • • • ^ Pr+d) 

are the rays of a. Let 
{n{j\ l<j<d} 

be the Z-basis ofN, consisting of the generators of the rays pr+j ofo and let 

{mU\ l<j<d} 
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be the dual Z-basis of M. Finally, let 

DU) = T (m^\np)Dp 
peA(i) 

for l<j<d. 
Then Co)(7(M) is the subset of -Xo(lR) of real n-tuples x = (xi,..., xr+d) for 

which 

(*) l a ^ l < 1, je{i,...,d}. 

Proof. — It suffices by continuity to show that an M-point Po on UQ satisfies 

|xD(j)(-Po)| < 1 for l < j < d 

if and only if P = 7r(F0) € Ca(R). To see this, let 

-HP) = 
d 

M 
i = 1 

y 1r(2, yi 6 R 

Then P e Ca(E) if and only if 

(m^,L(P)> > 0 

for 1 < < d (cf. (9.1)). Now note that 

\xDW(P0)\=exp{mV\L(P)) 

by the definitions of rr№\ D(j) and L. This completes the proof. • 

Remark 11.23. — Let r = a^i) be the (unique) adjacent maximal cone with 

Tf\pr+j = {0}, 

and let bj be the multiplicity of Dr+j in D(T). Then, 

D(T)-D(a) = bjD(j) 

by (8.9) so that 
|XD(T)-D(ff)| = |x£>(j) 

Also, if x € CO,<T(R), then |x£,(T)-£,(0') | < 1 for all maximal cones r € A by 
(9.8). 

If 5ZpGA(i) A>*s ample' then > 0 for 1 < j < d (cf. (8.9)). We may therefore 
in this case (cf. also (9.10)) replace (*) by the condition: 

(*') \xD^~D^\<h T 6 Amax. 
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Sublemma 11.24. — Let (ei , . . . , er) be non-negative integers and let ebe a posi
tive integer. Let 

5(B,e;e1,...,er) = ^ ( n 5 r / e " 1 ) 
1=1 

be the sum over all r-tuples ..., gr) of positive integers satisfying 

r 

and 

max(si,...,0r) < B. 

Then, 

S(B, e; e i , . . . , er) = 0(B^e(l + log BY'1). 

Proof. — Suppose that er = 0. Then, 

S{B,e;ei,...,er) < 
5'(B,e;ei,... ,er_i)feE1il/«) i f r > l 

ifr>l ifr = 1. 

We may and shall therefore assume that (ei, . . . , er) is a positive r-tuple. The 
statement is easy to verify for r = 1 by means of a comparison with an integral. 
Suppose r > 1 and put m = gr, a = er. Then 

S(B,e;ei, . . . ,a) = 
122 

E 
m—\ 

ma/e-1S([B/m%e;e1,...,er-1). 

The induction assumption for 5([i?/raa], e; e i , . . . , er_i), 1 < m < [v^5] gives 

5(5, e; e i , . . . , a) = O 
[ y/B] 

£ 
m=l 

ma/e-1(^/ma)1/e(l + \oK(Blma)r-2) 

S(B, e; e i , . . . , a) = O Bl/e 
[VB] 

E 
m—1 

m-1(l + log(B/ma)r-2) 

and the desired result follows. 

Lemma 11.25 

(a) A(B) = 0(B(1 + log By-1). 
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(b) Let 
te* = (0, . . . ,0 , l ,0, . . . ,0) , l < f c < n 

be the k-th unit vector in the standard basis for W1 and let Sk(B) be the set of 
n-tuples g of positive integers such that 

(i) ™P<reAmJgD{a)\<B, 

(») 8UP(TeA max |(g + ttfc)^| >B. 
Suppose that Card A(l) — dim A > 1. Then, 

Card 5(B) = 0(B(l + logB)r-2). 

Proof 
(a) Let cr G A be a maximal cone and let Aa(B) be the number of positive n-tuples 

g of integers such that 

g = (01,. . . , 0n) e C0,a(R) 
and 

sup \gD{a)\<B. 
s5e1 max 

It suffices to prove that 

Aa(B) = 0(B(l+\ogB)r-1) 

for each maximal cone a of A. 
Fix o G Amax and let (pi, • • •, Pn) be an ordering of the rays of A such that the 

last d = n — r rays are the one-dimensional faces of a. Then 

D(o) = 
r 

E 
¿=1 

ec D1 

for some non-negative integers e i , . . . , er. (We use here the assumption that 0(A)) 
is generated by its global sections.) 

Let {ratf) G M, 1 < j < d} be the Z-basis of M in (11.22) and let 

E(j)=Dr+j- (rn{j\np)Dp, j € { l , . . . , d } . 

P€A(1) 

Then each x^ '̂' is a Laurent monomial in (#1, . . . , xr). 
Moreover, by (11.22)-(11.23) it follows that Aa(B) is the cardinality of the set of 

r + d-tuples g = (01,. . . , gr+d) of positive integers such that 

(#) 

PER SALBERGER 

g (D= 0 
r 

n 5? < B 
i=i 

(##) 9r+j<^u\ je {!,...,d} 
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Now note that by (8.9)(iii): 

D{a)-{D1 + --- + Dr) = 
d 

£ 
3=1 

EU) 

and hence that 
d 

n 
1 =1 

gE(J) = 
r 

n 
¿=1 

G (12) 

There is, therefore, for each r-tuple {gi,...,gr) € Z>0 at most JTJ=1 9^ 1 d-tuples 
satisfying (##) . Hence, 

MB) < ' E 
r 

¿=1 
gV'1) 

where in the sum (01,... ,#r) runs over all r-tuples of positive integers satisfying 
Ili=i 9? ^ 5- Finally, note that 

max(gu...,gr) < |n(g)| < sup |gD(a)|<£ 
de max 

by (11.20). Hence Aa(J5) = 0(B{1 + log J3)r~2) by the sublemma above. 

(b) It suffices to count the set Sa(B) of n-tuples g = (#1,... ,gn) satisfying (i) 
and (ii) and the additional condition 

(lii) g + UK G C0,a(R) 

for some maximal cone a G A. 
Now order the rays as in (a) with 

g (D) 0 
r 

n 
¿=1 

and recall that 

gDW < (g + uk)D^ 

9? +1 

by (i)-(iii). Then k G {1 , . . . , r} and e& > 0. After a permutation of the first r rays 
we may thus assume that k = 1. Moreover, from the arguments in (a), it follows that 
5a(B) is the number of n-tuples g of positive integers satisfying: 

(I) suPcreAmJg^)|<i? 
(II) gr+j<(g + Ul)EW,je{l,...,d} 

(III) {gi + irY[U9?>B 
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Also, by (8.9)(iii) we have just as in (a) that 

d 
M 

i = 1 

g + Ulf(j) = {gi + iri-i 
r 

n 
i=2 

get-l < 2C1-1 
r 

n 
1=1 

get-l -1 

There are therefore for each r-tuple (51,. . . , gr) G Zr>0 at most 2ei_1 ni=i 0? 1 
d-tuples satisfying (II). Moreover, from (I) and (III) we conclude that 

9i = [(B/ 
r 

n # ) 1 / e i ] < ( s / 
3=2 

r 
n 
i=2 

get-l < 2C1-

Hence, 

Card 6a(B) < 2ei~1Y^ {Bl 
r 

get-l < 2C1-1 

i=2 

r 
lift"-1 
i=2 

— 2ei~1B1~l/ei E 
r 

X\9?lei-1 

i=2 
where in the sums (#2> • • •, 9r) runs over all r-tuples of positive integers satisfying 

r 
\\9l<B. 
¿=1 

We therefore obtain from the sublemma above that 

Card MB) = 0(B(1 + \ogB)r-2) 

as was to be proved. • 

Lemma 11.26. — Suppose that r > 1. Then there exists for each e > 0 a positive 
constant C — C{e) > 0 depending only on e such that 

0 < A(B) - Ad(B)U(d) < CU(d)B(l + logB)r~2 

for all d G Z^0 and all B > 1. 

Proof — Fixd G Z^0andJ5 > 1. Then(cf. the proof of (11.7)) A(B)-Ad(B)U(d) 
is equal to the cardinality of the set ft(B) of q G Z^0 such that 

(i) supaGAmax |(q + d - ( 1 , . . . , 1))D<") | > B 
(ii) s u p ^ A _ | q ^ ) | <B 

But there exists for each q G Q(B) an n-tuple e of positive integers with 

ei <di, i G {1 , . . . , n} 
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and an integer k G {1 , . . . , n} such that q + e belongs to the set Sk(B) in (11.25). 
Hence 

n 
Cardft(B) < 11(d) ] T Card 4 (#) 

so that the desired assertion follows from the previous lemma. • 

Main lemma 11.27. — Let Abe a complete regular d-dimensional fan with n rays 
such that r := n — d > 1 and let f be the smallest integer such that there exist f rays 
of A not contained in a cone of A. Then the Euler product 

I I ^ P = l[C^dXo(Z/pZ)/pn 
p p 

converges absolutely to a positive constant K and 

C0(B)+ - KA(B) = 0(B(1 + log£)r-2+1//+£) 

for each e > 0. 
Proof. — The first assertion about K is just a restatement of (11.15) since 

(p) 
*p = 5>(d ) / I I (d ) ) 

d 
by (11.14). To prove the last assertion, we fix e > 0 and use the identity (cf. (11.11)) 

C+(B) = Y,»WMB), dGZ%. 
d 

Then, 

C+(B) - nA(B) = ]T>(d),4d(i?) - ^ / i (d )^ (B) /n (d ) , d G Z£0. 
d d 

where the last sum is absolute convergent by (11.15). 
It is therefore sufficient to prove that 

J2 Hd)\(A(B)/U(d) - MB)) = 0(B(1 + l o g B ) ' - ^ / ^ ) . 
d 

But there exists by (11.26) a constant C such that 

0 < A(B)/U(d) - Ad(B) < CB(1 + logS)r"2 

for all d G Z% and all B G Z>0. 
Hence by (11.19)(a) we get that 

^ K d ) | ( A ( 5 ) / n ( d ) - A d ( 5 ) ) < CB(l + l o g i ? r 2 ) J > ( d ) | 
d d 

= 0{B(1 + log B)r-2+1'f+e) 
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for the partial sum of all d G Z™ 0 such that 11(d) < (1 + log B). 

For d G Z% with n(d) > (1 + log B), we use the fact that (cf. (11.25)) 

0 < A(B) - Ad{B)U(d) < A(B) = 0{B(1 + log£)r_1). 

Hence, by (11.19)(b) we get that 

YHd)\(A(B)/U(d)-Ad(B)) = OiBil + logBY-^Y^Wl/Uid) 
d d 

- 0 (5 (1+ log B)'-2+l//+s) 
for the partial sum of all d G Z>0 such that 11(d) > (1 + log B). We therefore obtain 
the desired upper bound for the sum of all d G Z>0 by combing the two partial sums. 
This completes the proof. • 

Let moo be the Borel measure associated to the toric norm on X(R) (cf. (9.1 l)(b)) 
and let be the Borel measure on Xo(M) determined by the induced norm of the 
toric norm (cf. (3.30) and (9.12)). 

Notation 11.28. — Let B > 1 be a real number. Then, 

(a) D(B) c Uo(R) is the set of n-tuples x = (#i , . . . , xn) such that 
(i) inf(a;i,...,a;n) > 1, 

(ii) supaGAmax | x " W | < S . 
(b) 1(B) = fD{B) suPf7GAmax |x*(*>|dnoo. 

Lemma 11.29. — We have 

A(B) = 1(B) + 0(5(1 + log B)r~2). 

Proof. — Let Xi = SpecZ[rrp], p G A(l). Then Xi(Z) is a Z-lattice in Xi(R) = 
XX(R) =Mn.Let 

dx = dx\ - - • dxn 

be the Haar measure on X\ (R) such that the volume of a fundamental domain of 
Xi(Z) C Xi(R) is equal to 1. Then (cf. (9.12)) the following equality holds on 
X0(R) C l i ( E ) 

/ fdnoo^ f f /(x)/ sup I x ^ A d x 
JX0(R) JX0(R) \ C7GAmax / 

for any continuous function / on Xo(M) with compact support. It is therefore also 
true for the characteristic function g of D(B) C Xo(lR) since there exists an L1-
Cauchy sequence (/*)^i in Cc(-X"i(R)) converging to g (cf. [38, Ch IX, §3]). Hence, 

1(B) = f dx. 
JD{B) 
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while A(B) is the number of lattice points in D(B). Let 7(B) be the set of n-tuples 
g = (#i, . . . , gn) of positive integers such that 

(0 ™P*€Am»JSD{A)\<B, 

(ii) suP(reAmax |(g + 1)D(°)\ > B for 1 = (1, . . . , 1). 
Then, D(B) contains a union of of A(B) — Card7(5) disjoint n-dimensional 

unit cubes and is contained in a union of A(B) n-dimensional unit cubes. Hence, by 
an argument due to Archimedes one has 

0 < A(B) - 1(B) < CARD7(S). 

There is for each g G 7(B) a binary n-tuple e such that g + e belongs to one of 
the sets 5k(B) described in (11.25). Therefore, 

n 
CARD 7(B) < 2n J^CARDIFCCB) 

k=i 
so that the desired assertion follows from (op. cit.). • 

Let np be the measure on Xo(Qp) determined by the induced norm of the toric 
norm on X(QP). Then, 

CardX0(Z/pZ)/pn = np(X0(Zp)) 
by (9.14) and (2.15). We may thus summarize the results obtained so far as follows. 

Theorem 11.30 (preliminary form). — Let A be a complete regular d-dimensio-
nalfan with n rays such that r := n — d > 1 and let X — XA be the toric Q-variety 
defined by A. Suppose that the anticanonical sheaf of X is generated by its global 
sections. Let H be the height function on X(Q) defined by the toric adelic norm \\ \\ 
for X and let C(B) be the number ofQ-points on U of toric height at most B. 

Let 7T : XQ -> X be the principal universal torsor of X and let np and be the 
Borel measures on Xo(Qp) resp. Xo(M) determined by the induced norm of the toric 
norms. Finally, let D(B) C UQ(M) be as in (11.28) and let f be the smallest integer 
such that there exist f rays of A not contained in a cone of A. Then, 

Hnp(Xo(Zp)) 
P 

converges absolutely to a positive constant n and 

C(B) - к Card(f/o(K)/f/0(R+) 
CardT(Z) 

SUp |xö(CT)|(boo 
D(B) a€A max 

= 0(B(l + log £)r-2+V/+£) 

for any e > 0. 
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Proof. — We have 

c(m) = co(m)/Card(f(Z)) 

- c0(m)+ Card([/0(K)/^oW+)/Card(f(Z)) 

(cf. (11.4)) and hence 

C(B) = Card(J70(M)/C/0 W+)Card(f (Z))"1Co(S)+. 

The theorem is therefore a consequence of (11.27) and (11.29). • 

It remains to study the integral: 

/ sup Ix^ldrioo = / dx. 
JD(B) O-GAmax JD{B) 

We shall do this by means of the toric canonical splitting over R. 

Notation 11.31. — Let B > 1 be a real number, a G A be a cone and D(B) be as 
in (11.28). Then, 

D(B,a) =D(B)nCA(R). 

It follows immediately from the definition of CA(R) that 

D(B, o) H D(B, T) = D(B, o H r) 

for any two cones <r, r G A. 

Proposition 11.32. — We have 

D(B) 
X = E 

AEC MAX D(B,a 
dx 

where dx w Lebesgue measure on X\(IR) = RR+D normalized by X±(Z) = Zr+d. 

Proof. — It follows from the definition that the sets D(B,o), o G Amax form a 
covering of D(B). It is therefore sufficient to prove that 

/ d x - 0 
JD(B,anr) 

for each pair (a, r) of maximal cones in A. But this is done exactly as in the proof 
ofm(Ca(R) H Cr(R)) = 0 in (9.16). • 

Now fix a maximal d-dimensional cone a G A and choose an ordering (pi,..., pn) 
of the rays in A such that the last d rays are the one-dimensional faces of a and such 
that (cf. (8.7)) 

L>(a) = 
r 

E 
¿ = 1 

ejDj 

for some non-negative integers e i , . . . , er, r = n — d. 
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Let {m^, 1 < j < d} be the Z-basis of M which is dual to the Z-basis {n^, 1 < 
j < d} of N, consisting of generators of the rays pr+j, 1 < j < d of a. Also, let 

E(j) = Dr+j- (m(j\np)Dp, j E { l , . . . , d } 
peA(i) 

as in the proof of (11.25). Recall that x.E^\ 1 < % < d is a Laurent monomial in 
(zi , . . . , xr) and that (cf. (8.9)(iii)) 

(11.33) 
d 

п 
i = 1 

l-x-atf)l-x-atf) 
r 

n x1 
¿=1 

Z?(J3, a) is then by (11.22)-(11.23) the set of x = (xi , . . . , zr+d) such that 
(i) min(a;i,...,a;r+d) > 1 

ai) n ; = i * ? < s 
(iii) x r + i < x ^ ) , i G { l , . . . , d } 

Notations 11.34. — Q(B, a) is the set of all real r-tuples (#1, . . . , xr) such that 

(i) min(xi,... ,xr) > 1, 
(ii) < 5 , 

(iii) ^ ) > l , i 6 { l , . . . , d } . 

We now first integrate with respect to (xr+i,..., xr+d) and then with respect to 
(#1, . . . , a;r). By Fubini's theorem it follows that: 

(11.35) 
D(B,v) 

dx = 
D(B,v) 

R 

n 
. 7=1 

M - i dx\ •• • dxr 

and by (11.33) that 

(11.36) 
D(B,a) 

dx = 
n(B,a) 

D(B,v) 
d 

n ( l -x-at f ) dx 

x1 
dXf 
Xf 

We may regard a; = 
dx\ 

xi 

dx 

Xf 
as a global T-invariant differential form on 

T(K) C C/o(R). Moreover, since D(a) — Do and — are principal divisors 
one has 

xp (0) = xD0 

and 
xE>=xr+j, je {!,...,d} 

onT(R). 

LetF(B) c T(K) be the subset of T(R) C J70(K) satisfying 

(*) min(a;i,...,xr+d) > 1, 
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(**) xDo < B. 

Then the projection onto the r first coordinates defines an analytic isomorphism be
tween £l(B, a) and F(B, a). Hence from (11.36) we deduce that 

(11.37) 
D{B,cr) 

dx = 
F(B,a) 

KD0 
d 
W l-l/ x r + j) 

i = 1 

dx\ 
X1 

dxj* 

X1 

Lemma 11.38. — We have 

f d x = / x ^ o ^ i . . . ^ Z l + 0(5(1 + log B)r~2 
JD(B.a) Jf(B) xl xr 

for B>\. 

Proof. — It suffices by (11.37) to show that 

/ (xD°/xr+j)^ • DX• • ^ = 0(5(1 + logBY^) 
JF(B) xl xr 

for j = 1,. . . , d. But the measure \co\ on T(E) defined by u) = dx\ 
Xi 

DX 

XR 
(cf. 

(1.13)) does not depend on the maximal cone a used to define {xi,..., xr\. We may 
thus in the description of \u\ replace the coordinates (#1,.. . ,xr) by any set of r 
coordinates corresponding to the rays outside a given maximal cone r of A. We shall 
choose r such that —nr+j G r. Then -Dr+j has multiplicity > 2 in Z?(r) (cf. (8.7)). 
After a permutation of the rays we may change the index of pr+j to 1 and assume 
that (pi,..., pr) are the rays not in r. Then it suffices to show that 

F(B) 
(xD<TVai) 

Xi 
dXf 
Xf 

= 0(B(1 + log B)r-2). 

We shall in fact consider the integral over the larger subset G(B) defined by 

xi > 0 
Xi > 1, »€{2 , . . . , r} 

We shall also assume that r > 2 and leave the trivial case r = 1 to the reader. 
Now note that 

D(T) = fiD1 + --- + frDr 

for some non-negative integers e = /1 > 2, / 2 , . . . , fr (cf. (8.7)). Let ^ (T) = 
D(T) - fiDx and let H(B) be the subset of Rr_1 defined by 

X£(T) < g an(j min(a;2, • • •, xr) > 1. 
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Then by integrating with respect to x\ € [0, (Bf-x.^)1^] we obtain 
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0(B) 
( x ^ M ) dx 

x1 

dr 

x1 

Bl-l/e 

e - 1 H(B) 
KE(r)/e dX2 

xi 
dxr 

xr 

= e r - 1 Bl-l/e 
e - 1 H(B1/e) 

xE(r) dX2 
X2 

dx2 

Xf 
The latter integral can be calculated by means of the variable substitution yi = 

fdogXi,2<i< n. This gives (cf. (11.39)-(11.40) below): 

H{Bl/e) 
x g/1 dX2 

X2 
dXf 

Xf 
= 0(£1/e(l + log B 

e 
•Y-2) 

thereby completing the proof. 

Now let b — logB > 0 and yi = logXi for i = l , . . . ,n . This gives an 
analytic isomorphism between T(M)+ and V — Hom(PicX, E) which sends the 
subset T(R)>i C T(]R)+ with all coordinates x\,... ,xr+d > 1 onto the cone 
aeff{X, U) C V described in (10.18). 

Let Eb be the set of all <p G aef?(X,U) with 0 < tp(D) < b and let dv be 
the unique Haar measure on V such that Vol(V/L) = 1 for the Z-lattice L = 
Hom^(PicX, Z) in V. Then, by the variable substitution yi = loga^, we get 

D(B,v) 
dx = 

dx 
exp(yi + h yn) 

d 
n 
i=i 

(1 - exx>(-yr+j))dv 

(11.39) 
F(B) 

x d81 
dxi 

x\ 

dXf 

Xf Er 
exp(yi + •••• + yn)dv. 

Let A : V —> R be the linear form \{yi,..., yn) = yi + * • • + yn obtained by 
evaluating at the anticanonical class. By integrating along the fibres of A (cf. (10.18)-
(10.19)), we obtain 

(11.40) 
E(b) 

exp(yi + • • • + yn)dv = a(X) 
6̂ 

o 
exp(y)yr xdy 

where a(X) is Peyre's constant. The integral on the right hand side is equal to 

B 
r-l 
E 
k=Q 

(-Dk 
( r - l ) ! 

( r - l - k)\ 
(log By-1'". 

We therefore conclude from (11.38)-(11.40) that 

(11.41) 
D(B,a) 

dx = (x(X)B(logBy-1 + 0(5(1 + log£)r-2) 
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for any maximal cone a of A and hence by (11.32) that 

(11.42) f dx = a(X) Card(Amax)S(log5)r-1 + 0(B(1 + log£)r-2). 
JD(B) 

If we combine this with (11.30) then we obtain the asymptotic formula 

(11.43) C(B) = CB(logB)r-1 + 0(B(1 + log5)r-2+1//+£) 

for any s > 0 with the constant 

C = (Cardf (Z))-lCBxd(Uo{R)/UQ(R)+)a(X) Card(Amax)npnp(X0(Zp)). 

We now verify that this result is compatible with Peyre's conjecture (7.7) 

(11.44) C(B) = aPeyie(X)T(X, || ||)-B(log B)r_1(l +o(l)) 

This is by theorem (6.19) (cf. also (5.21)-(5.22)) true if the following identity 
holds: 

(11.45) e;oo}(T1(AQ)/T(Q))m00(X(M)) 

= (Cardf (Z))-1Card(t/0(R)/t/0(R)+) Card(Amax). 

Here @{oo} is the Haar measure on T1(Aq)/T (Q) corresponding to the Haar 
measure 0{oo} on T(Aq) given by the adelic order norm (5.9)(b) and the conver
gence factors ftp = /ip(T(Zp))-1 and /3^ = 1 under the bijection described after 
(5.19). Hence if K C T(R) is a Borel set, and K the image of Y[pf(ZP) x K in 
T{Aq)/T1(Aq) = Hom(PicX,M), then 

в{оо} \J\T(ZP) xKJ = j_du 

for the Haar measure dv on T(AQ) /T1(AQ) = Hom(PicX,]R) used in (11.38)-
(11.40). 

Now recall that the bijection betwen measures on T1(Aq)/T(Q) and T(Aq) is 
established by applying (5.19) twice to the chain of normal closed subgroups 

T(Q) C T\AQ) C T(Aq) 

with the counting measure on T(Q) and the measure dv on T(Aq)/T1(Aq). Note 
also that T(M)+ x f]p T(ZP) is a fundamental domain for the T(Q)-action on T(Aq). 
It is straightforward from this description that: 

(11.46) e;oo}(T1(AQ)/r(Q)) = Card(T(M)/T(M)+)(Cardf (Z))-1 
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which is equal to 1. It is easy to verify that there is a commutative diagram with exact 
sequences 

(11.47) 1 >T(R)+ ^o(R)+ >U(R)+ >1 

1 > T(R) > i/0(R) • U(Ж) > 1 

where the upper +-index means the subgroup given by the real connected component 
containing 1. One can e.g. make use of the fact that the subgroups in the first row are 
generated by squares of elements in the groups below.) 

Finally, by (9.16) we have: 

(11.48) moo(X(R)) = Card(£/(R)/?7(R)+) Card(Amax) 

Therefore, (11.45) follows from (11.46)-( 11.48). We have thus given a new very 
different proof of the following result of Batyrev-Tschinkel [4]. 

Theorem 11.49. — Let Abe a complete regular d-dimensional fan with n rays and 
let X = be the toric Q-variety defined by A. Suppose that the anticanonical 
sheaf of X is generated by its global sections. Let H be the toric anticanonical 
height function on X(Q) defined by the toric adelic norm \\ \\ for X (cf. (11.2)) and 
letC(B) be the number ofQ-points on U of toric anticanonical height at most B. Let 
apeyre(^0 and т(Х, II II) be the numbers in (7.7) and let f be the smallest integer 
such that there exist f rays of A not contained in a cone of A. Then, 

C(B) = аРеуге(Х)т(Х, II \\)B(logBy-1 + 0(B(1 + logi?r2+1/'+£) 

for any e > 0. 

The following toric surface has been discussed in talks by Batyrev and Tschinkel: 

Example 11.50. — Let N = Z2, щ = (1,0), n2 = (0,1), n3 = (-1,2), n4 = 
(-1,1), n5 = (-1,0), n6 = ( -1 , -1), n7 = (0, -1), n8 = (1, -1), щ = (2, -1). 
Then there exists a unique complete regular fan (N, A) with 9 two-dimensional cones 

1 < i < 9 and 9 one-dimensional cones p¿, 1 < i < 9 where a i, i e Z/9Z is 
generated by n¿+4 and n¿+5 and pi is generated by щ. 

Let 

D0 = E 
peA(i) 

Dp 

and let Ui, 1 < i < 9 be the affine toric plane defined by 0{. Let xm% mi = m(ai) G 
M be the unique character of U C XA which on Ui represents the Cartier divisor 
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with Weil divisor DQ and let 

D(ci) := D0 + (-m(ai),np)Dp. 
PGA(1) 

Finally, let D{ be the prime divisor which corresponds to p\. Then, 

D((Ji-i) = D((n) = D(ai+1) = A-2 + 2A-1 + 3A + 2L>m + A+2 

for all i G Z/9Z with i = 0 mod 3. 
There exists thus for each closed point P on XA a divisor D(cr), a G Amax with 

P ^ Supp D{p) so that 0(A)) is generated by its global sections. Also, it is easy to 
see that m — 0,7723, TTIQ, mg are the only elements m G M such that 

^ 0 + (-minp)DP 
PGA(1) 

is effective. Therefore, by [24, p. 66] it follows that: 

HQ(XAjo(D0)) = Q®Qx~m3 eQx"me eQx"m9. 

This means that the morphism g : XA —» PQ defined by the linear sytem \D$\ 
restricts to the open immersion restriction 

gu:U->F3Q defined by (1, X~m3, X~me, X"m9)-

If we introduce projective coordinates (¿o, ^ 3 , ^ 6 ^ 9 ) for PQ» then the scheme-theoretic 
image X' of g is given by the closed subscheme with equation z$ = z^ZQZg. The 
morphism g : X -> X' is a toric morphism corresponding to a morphism of fans 
(iV, A) —> (AT, A'). The fan A' is the complete non-regular fan with three two-
dimensional cones T$i,i = 1,2,3 generated by nzi+z and 7^+6-

Therefore, the number C(i?) of Q-points on U C XA of toric height at most B is 
equal to the number of integral points (20,23, 26,29) G IP3(Z) with z$ = Z^ZQZ^ ^ 0 
of height: 

max (1201, |23|, |^61, \^\) < 

The Picard group of JfA is of rankr = Card A(l)-dim A = 9-2 = 7(cf. (8.2)). 
Further, if p is a prime number, then we can determine the cardinality of XA(Z/pZ) 
by means of the bijection between U(Z/pZ)-orbits under the action of U(Z/pZ) on 
XA(Z/pZ) and the cones in A (see [24, p. 94]). This gives 

CardXA(Z/pZ) = l(p - l)2 + 9(p - 1) + 9 = p2 + 7p + 1. 

Therefore, the principal universal torsor X$ over X = XA satisfies 

CardX0(Z/pZ) - CardX(Z/pZ) Cardf (Z/pZ) = (p2 + 7p + l)(p - l)7, 
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and (cf. (2.15)) 

np(X0(Zp)) = (1 + 7/p + l/p2)(l - 1/p)7. 

Also, Peyre's constant a(X) is easily seen to be equal to the Vol(P)/9, where P 
is the polytope in M>0 with coordinates (y\,y2, y4,y5,y7,ys) defined by 

max(yi + 2y2 + 2y4 + 2/5, V4 + 2y$ + 2y7 + y8, y7 + 2y8 + 2yx + y2) < 1 

and a further calculation gives a(X) = 1/25920. 
Hence by (11.43) we get that 

(11.51) C(B) = CB(logBf + 0(5(1 + log B)*-1'2*6) 

for any e > 0 with 

C7 = ^ ô I I ( 1 + 7/p+i/p2)(i- i /p)7-
p 

This asymptotic formula was first established by Batyrev and Tschinkel as a corol
lary of [4] (cf. [6] which we received after completing this paper). Another treatment 
of this asymptotic formula, but without a discussion of the value for C, can be found 
in the paper of Fouvry [22]. We have also after the completion of this paper received 
the paper [13] of de la Bretèche on the counting function for z% = Z^Z^ZQ 7̂  0. 
He obtains a more precise asymptotic formula than in (11.51). He has also just be
fore this book goes to press improved the estimates of the error terms for other toric 
varieties. 
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